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Introduction
hauled into court and ousted from their union leadership
For three months in early 2010, the Spartacist League
positions by the bourgeois "justice" system. Their supsupported U.S. imperialism's invasion of Haiti following
posed "crime" was to remove municipal police from the
the January 12 earthquake, shamelessly repeating Democunion. As a result of this, the LQB comrades were hit with
ratic Obama administration's lie that this was a mission to
no less than nine separate court suits promoted by pro-cop
deliver relief supplies to the victims. The SL accused the
elements in the SFPMVR and by the employer, the city
Internationalist Group in particular of fomenting mass
government. In the face of this repression by a popular
death by starvation because we demanded that all U.S. and
front government including Stalinists (PCdoB), social deUnited Nations forces get out of Haiti. While the SL and
mocrats (PTB) and bourgeois populists (PSB), as we
ICL were portraying the 82nd Airborne Division as indissought (successfully) to build international support, the
pensable aid workers, the League for the Fourth InternaSL/ICL sought to sabotage their defense by retailing the
tional, of which the IG is the U.S. section, published sevlies about the Brazilian Trotskyists spread by those who
eral articles, put out special supplements in English,
actually did drag the union into the cou11s.
French, Portuguese and Spanish and helped organize demIn response to this new offensive of slander and disonstrations denouncing Washington's ''humanitarian" intortion by the SL/ICL, we are issuing a pamphlet bringing
vasion. Then suddenly, in an April 27 statement, the ICL
together the statements we issued at the time refuting these
leadership made an about-face and declared that the posivile smears. As we showed then, this mudslinging was part
tion they had so loudly defended was a betrayal of fundaof a bureaucratic purge of leading cadres in the !CL. The
mental Marxist principle, just as we had insisted all along.
This has put the SL in quite a pickle politically, espebarrage of lies was intended to cover up the ICL's own
criminal desertion from the struggle to ousfthe police from
cially since it admits that the Internationalist Group took
the union out of fear that the cop reaction could hit it. For a
the correct position and it even agreed with the IG's characterization of the SL line as "social-imperialist." So folcomplete picture of the events recounted here, this colleclowing its denunciation of its own ignominious apology
tion of documents should be read together with the bulletin
put out by the purged SL cadres, titled From a Dr[fi Tofor the U.S. takeover of Haiti (now admitted to be an invaward Abstentionism to Desertion jiwn the Class Struggle
sion), and its admission that the SL newspaper Workers
Vanguard lied about the Pentagon's actions and about its
(July 1996), as well as the JG Dossier on Class Struggle
and Repression in Volta Redonda, Brazil (February 1997),
own positions, the SL/ICL have been desperately seeking
which details the first set of court suits against the Brazilany stick they can find to polemically beat the IG. They
ian comrades.
have sought refuge in recycling their smears against the IG
and the Liga Quarta-lnternacionalista
do Brasil (LQB), the Brazilian section
of the LFI, going back to 1996-98.
The SL/ICL accusations are brazen lies, accusing the LQB of "suing
the union" in Brazil when the exact
opposite was the case: the LQB never
sued the union, and in fact LQB miliA graphically
tants were the duly elected leadership
documented
record
of the Municipal Workers Union of
of
the
struggle.
Volta Redonda (SFPMVR) who were
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Internationalist Group Statement

The ICL Leaders' cover story:
smokescreen for a Betrayal
The following statement is taken from The Internationmethod of political combat.
alist No. 1 (January-February 1997). It was issued by the
Take the statement in the article's very first sentence
Internationalist Group as a leaflet on 13 September 1996.
that our bulletin was "published without a union 'bug' (laIt's hard to miss that something is seriously wrong with
bel)." The implication is that our bulletin was printed in a
the official story the International Communist League's
scab shop. But the fact is that we did every bit of work on
the bulletin ourselves. This was stated clearly on the front
leadership has put out to justify its purge of long-time cadres this past June, followed almost immediately by its break
cover of the bulletin, which says "Labor donated" - a fact
of fraternal relations with the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista
WV neglects to mention. Numerous Spartacist League leafdo Brasil/Luta Metalurgica (LQB/LM). First came a publets and documents have stated that they were produced with
"labor donated." Volunteer labor was how the Spartacist
licly distributed, 149-page bulletin of internal ICL materials,
which was filled with documents against the expelled com- , League originally printed and reproduced its Marxist Bulletin series for years (up to and including MB No. 9, Basic
rades, and complained that Norden and Stamberg alone had
Documents of the SL).
produced "at least 392 pages" of documents in a year-long
WV's baiting is a clumsy attempt at a smear job aimed
internal struggle, but reproduced only one of those documents, their "Response to a Frame-Up 'Trial'." Any serious
at obscuring real political debate. Like the repeated claims
reader trying to figure out what the fight was about was left
in Brute's speech that we "split" and "left" the party - when
wondering what we had to say.
in fact we were bureaucratically expelled - this gives a
Then Workers Vanguard (No. 648, 5 July 1996) pubmeasure of the dishonesty of WV' s account.
lished a "polemic" which even sympatheticaJly inclined
... To a Full-Scale Cover-Up on Brazil
readers found remarkably short on concretes, specifics or
serious political argumentation. The expelled comrades,
A significant part of our bulletin was devoted to docuwho have now formed the Internationalist Group, published
menting how, after the ICL correctly encouraged the Brazilan extensive bulletin (After Spartacist League Purges Leadian LQB's struggle to remove police from the Volta Reing Cadres, !CL Flees from Class Battle in Brazil: From a
donda municipal workers union (SFPMVR), the "new 1.S."
Drift Toward Abstentionism to Desertion from the Class
(International Secretariat) fled from this crucial class battle.
Struggle, July 1996) that provides point-by-point answers to
We quoted the June 5 l.S. motion saying that "given the
the ICL leadership's distortions and outright falsifications,
sinister provocations and threats of state repression," assocarefully documents what really happened in Brazil and
ciation of the ICL with the LQB's union work "presents
explains the political meaning of these events.
unacceptable risks to the vanguard." We reprinted the
After a month and a half of silence, the ICL has now
LQB's powerful response to the ICL's disloyal break of
published a cursory "answer" to us (WV No. 651, 13 Sepfraternal relations, in which the Brazilian militants stress
tember 1996). But, as will be immediately clear to anyone
that "as the ICL representatives were fully aware, the day
who has read our bulletin, WV's "polemic" answers none of
you cut off relations was one day before the union assembly
the documented facts and political arguments we put forcalled to separate the municipal guardas [police} from the
ward. This exercise in blatant political evasion accompanies
municipal union!" We cited one leaflet and newspaper artian edited version of the August I New York Spartacist focle after another from Volta Redonda on the record of the
rum where ICL speaker Jon Brule rehashed, often word for
Brazilian comrades' fight to remove the cops from the union
word, the WV 648 articles on our expulsion and the break
and the repression they have faced in carrying out this
with the Brazilian LQB/LM.
struggle.
Yet with supreme arrogance, the WV No. 651 "poFrom "Little" Distortions ...
lemic" pretends this doesn't exist, saying:
Our bulletin pointed out:
"The Nordenites' cover story for our supposed 'centrist
"A notable aspect of the recent fights and sharp turn to
turn' is that we 'deserted the class struggle' by breaking
fraternal relations with the Brazilian Luta Metalurgica
the right by the ICL has been its systematic use of dis(LM) group, allegedly as their MEL [Municipal Workers
tortion and outright lies, in flagrant contradiction to the
in Struggle] supporters in the municipal workers union in
proud tradition of the Spartacist tendency."
Volta Redonda were about to raise a motion to kick the
In little things as in big, the ICL's "answer" piles on more
cops out of the union at a June 19 union meeting."
evidence that it has adopted wholesale dishonesty as a
3

"Allegedly"?! What nauseating cynicism! Every Volta Redonda union activist knows this is what happened and
would dismiss WV' s sneer with disgust. As the MEL paper
(July 28) reported, the police intervened to shut down the
June 19 union meeting where union president Geraldo
Ribeiro "read the resolutions of the 1st Seminar [of the union], among the main points of which is: To disaffiliate the
municipal guardas from the SFPMVR, because they are not
part of the working class." In fact it was just at this point
that the police dissolved the meeting.
Eight days after the June 19 meeting, Ribeiro was suspended by the courts, at the "request" of pro-cop provocateur Artur Fernandes, who was appointed by the bosses'
courts to be their puppet union "president." The bourgeois
press reported the pro-police faction's motives: "they state
they are against the proposal to disaffiliate the municipal
guardas from the union," whereas "disaffiliation is called
for by suspended union president Geraldo Ribeiro" (Diario
do Vale [Volta Redonda], 20-21July1996).
Since Ribeiro refused to abandon this struggle, the
popular front city government escalated its vendetta, charging him with "slandering" the city because of the campaign '
he has led against the racist firing of a black woman, Regina
Celia. This charge, based on a draconian Jaw inherited from
the military dictatorship, can bring up to four years in jail.
But as far as WV is concerned, it is just "allegedly" and
according to us that all this has to do with the fight waged
for cops out of the union before and during the June 19 union meeting. Yet the ICL leadership knows full well that
this is the case. Contempt for the truth is the mark of cynics,
not revolutionists. Not only is the I.S. in possession of the
leaflets and multiple articles from the bourgeois press (many
of which it hid from the ICL membership), but at a June 16
meeting with the Brazilian comrades, the 1.S. representatives argued against the LQB's plans to vote the removal of
the cops at the June 19 meeting. We quoted a few of these
ICL reps' repeated demands that the Brazilian comrades
abandon this fight because it was too dangerous. This was
summed up in the egregious call to "pull our hands out of
the boiling water." One day after the LQB refused to commit such a flagrant betrayal, the LS. wrote its letter breaking
relations with them. This entire course of events is laid out
in detail in a series of written statements sent to the ICL by
the LQB militants directly involved in these struggles. 1
Next item: The WV article says the ICL broke with the
Brazilian group "on the fundamental premise that the main
task in Brazil was to construct a revolutionary party based
on the program of Trotskyism, and to put out a party press
reflecting that program." From reading WV, nobody would
have a clue that less than a month after the ICL broke with
them, the LQB comrades published that party press! Its
name is Vanguarda Operaria. Pretty strange for a group that
supposedly didn't want to publish a party newspaper. Moreover, the article is silent about the fact that at the time of the
ICL 's break, over half the paper was laid out, despite the
weeks-long delay because the ICL rep had the computer
1

See From a Drift Toward Abstentionism to Desertion from
the Class Struggle (July 1996), pp. 42, 82-89.
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codes ("attributes") without which the LQB comrades
couldn't open the files.
In addition to selling hundreds of copies of its paper to
steel workers, municipal workers, university students in Sao
Paulo and Rio, protesters against repression of landless
peasants and many others, the LQB has published its own
pamphlet of Trotsky's crucial work "Trade Unions in the
Epoch of Imperialist Decay," which explains that a successful struggle to free the workers movement from bourgeois
state intervention can be waged only by building the revolutionary, Fourth Internationalist party of the proletarian vanguard. But the line of the ICL leadership is: if we pretend
not to notice, then it doesn't exist. Not for nothing did the
LQB characterize this method as "illusionism."

Falsification to Hide Flight
from Class Struggle
The WV 651 [article] deepens the falsifications and slanders raised to justify the bureaucratic purge of leading members
and the ICL leadership's flight from class struggle in Brazil.
After dishonestly claiming that the LQB "refused" to "construct a revolutionary party" and "put out a party press," the
article claims that "LM refused to break with a course of tradeunion opportunism and rotten-bloc maneuvers." What is the
proof offered to back up this sweeping statement? None whatsoever. Just for example, whom are they supposedly engaged
in "rotten-bloc maneuvers" with? WV is silent. Brute's August
1 forum presentation claims the Brazilian comrades believe
"any unprincipled shortcut or deal is possible. And that's what
LM did - and kept on doing - at the top of this municipal
workers union, until the police themselves broke the deal...."
What "deal" with the cops? This is a filthy smear!
What has occurred is the "bloc" of the bourgeois police
and courts, pro-cop provocateurs in the SFPMVR, the popular-front mayor and most of the Brazilian fake left in a relentless attempt to smash the LQB militants. And as this
truly rotten bloc, an unholy anti-communist alliance of the
class enemy and the opportunists, spewed out one slander
after another, the !CL leadership grotesquely took up some
of those lies and repeated them, first internally and now in
its public press! That the LQB comrades have pursued the
struggle for class independence in the face of these odds,

and despite the ICL leadership's abandonment and backstabbing defamation of them, speaks highly of their determination to fight for the cause of the workers and oppressed.
The WV 651 articles claim it was "only when compelled
by a police provocation" that the LQB/LM took up the question
of cops in the labor movement! Once again, this is false. The
Municipal Workers in Struggle program, while failing to call
explicitly for removal of the cops from the SFPMVR (an error
the LQB has explicitly recognized), included a section on "The
Military Question" stating: "The official armed forces are institutions which serve the ruling class .... In Brazil there are various levels: federal (army, navy, air force and federal police);
state (military police); municipal (municipal guarda) - all are
the armed fist of the bourgeoisie." The MEL program adds that
any "alliance" with the police is incompatible with class independence, "since they bring men armed and trained by the
bourgeois state into the unions."
SFPMVR president Ribeiro sent the ICL a statement noting that shortly after taking office he carried out negotiations
"for the disaffiliation of the guarda from the union" even
before the discussion of this question that occurred when an
LQB representative attended the ICL's International Execu- ~
tive Committee meeting in January. And it wasn't as if this
position went unnoticed. The pro-police faction in the
SFPMVR, Jed by Artur Fernandes, issued a leaflet reproducing the MEL program's denunciation of the municipal cops and calling the March 13 [ 1996] union assembly to "defend the guardas." The Artur faction's leaflet began:
"Geraldo clearly wants to exclude the Municipal Guardas and watchmen from the union movement, stigmatizing them as ARMED FISTS OF THE BOSSES, claiming that an alliance with the Municipal Guardas and
Watchmen is incompatible with MUNICIPARIOS EM
LUTA, making clear the intention to disaffiliate all the
Municipal Guardas and Watchmen from the Union."
The facts are clear: the pro-police provocateur - echoed by
the bourgeois press and the municipal guardas' commander
(as detailed in our bulletin) - went after Ribeiro and the LQB
for seeking the disaffiliation of the cops from the union.
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the union. The ICL's International Secretariat translated, but
did not circulate, the May 6 MEL bulletin (see graphic, below) that began "The Ranks Are Deciding: Police Out of the
Union" and reported on the garage workers' assembly that
voted that "The police must not be part of the SFPMVR and
the labor movement in general, since they are the instrument
and armed fist of the bourgeoisie." On the inside of this bulletin is a headline calling to intensify the campaign interna-
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The fact remains that the June 19 union meeting was to
be the culmination of a campaign to separate the cops from
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When workers turned out to support Geraldo against the
pro-cop provocation, the Artur faction called the Military
Police against the March 13 union meeting - this is what led
the ICL to launch the international campaign for police
hands off the SFPMVR. The fact that the union printed
10,000 copies of the April 11 SFPMVR paper with Mumia
Abu-Jamal's article "Police: Part of, or Enemies of, Labor?"
(see page 8) was the pretext used by the bourgeois court to
suspend Ribeiro from his elected post as union president.
Then we come to WV's statement that "the June 19 union meeting was not advertised as the showdown with the
cops the Nordenites would have us believe" and Brule's
August 1 statement that "Not only do you make up a bogus
issue here, but then you lie about that too." Let's be clear:
those the ICL leadership claims are lying about this are not
just the so-called "Norden group" but the Volta Redonda
militants the WV article grudgingly admits carried out a
"difficult and principled struggle against the police presence
in the union." But let us see who is telling the truth.
The article's talk of "advertising" a "showdown" is revoltingly cynical given that the JCL correctly recommended
that LQB supporters make it clear they did not seek a confrontation with the cops. A February 26 letter by comrade
Robertson to LQB leader Cerezo noted that "while recognizing with increasing clarity that police within the workers'
unions is a fundamentally unprincipled practice, the timing
and means of their removal and exclusion needs to be applied thoughtfully, with an eye to the other elements in the
immediate situation."

Oirceaml ~ ~ Illa
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Excerpt from leaflet by pro-police provocateur in
the SFPMVR, titled "Look at Geralda's Views
About the Municipal Police."
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tionally and among the ranks and "do as the garage brothers
did" and elect representatives against the "police slate of the
Artur faction" in delegate elections by work group (the
schedule for which is printed in the same bulletin) to a union
conference scheduled for June 13. The bulletin ends with
the slogans: "Forward with Our Campaign! Police Out of
the Union! Workers of the World, Unite!"
The WV article cynically claims that the June 7 MEL
paper referring to the June 19 meeting said the meeting was
about a wage campaign. That was only one of the points on
the agenda. Point 7 of the agenda for the June 13 delegated
union conference (seminario) held to prepare for the June 19
assembly was on the Municipal Guarda. The June 17 MEL
paper reproduces this on its front page, while the back begins in huge letters: "The Campaign for 'Cops Hands Off
the SFPMVR' Is Growing."

CRESCE ACAMPANHA
"Policla Ure as mios do SFPMVB"

t

-from MEL bulletin, 17 June 1996
The June 18 MEL paper reproduces the main conference resolution, which states that "the affiliation of guardas and police
to workers' unions is incompatible with a class program."

... nados com o comandante da Guarda N1.
ipal, que esta processando o Sindicato e inst.
gando a guarda contra o mesmo. E por isso
que o nosso programa, "Municiparios cm
Luta", insiste que filia~ao de guardas e policiais aos sindicatos operarios incompativel com
m programa classista.

e

The June 19 meeting was indeed intended to be the culmination of the campaign for police out of the union. As the
June 28 MEL paper reported, the cops and courts shut down
the June 19 union meeting where "Geraldo read the resolutions from the First Seminario, among the main points of
which is: To disaffiliate the municipal guardas from the
SFPMVR, because they are not part of the working class."
Showing the arrest of LQB supporter Marcello Carega for
leading 150 workers blocking a gate as part of the June 21
nation-wide general strike, it notes "for the 'blind people'
who do not want to see, this is one more lesson: police (any
kind of police) are not part of the workers movement" and
thus the June 13 conference called for "excluding the Municipal Guardas from the SFPMVR."
As the LQB noted in its July 4 response to the ICL,
thousands of these bul1etins were distributed, not only
within the SFPMVR but elsewhere, including university
campuses in Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and the V.R. region.
Subsequent leaflets (as well as the bourgeois press) reported
support to the campaign by the mother of Ernane da Silva
Lucio, a black child murdered in October 1995 by a municipal cop, and the issue continued to polarize the city. While
pro-cop provocateur Artur Fernandes drew less than a dozen

workers to the "assembly" he held after the courts appointed
him puppet union "president," on July 25 an assembly of
150 SFPMVR members voted, after a minute of silence in
memory of Ernane, to reaffirm Ribeiro as president and to
expel the police from the union (see display, top of page 7).
Yet WV pretends none of this exists. And what of the
demands by ICL representatives at their June 16 meeting
with the LQB? Our bulletin cited their calls on the Brazilian
comrades to "pull our hands out of the boiling water"; to
"formally leave the most prominent issue" the bourgeoisie
sought to use against them, their "leadership of the union";
and their denunciation of the LQB's "intransigent defense of
work in a union which at this time poses fundamental risks"
to the LQB and the ICL, etc. Yet this is just a small sample
of their panicked warnings that "the power of the bourgeois
state" was about to lead to a bloody clash in the union and
their calls to pull out because the LQB "cannot stand up to
this whole offensive of bourgeois reaction, which is trying
to destroy the union and which is trying to wait for the best
moment to destroy our organization in Brazil." These quotations can be multiplied at will. Does the ICL leadership dare
to claim they are false? Try it - we have the tape of the
meeting, and so do they!
WV's evasions, omissions and flat-out lies give the
measure of a whole series of associated fabrications-among
them the truly repugnant allegation that Norden and Negrete
sought to "blunt" political discussions, "excusing weaknesses on the part of LM by claiming they were only 'cultural differences"' in line with a position that "comrades
from the semi-colonial countries would be second-class
members"! We challenge the ICL leadership to substantiate
this disgusting smear. In fact, the headlong flight from the
class struggle in Brazil carries more than a whiff of Second
International-style "socialism" on the colonial question, not
unrelated to the new l.S.' U.S.-centric view of the world. As
we noted in our bulletin, the LS.' actions in Brazil are a
typically centrist clash between words and deeds.
Finally there is the claim that despite breaking fraternal
relations, the ICL continues to defend the Brazilian militants
against repression. We ask: other than a small, pro-forma
box in WV No. 650, has the ICL done anything whatsoever
since the break to obtain solidarity statements or mobilize
international defense for these comrades? To our knowledge, the answer is no. We would be happy to learn otherwise. While WV boasts "we are proud of this split" with the
LQB, the flight from Brazil was a shameful act which the
ICL leadership seeks - in vain - to cover up with lies ....

[Section of article on Germany is omitted}
Against the Turn to Centrism Fight for Trotskyism!
Perhaps the most pathetic aspect of recent polemics is the
recurrent claim by the ICL leadership that they were duped and
deceived by the devious Nordenites-which in WV 651 takes the
form of stating that "when the party took control of [Brazil]
work away from Norden and Negrete, we discovered that LM
and the ICL had been toys in Norden's game of smoke and
mirrors." So now the ICL leadership says "Toys 51 Us"?
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On July 25. Volta Redonda Municipal Workers
Union assembly voted to
remove police from the
union membership. Far
left: union bulletin hails
meeting.
Left: Volta
Redonda newspaper reports. "Another decision
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What would it mean if the picture the I.S. presents of
itself were really true? It claims that for months it was suckered by Norden over what was going on in Germany. As for ,
Mexico, the ICL's fastest growing section, while it had just
been officially reported that the Grupo Espartaquista de
Mexico functioned like "a good old-fashioned Spartacist
League local," it suddenly "came out" (to justify the purge
of Socorro and Negrete from the GEM leadership) that the
I.S. had supposedly been deceived there as well. And then
there is the claim that the ICL leadership was duped for two
years by the DecJaration of Fraternal Relations with Luta
Metalurgica, as they wail: We were only a toy in their game.
If this were true, the ICL leadership would have condemned itself as so irresponsible, iJI-informed and willfully
blind that no serious revolutionist would follow it for a minute. "Dupes" don't lead revolutions. But of course this claim
to have been triply duped and deceived is laughable nonsense. The "new LS." is simply rewriting the party's history
in the service of a turn to the right.
The harm to the ICL is being done by the current leadership. If it wished to reverse some of that damage it would
rescind the bureaucratic expulsions and the disloyal split
with the LQB, retract its unprincipled slanders and open up
a wide-ranging party discussion on the source of the recent
disastrous course. Instead it digs in deeper. This is not just
an episodic "blip." The process is far from over, and many
zigzags may lie ahead, but powerful political motivations
and pressures are at work here, cutting against the fight for
the Trotskyist program.
The ICL leadership screams that it was defrauded over
Brazil because, it claims, a group of proletarian militants like
the LQB couldn't really agree with the Trotskyist program.
This speaks to a real loss of confidence by the ICL leaders in
the power and relevance of that program today. More broadly,
Pabloite revisionism was motivated in large part by a despairing loss of confidence in the capacity of the proletariat, led by
its independent revolutionary vanguard, to cany out revolutionary struggle. It is striking that the repeated theme of ICL
polemics against us is that we supposedly underestimate just
how bad the current period is and overestimate the potential for
7

revolutionary struggles - in other words, that we are cockeyed
optimists out of tune with the times.
While the counterrevolutionary destruction of the
USSR was a major defeat for the world proletariat, revolutionists must reject the defeatist conclusions pushed by the
ICL leadership, an echo of the bourgeois "death of communism" campaign. The "post-Soviet period" demands more
than ever that we carry the Trotskyist program into the class
struggle and reforge the world party of socialist revolution:
the Fourth International.
Internationalist Group
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~~~~~~Union newspaper featuring article by Mumia AbuJamal, "Police: Part of, or Enemies of, Labor?"

Protest Brazilian Police Assault
on Volta Redonda Union

From Death Row,
This Is Mumia Abu-Jamal

Police: Part of, or
Enemies of, Labor?
- Reprinted from Workers Vanguard No. 643, 12
tlict is a question that now has global implications April 1996
what is the role of the police? Are they simply work"Authority is never without hate."
ers, like glass blowers, garbage collectors, or clerks?
-Euripides
Or are they agents of the wealthy and propertied
ln the large nation-state of Brazil, the lion's share , classes - those who rule?
of South America, the question of the function of the 1
Throughout history, police have protected the
police is at the heart of the labor struggle for the power
status quo, even when that "status" has been evil and
to better the life of working people.
repressive. During the civil rights era, it was the police
In Volta Redonda, an industrial center near Rio de
who beat bloodied and arrested those who fought Janeiro, that question has emerged as a central one in
peacefully! - for civil rights. Federal police followed,
the middle of an internal power struggle among leadphone-tapped, sabotaged and, in the words of th FBI,
ing municipal workers.
"neutralized" those who today are honored veterans of
On March 13, 1996, a meeting of the Municipal
that struggle, like Reverend Martin Luther King (Jr. &
Workers Union was invaded by the globally infamous
Sr.!), nationalist Malcolm X, and Black Panther founand murderous Military Police, who, heavily armed,
der Dr. Huey P. Newton. Police aided white supremaattempted to "settle" a workers dispute with shotguns.
cists in many of their racist campaigns.
People at the scene reported their surprise response
Similarly, police in Brazil have been engineers of
came only moments after a premeditated physical asrepression, from the crushing of popular and labor unsault on MWU president Geraldo Ribeiro, a militant
ions in the past, to the ruthless, shopkeeper-contracted
trade unionist, by MWU secretary Arthur Bonizetti
slaughter of Brazilian street children. If the status quo
Fernandes' key operative, known as "Motorzinho."
is unjust, inequitable and repressive, how can anyone
What is dangerous and unprecedented here, is the
protect it?
calling of the cops: Who did it?; and why?
It is in this context that one must truly "see" the
What is clear, from all reports, is union president
introduction of the nefarious Military Police into the
Ribeiro didn't call them, and upon their arrival inaffairs of a union for the bad omen that it is, and once
formed them that everything was under control. Later,
seeing this, condemn and protest it forcefully.
some workers heard plainclothes police say Artur (unPresidente Ribeiro and his Luta Metalurgica (Liga
ion secretary) owed them 10 reals ($11 U.S.) apiece,
Quarta-Internacionalista
do Brasil) ally, Alexandre
but feared they might not be paid, as they were "late"
"Cerezo,"
are
calling for protests against
Honorato
(late for what, one wonders?).
police
presence
and
provocations
in union affairs.
At any rate, the invitation of police, and more omiProtests should be directed to: Marcello Alencar,
nously, this police force, into the heart of an internal
Governor,
Rio de Janeiro State, Palacio Guanabara,
union dispute, is a truly dire development. This force,
Rua
Pinherio
Machado sin, Laranjeiras, CEP 22238the Military Police, is known as a death squad, who
900,
Rio
de
Janeiro,
RJ, Brazil. Fax No. (55 -21) 553have practiced their murderous expertise on the black,
6090.
brown and poor slum children of the Jave/as and
Solidarity statements can be sent to: Geraldo
streets of Rio. They (like the Philadelphia police) are
Ribeiro, Rua Uniao No. 147, Volta Redonda, RJ, Brazil.
experts in babykill ing.
The central principle: police hands off the unions!
Central to the Luta Metalurgica (LM - Metal31 March 1996.
workers Struggle) and Municipal workers Union con-
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Internationalist Group Statement

Brazil: context of a Betrayal
The following article is reprinted from The Internationalist No. 2, April-May 1997.

but the break with the LQB "was an unprincipled act which
goes against internationalism" (Buenaventura and Teodorico, "Letter to ICL Comrades," 16 October 1996). DeThe attack on the first issue of The Internationalist pubnouncing
the abandonment of the class battle in Brazil and
lished in Workers Vanguard No. 663 (7 March 1997) prothe
purge
of leading ICL members last summer, these comvides the latest version of the International Communist
rades
solidarized
with the Internationalist Group (IG) and
League leadership's official story on its flight from Brazil.
were
expelled
three
days after submitting their document.
Our first issue reprinted a 13 September 1996 stateSix months later, the ICL leadership has still not rement by the Internationalist Group, "The ICL Leaders'
sponded to the demand to substantiate or withdraw its slanCover Story: Smokescreen for a Betrayal." That statement
der about a "deal" with the cops. Instead they engage in
spelled out how, after correctly encouraging the struggle of
more mud-slinging. At a February 28 New York Spartacist
the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil (LQB) to reLeague forum, SL spokesman Alison Spencer repeated the
move police from the Volta Redonda municipal workers
smear,
while characterizing our dossier on the struggle in
union (SFPMVR), the ICL leadership fled from this key
as "slime" - adding, "next time you should
Volta
Redonda
class battle, cutting fraternal relations with the LQB one '
print it on puke." This gives an idea of the level of "arguday before a crucial union meeting where the cops were to
ment" by ICL leaders as they attempt to justify their unprinbe ousted.
cipled course by heaping filth on the LQB.
Despite the ICL leadership's backstabbing, and in the
WV 663 attempts to trivialize the import of the ICL
face of a repressive vendetta by the courts, cops and local
leaders'
actions in Brazil by claiming we have engaged in
authorities, the LQB carried out this battle, culminating irt a
"chicken
baiting." On the contrary, what we charge the In25 July 1996 union meeting which voted the expulsion of
ternational
Secretariat (1.S.) of the ICL with is worse than
the cops from the SFPMVR. This fight is documented in the
cowardice:
the I.S. committed a betrayal by abandoning a
dossier published by the Internationalist Group in collaborafight
that
it
had encouraged, leaving the Brazilian comrades
tion with our fraternal comrades of the LQB, Class Struggle
to take the heat.
and Repression in Volta Redonda, Brazil - Cops, Courts
In encouraging the fight to oust the cops, the ICL leadOut of the Unions (February 1997).
ership took on responsibilities in the class struggle. Anyone
Our September 1996 statement denounced the fact that
who does not understand what this means has no business in
in his presentation at a I August 1996 Spartacist forum in
revolutionary politics. The ICL fled from those responsibiliNew York (reprinted in WV No. 651, 13 September 1996),
ties at the high point of the struggle, and then it tried to
ICL speaker Jon Brule claimed the Brazilian comrades becover its tracks withfabrications and slanders against those
lieve "any unprincipled shortcut or deal is possible. And
who
refused to join in this betrayal.
that's what LM did - and kept on doing - at the top of this
municipal workers union, until the police themselves broke
WV: Now vs. Then
the deal." We wrote: "What 'deal' with the cops? This is a
filthy smear!"
The WV No. 663 article attacks LQB leader Cerezo as
having been "an unelected 'adviser"' to the SFPMVR. In
After WV published Brule's allegation, the LQB wrote
fact, this was one of the themes in a witchhunt against the
a 17 October 1996 letter to the ICL (which they requested
be published in Workers Vanguard) stating: "There was no
LQB and union president Geraldo Ribeiro because of
'deal' with the police, and this dirty slander is an attempt to
Ribeiro's election on a program against the popular front.
hide the reality of our class-struggle fight to disaffiliate the
This anti-red campaign was fanned by the bourgeois press
municipal guardas [police] from the SFPMVR. This attempt
over a year ago, and then escalated by one Artur Fernandes,
a pro-police provocateur in Volta Redonda. Among many
to make reality disappear will not succeed!" Their letter
defied the ICL leadership: "We demand and we challenge
other smears, Fernandes claimed that Cerezo had sought to
receive a union salary equal to ten times the minimum wage.
you to show the proof of what you say and publish." No
At the 28 February 1997 New York forum, SL spokesman
proofs were forthcoming. Their letter was not printed in WV
or answered by the ICL.
Spencer went even further and called him a "paid adviser"
to the union. Yet as the ICL leadership knows full well,
Meanwhile, two members of the Mexican section of the
published affidavits by the union treasurer and president
ICL formally asked for an explanation of the charge of a
state that Cerezo never sought, let alone received, any pay"deal" with the cops. When their request was met with stony
ment from the union!
silence from the ICL leadership, they undertook their own
This kind of smear campaign against "outside reds" is
intensive investigation of documents. This led them to the
not new - the same sort of charges were hurled at U.S. Trotconclusion that not only was the "deal" allegation a smear,
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skyist leader James P. Cannon when he was "advising" his
comrades in the leadership of the Minneapolis Teamsters in
the 1930s. What is most striking here is how the ICL leadership has picked up these anti-communist themes for its own
purposes. These are, after all, the same charges which Workers Vanguard emphatically denounced a year ago. When
this McCarthyite campaign began, WV published an "ICL
Statement of Solidarity with Luta Metalurgica" (LM) that
denounced the "unholy alliance" that is "frantically seeking
to drive revolutionaries out of the union" (WV No. 639, 16
February 1996). We urge ICL members and sympathizers to
reread that statement, which denounced attempts to brand
LQB/LM spokesman Cerezo an outsider.
The WV 633 polemic refers to discussions at the January 1996 ICL International Executive Committee meeting
on the need for LM to transform itself into a Trotskyist vanguard nucleus, including the publication of a newspaper. It
presents the false picture that the LQB refused to carry out
concrete steps to do this. We have already noted how LM
adopted the name Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil to
show its determination to build a Trotskyist party. They
were already well underway in the publication of their paper, Vanguarda Operaria, when the ICL broke off fraternal
relations, and the first issue was published less than a month
after the break. Significantly, WV has never referred to the
LQB's newspaper, because its very existence gives the lie to
their whole construct.
Now the ICL's International Secretariat has published
an International Bulletin (No. 41, April 1997) under the
title, "The Fight for a Trotskyist Party in Brazil," a compilation of the correspondence between the ICL and the LQB
from January 1996 through the ICL' s break in fraternal relations with the Brazilian comrades in late June. The thick
bulletin conveniently omits the LQB's 4 July 1996 letter to
the LS. protesting the ICL's unprincipled break. As in the
case of the LQB's October 1996 letter to WV, this letter was
never answered.
The introduction to the ICL's new bulletin notes that
immediately following the January 1996 IEC meeting, the
LS. sent a representative to Brazil for several months. However, it laments:
"As soon as we got a representative in place in Brazil,
the reality of Luta Metalurgica's ingrained trade-union
opportunism and opposition to the tasks necessary to
forge a Trotskyist vanguard party were uncovered. After an attempt to fight out our differences, as documented in these letters, we broke off fraternal relations
because we did not, in fact, have agreement on a revolutionary Marxist perspective."
In fact, the correspondence in the bulletin disproves the
ICL leadership's version of the events preceding its flight
from Brazil.
In a 3 April 1996 letter, LQB leader Cerezo put forward
a series of proposals, including to "put out a national journal,"
extend political work to Brazil's most important industrial
centers, continue work for the freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal,
defend the Municipal Workers Union against the witchhunt,
and seek to recruit contacts made at leading Brazilian univer10

sities. Here is what the ICL leadership wrote then, in a 7 April
response by Parks for the International Secretariat:
"Our comrades strongly concur with your proposals.
Your projections are fully in accordance with discussions at the London IEC meeting and with proposals
raised by the ICL in written correspondence with
LM/LQB to move fraternal relations forward.
"The campaign waged by Luta Metalurgica and the ICL
against the police provocation in the Volta Redonda
municipal workers union has drawn our organizations
closer together in struggle, and helped clarify agreement on the fundamental question of the state. Surely
there is no organized political tendency apart from the
ICL that fights against the presence of cops in the labor
movement and in Brazil, it has been you comrades who
have withstood the pressures and dangers by waging a
hard and principled fight on this question."
While noting the need for "further discussion, education and
debate" on areas of ambiguity or disagreement, the letter
stated: "We hope to culminate a period of common work such
as you have outlined... in a fusion between our organizations."
A subsequent letter, dated 25 April 1996, quoted an
IEC motion that referred in part to: "recent forward advancement of fraternal relations as evidenced in the collaboration between our organizations in the campaign against
the incursion of the capitalist state in the union movement,
as well as in the perspectives advanced to us by comrade
Cerezo for party propaganda, cadre education, and extending the organization to a major metropolitan center .... "
These two letters were written two months and two and a
half months after the !CL representative was sent to Brazil.
So where was the "ingrained trade-union opportunism" on
the part of the LQB and its alleged "opposition to the tasks
necessary to forge a Trotskyist vanguard party" that he supposedly immediately uncovered?
The LS.' own selective documentation reveals that its
claims are a fraud.

"Context"
Unfortunately for the "new l.S.," documentation exists
of what actually happened. The WV 633 polemic against the
Internationalist Group states that we criticize the ICL leadership "for supposedly 'claiming that association with the
LQB/LM in this work posed "unacceptable risks for the
vanguard'".'' In response, WV uses sleight of hand, quoting
a 17 June 1996 letter to the LQB. Any reader would draw
the conclusion that the ICL used the cited phrase only "supposedly" - but not in reality. Yet on 5 June 1996 the International Secretariat passed a motion stating:
"Due to ominous provocations and threats of state repression, prominent public association of the ICL with
LM's only present public work - the leadership of the
municipal workers union - poses unacceptable risks to
the vanguard, to our fraternal comrades and indeed to
the union as a whole."
As we have pointed out, it was the Brazilian comrades who
were directly under attack by the bourgeoisie's repressive
forces, and they could not abandon the struggle they had
started without forever condemning themselves as unserious

elements. They held fast while the ICL "leadership" pulled
out, thereby condemning itself.
Repeatedly, the I.S. has tried to blame the LQB for the
bourgeois repression unleashed against it. Thus an 11 June
1996 I.S. letter, partially cited in WV No. 663, smears the
Brazilian comrades as "subordinating the question of principle to the quotidian struggle for influence in the union's
leadership [which] can only lead to continued provocations
by the police, the political forces who run the police and
the 'leftists' who do their bidding .... " The 17 June 1996
I.S. letter breaking relations arrogantly denounces the LQB
for "fatuous light-mindedness toward the bourgeois state,"
adding: "Indeed, the provocations have continued and have
now escalated to a campaign of dirty tricks and violence
which threaten not only the perspectives for a Trotskyist
vanguard, but the physical safety, possible arrest, and imprisonment (or worse) of LM/LQB comrades, as well as
ICL representatives, and also threaten the very existence of
the union itself."
But who has actually been physically threatened or arrested over the struggle in Brazil? The LQB comrades have
- and the ICL leadership outrageously blames the victims 1
for the repression!
Exposing WV's cover-up story about breaking relations with the LQB over supposed "trade-union opportunism," in our July 1996 bulletin, From a Drift Toward Abstentionism to Desertion from the Class Struggle, we
quoted an ICL representative at meetings with the LQB on
15 and 16 June 1996. The ICL envoy said there that the
LQB, with its forces, "cannot, at this time, stand up to this
whole offensive of bourgeois reaction, which is trying to
destroy the union and which is trying to wait for the best
moment to destroy our organization in Brazil.... We are
telling you: let's pull our hands out of that boiling water
and dedicate our attention and time to building a revolutionary party." We commented: "What a grotesque perversion of Leninism - 'building a revolutionary party' by
pulling one's hands out of the boiling water of the class
struggle!" In response, WV 663 charges us with "quoting
half-sentences out of context, which when quoted in full
are the opposite" of what we claim.
Context? We've got plenty of context. As WV notes, we
have a tape of the 16 June 1996 meeting and "know what
was actually said." We also have written reports of the I.S.
secretary on those meetings, so we know as well what the
LS. told the rest of the ICL leadership. So let's see what was
said as the LS. was preparing to break relations and leave
Brazil. The reader can judge who has told the truth.
To begin with, WV quotes from the above statement:
"The bourgeois state, Artur [Fernandes], the LBI [Liga
Bolchevique Internacionalista, in league with Fernandes] and aJl these organizations want to put us in a
cauldron of boiling water. That is the situation
now ... and we are telling you, let's take our hands out of
this boiling water and dedicate our attention, our time to
building a revolutionary party!"
This confirms the accuracy of what we cited.
WV then continues the quote from the ICL representative, proposing that "we work toward a conscious transfor11

mation of the Brazilian organization into a Trotskyist party,"
including giving priority to the publication of a newspaper,
recruiting young workers, doing work in an industrial city
and getting in touch with youth. This is presented as if it
were contrary to the intentions of the LQB. However, the
Brazilian comrades all stressed that they agreed with those
points; they did not agree with abandoning the struggle to
oust the cops.
Subsequent to the break in fraternal relations, the LQB
immediately put out its newspaper, it has recruited among
young workers and students, and has moved some comrades to Rio de Janeiro. As Engels was fond of saying, in a
basic statement of materialism, the proof of the pudding is
in the eating.
But let us return to the call to "pull our hands out of the
boiling water." The ICL representatives made numerous
statements in this vein in the 15116 June 1996 discussions
with the LQB. For example, here is what a second ICL
spokesman said:
"There was a struggle to throw the police out of the
union. But the reality is that right now the police are
using all their power to smash you and the municipal
workers union.... Perhaps it is very demoralizing for
the ranks of the municipal workers union to endure the
activities in the union as they are now. But the reality
is that it would be even more demoralizing for them to
see one of their leaders dead in the street. That is the
point. The point has to do directly with the power of
the bourgeois state."
In his final summary, the main ICL speaker stated that
"what we want is to get rid of the most prominent question
of this situation of danger .... So what we are stating to you is
that in this question in particular of the leadership of the
union, we have to formally leave the most prominent issue
where the bourgeoisie is identifying us at this time, and use
our forces to build the party."
That is what was said, over and over, and the ICL leadership knows it full we11. In a June 15 report on these discussions based on phone calls from Brazil, I.S. Secretary
Parks wrote that at the meeting with the LQB that day, an
ICL representative had "presented our view that they should
publically disassociate themselves from the municipal
workers union leadership" and "also raised the idea of getting out of town now" before there was more repression,
which was described in graphic terms. Moreover, Parks reported on June 16 not that the LQB was refusing to put out a
newspaper, but quite the contrary: "Cerezo, J. and R. are
planning on returning to work with the delegation on the
newspaper on Monday afternoon .... Well, it's not going to
be our paper or even one we are fraternally allied with." So
all the talk about the Brazilians refusing to give priority to a
newspaper was a smokescreen. Parks' reports prove once
again the LS. is lying.
These materials make clear that the ICL's real concern
was not "ingrained trade-union opportunism" or "unprincipled trade-union maneuvers," but that in the J.S.' view "the
power of the bourgeois state" was making the principled
struggle to remove cops from the unions too hot to handle. It
is necessary always for revolutionaries to gauge seriously

the intentions and capacity of repression by the class enemy.
But those who lose confidence in the revolutionary capacity
and power of the proletariat often justify an opportunist orientation of seeking to elude the class struggle with references to an all-powerful bourgeois state. In this case, the
references were intended to excuse desertion when the
struggle had reached the boiling point.
As part of the context for the statements we have
quoted from the ICL representatives, let's also hear some of
what the LQB said in response. At the June 16 meeting,
comrade I. said:
"Together with the ICL, we touched off an international
campaign against cops in the unions. This is where the
controversy comes in. If we launch an international
campaign against cops in the union, and the campaign
is becoming a success from the standpoint of the world
Trotskyist program as well as in terms of the work
within the union, what reason is there for us to leave the
union at this time? ... Now we are on brink of expelling
the police from the union, an objective of both the ICL
and the LQB .... "
In a later report on the talks (which was sent to the ICL),
LQB spokesman Cerezo wrote that at the June 15 meeting:
"I stated that I was personally opposed to abandoning
the union; there was going to be a meeting on the 19th
which would be a decisive meeting and that after fighting so much together with the union comrades and urging them to throw the cops out of the SFPMVR, to
abandon them at the moment when they called a meeting would be to abandon the workers and I was personally against this. I thought that the position of maintaining support to the union, throwing out the guardas, putting out the newspaper, continuing with fraternal relations, going to the big cities, building the party were
tasks that went together and were not counterposed."

"We Want the Unity of Words and Deeds"
The WV article then quotes the ICL representative delivering what is supposed to be the knock-out blow, saying
"Lenin decided to leave Russia in his youth, go to England
and from England put out a newspaper, Iskra ...." The operational word here is leave, which - as Parks reported - was
just what the ICL was urging the LQB to do. One can imagine Lenin's response to the statement that he just "decided
to leave Russia"! In 1896 he was put in prison (where he
wrote the classic "On Strikes"). In 1898 he was exiled to the
remote Y enissei province in Siberia, 300 miles from the
nearest railway station. On his release after three years in
Siberian exile, he was forbidden to live in any large city,
industrial center or university town, and was soon rearrested. After this, he managed to get to West Europe. Lenin
left since he had no choice then but to direct revolutionary
struggles inside Russia from exile. And he certainly did not
direct his party to pick up and leave. The idea that Lenin's
exile was like the I.S. telling the LQB to "get out of town,"
to publicly dissociate itself from the union and "pull our
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hands out of the boiling water" in the middle of a key battle,
is as ludicrous as it is grotesque.
The ICL leadership has sought to brush away members'
questions by writing that the idea the "the ICL ran away
from the final conflict with the cops in the municipal workers union" is a "fiction" and an "absurd invention." An I.S.
member wrote in a letter to an ICL member that the issue
"was only raised after the fact as a red herring." Not at all.
The issue of the fight to oust the police from the union was
discussed extensively in the meetings between ICL representatives and the LQB on June 15 and 16. Just prior to this, on
June 13, a union conference voted a resolution to remove
the police from the SFPMVR. On June 17 and June 18,
LQB supporters in the SFPMVR published bulletins building for the June 19 union assembly at which this was on the
agenda to be voted by the membership.
Because the LQB refused to drop this fight, "disassociate" themselves from the union leadership and even "get out
of town," the I.S. broke fraternal relations with the LQB on
June 18, handing them a letter in a sealed envelope and departing without a word of discussion or explanation. The
next day the Volta Redonda mayor sent police to carry out a
court order banning the key union meeting, surrounding it
and shutting it down. The day after that, as LQB member
and SFPMVR activist Maria do Carmo wrote in a report
sent to the ICL, one of the ICL representatives called her to
ask what had happened with the cops at the union meeting.
So much for the phony claim that the ICL did not know
what was going on.
Despite the repressive vendetta and the ICL leadership's backstabbing, the LQB went on to carry through the
struggle to throw the cops out of the municipal workers union. They do not suffer from "fatuous light-mindedness toward the bourgeois state," as the ICL arrogantly claimed,
nor have they been "smashed," as the ICL predicted. Instead, they are making strides forward in propaganda, recruitment and extension of the LQB in the fight to build the
nucleus of a genuine Trotskyist party.
The WV No. 663 polemic against the Internationalist
Group and LQB correctly notes that "fraternal relations are
a testing process." Yes they are, and not just for the Brazilian comrades. The tragedy is that by abandoning this key
struggle which the ICL initially encouraged, the ICL leadership failed this test. As the LQB said in its 4 July 1996 letter
to the LS. protesting the breaking of relations: "We want the
unity of words and deeds. But in reality, you comrades are
saying one thing and doing another."
The course signaled by the ICL leadership's betrayal
there, and by the unprincipled purge in the ICL, is contrary
to the struggle for a genuine world party of socialist revolution. Those who want to fight for the program of Trotskyism
must face this reality squarely, and face up to its implications, in order to go forward. This is essential in the struggle
to reforge Trotsky's Fourth International on the basis of the
crucial programmatic conquests defended for three decades
by the Spartacist tendency. •

June 1997

GUARDA OPERA.RIA
Statement of the Liga Quarta-lnternacionalista do Brasil

ONCE AGAIN ON THE ICL'S CAMPAIGN
OF DEFAMATION AGAINST THE LQB
AND THE ANTI-RACIST UNIONISTS
OF VOLTA REDONDA
[translation]
The leadership of the !CL decided there were "unacceptable risks to the
class battle in Brazil. Trying to cover this up, it
vanguard" and fled from the
;
launches one slander after another against those who rejected this betrayal.
Volta Redonda
24 June 1997
To the ICL:
We have read a translation of the 30 May 1997 Workers Vanguard article against the Liga
Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil (LQB), the anti-racist trade unionists of Volta Redonda and
our fraternal comrades of the Internationalist Group. The article talks about the need to raise the
consciousness of the working class so it will understand its historic tasks. However, what you are
doing is deliberately introducing confusion instead of clarity, and this can only lower the consciousness of the workers and particularly that of the ICL's own members. The attitudes you are
encouraging go against the struggle for proletarian socialism. You are basing your campaign on
lies and slanders against revolutionary workers picked up from enemies of the proletariat, in
particular the pro-police clique of Artur Fernandes, his advisers-the bigoted centrists of the "Liga
Bolchevique Intemacionalista" (LBl)-and his friends in the local bourgeois press.
Thus, while you pretend that you "discovered" the new slander-that Geraldo Ribeiro is supposedly "suing the union"-we all know that you found this lie in the newspaper of the LBI, which
reproduces whatever comes out of the mouth of Artur. The accusation that we are suing the union
is a lie. We have not brought suit against the union or the pro-police provocateur Artur Fernandes.
Moreover, months ago, when one of Artur's lying court suits collapsed, the court asked us if we
wanted it to rule in favor of the validity of the union meeting of 25 July 1996 that reaffinned Geraldo
as the union's legitimate president. We rejected this "offer'' because it would be against our principles,
as we declared publicly and as Geraldo and Marcello wrote in their letter of 31 December 1996. We
have emphasized that the workers must reject any interference by the bosses' ''justice" system in the
labor movement, and we have done this while facing the pro-police elements who really do launch one
court suit after another and are the source of the slanders that you spread.
It is obvious that in your campaign of defamation you are prepared to do anything, and that
you are shameless. What is also clear is the reason for this base behavior: the leadership of the
ICL will not forgive the LQB for refusing to follow its flight from the struggle to throw the
municipal guardas (cops) out of the Volta Redonda municipal workers union (SFPMVR). The
leadership of the ICL will not forgive the fact that when they stabbed us in the back, abandoning
the struggle at the crucial moment, we called this by its right name: a betrayal. And since the ICL
leadership is afraid it will face political problems because of these facts, it tries to "protect" itself
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by covering us with dirt.
Several weeks ago you declared that we and everything we do is a "Potemkin Village," in other words something that does not exist. Now you declare that we and
everything we do is a "fraud" and a "paper dragon" manipulated with "rotten strings"; that our newspaper, of
which almost 1,300 copies have been sold in various
cities, is just an "adornment"; when we recruit militants
from the unions and the youth you say, with petty-bourgeois haughtiness, that this is just a maneuver; that nobody knows about us here in Brazil and that it's all just
for "international consumption." This logic of quantities and popularity is the same argument used by the
reformists, centrists and other enemies ofTrotskyism.
Our struggles are not "unknown" to the armed police who shut down the union meeting of 19 June 1996
and arrested comrade Marcello (a revolutionary black
worker and student we recruited from the union) during
the general strike of 2 I June [1996], during the same
week the ICL fled from the class struggle in Brazil. Nor
to the authors of the multiple prosecutions against us in
the bourgeois courts. (The most recent interrogation of
Geraldo at the police station occurred on 20 May [1997]
in the SEVENTH legal action against us. But this does
not interest you.)
Unknown? Not to the hundreds of workers who signed
the petition for the union meeting of25 July 1996 and the
150 who attended and voted the disaffiliation of the municipal guards, in spite of the repression and the occupation of the union hall by the courts' puppet Artur. Yet when
your representatives made a recent lightning visit to Volta
Redonda in the attempt to get "dirt" on us, they did not
speak to the workers at the municipal garage, the SMO
[dispatch hall for road repair and other public works] or
other places where city workers are to be found. They could
have informed you of the reality of this struggle.
Would you dare to say all this to Regina Celia, whose
defense against racism was answered by the Popular
Front city government with a court case against Geraldo
that could bring four years in prison? Or to the mother
of Ernane da Silva Lucio (a black child murdered by the
police), who supported the campaign you call a fabrication: or to the residents of her neighborhood, Vila Americana, \vho fol lowed and supported our efforts? In the
face of the defense campaign for the anti-racist unionists who have faced police and court repression, you
scream that it's all a "fraud." Only the enemies of the
proletariat can benefit from this defamatory campaign.
In your article you quote letters from the ICL to the
LQB. But you never published or even answered our
letters to the ICL; for example, our 4 July I 996 letter
protesting the disloyal break of relations in the midst of

the struggle to remove the cops and answering the false
justifications given for that break. Nor our letter of I 7
October 1996 refuting the slander that we supposedly
made a "deal" with the cops. Or is this new slanderous
article supposed to be the answer? You quote selectively
from your letter of 26 October 1996, without mentioning that it began with more grotesque slanders against
the Internationalist Group, and you pretend that it just
requested "proof'' of the repression against us. In our
answer (30 December 1996), we wrote:

l
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"You pretend we made a 'deal' with the police, when the
truth is the exact opposite: we have fought for the disaffiliation of the police from the union, and the courts and cops
did everything to throw us out and repress us. So now. when
you have been unmasked and your lies have been revealed.
now you demand 'proofs'! At the same time you launch new
slanders. How ironic! The slanderers demand 'proofs'! But
the proofs are not and will not be to your taste! We have
documented and will continue to document not only the anticommunist repression against class-struggle trade unionists
and the LQB, but also the disgraceful role of the current
leadership of the ICL, which acts against that organization's
honorable traditions and program.''

It is incredible that you pretend that we refused to provide documentation and proof. Way back in July 1996 we
faxed the ICL many pages of documents, leaflets. articles
from the press, and also written accounts by comrades
Geraldo, Ildefonso, Cerezo, Marcello, Rand MC. all of it
describing the campaign to remove the cops and the repression against us. You did not respond, but you never
mention these materials publicly, and we think you probably never even translated them for the ICL's own members. We know directly that other materials which were
translated, such as the 6 May 1996 leaflet (which begins
"The Rank and File Is Deciding: Police Out of the Union"').
were not distributed to the IC L's membership.
Later, when the Internationalist Group, in collaboration with the LQB, published a dossier showing graphics and documents on six court cases against us, you
disregard this, call it a "fraud," pretend the meetings
never happened, etc.

*****
You use similar methods in your new article. For
example, the article includes various supposed quotations from comrade Cerezo of the LQB. First, according
to you, Cerezo said the head of the guardas ·association
was "killed" by aguarda. He did not and could not have
said this, because that individual, although he was shot,
continues to be very much alive.
Then you state that Cerezo said Artur controls the
union. But the fact, which Cerezo explained, is that Artur
controls the union hall because he was installed there by
the intervention of the bourgeois courts, with repeated in-

terventions by the cops and Military Police, "invited" by
Artur, to oust Geraldo! Your supposed spectacular revelation is nothing more than what is known in Brazil as "raining where it's already wet." And you try to use this as
"proof' that the members of the union did not vote the disaffiliation of the cops. Shame! This only reveals that you
accept that "reality" is defined by the class enemy.
Nevertheless, the workers voted democratically to
reaffirm that Geraldo is the legitimate president. As stated
in the 31 December 1996 letter from Geraldo and
Marcello on their defense:

December of last year. You know this, but you do not
mention it because it refutes your accusation that our
words were empty. The LQB and comrade Geraldo have
said exactly the same thing to the workers in Volta
Redonda and the organizations which defended us, as
well as to the capitalist courts themselves.
In your article you refer to "evidence" from the
Diario do Vale claiming that Geraldo used the "justice"
system against the union, and you dramatically ask: "If
this were not so, where then is the necessary refutation
by the LQB or the JG?" The incredible thing is that you
" ... what decides is the organized will of the workers. This
never asked us this question before publishing your arwill was expressed in the election of Geraldo in November
ticle. If you had had the elementary honesty to ask, we
1995 with 62 percent of the votes. It was reaffirmed in the
would have told you: When the Diario do Vale claimed
25 July [1996] union meeting, which affirmed that Geraldo
this, Geraldo immediately, on 26 July 1996, sent them a
is the legitimate president of the SFPMVR. The mobiliza:.
letter refuting this accusation. When this newspaper of
ti on of the ranks will impose the democratic decision that
the CSN [National Steel Company] bosses refused to
the workers have repeatedly expressed."
publish the letter, Geraldo did an interview with Opc;iio
- ..Anti-union lawsuits. " This is supposed to be the main
newspaper
(9 August 1996), denouncing the "justice"
dish offered by your article. Shamelessly, the authors of \
system's intervention in the union, stating the justice
the article do not mention Cerezo's answer when the ICL
system
is "bourgeois" and comes from the military dicrepresentatives asked him if we are suing the union, because
tatorship. Then, when the accusation was repeated by
he clearly stated that this is a lie and a slander from Artur
the pro-police faction, Geraldo published a "DeclaraFernandes spread by the bourgeois press and the LBJ. Artur
tion"
(31 January 1997), which was widely distributed
and the LBJ do this in order to cover up the fact that it is the
to the workers, refuting this slander once again and citpro-police clique which "invited" the "justice" system to
ing his 26 July 1996 letter to the Diario do Vale. Workintervene against the class-struggle-anti-racist leaders. The
ers
Vanguard says nothing of all th is, and in reality your
LQB categorically rejects any use of the capitalist courts
theatrical
question, like your entire defamatory campaign,
in the workers movement. This is also one of the principles
is a condemnation of yourselves.
of the Comite de Luta Classista (Class-Struggle Caucus)
It is very curious that when you write about "lawfounded by our comrades. But you twist facts in order to
suits [which] are a matter of public record," you fail to
slander us.
mention that months ago the Didrio Oficial (official daily
Your article cites the same 31 December 1996 letter
gazette)
of the State of Rio de Janeiro recorded that the
by Geraldo and Marcello where they declare that we recases you enumerate were stopped, and this was at
ject any interference by the bourgeois 'justice" system
Geralda's
insistence. In July 1996, Artur's pro-police
in the SFPMVR and the workers movement as a whole.
the courts to oust Geraldo as president of
grouping
got
You attack the defense letter for this, saying ''these people
the SFPMVR. Geralda's then lawyers asked for two inlie to the world," a false accusation which can only harm
junctions
to block the implementation of the summary
our defense. But you suppress the first part of the same
decisions
which
the court decreed even before holding a
sentence, which showed this was not just a general statein
which
Geraldo could present his defense in
hearing
ment but something with a very concrete content. Referthe face of this judicial coup against the union. In Dering to the fact that in early December 1996, the A1tur
cember 1996, the Artur grouping had to withdraw from
grouping had to desist from one of its court suits against
its main suit against Geraldo because they had no eviGeraldo since it could not prove its accusations, the comdence.
When Geraldo went to the union hall, the Artur
plete sentence in the letter states:
group organized another physical attack against him,
"When Artur withdrew from the legal case, the courts asked if
went to the police to press new charges against Geraldo
Geraldo wanted the courts to rule on the validity of the July 25
(case number 327456), and in order to cover this, acunion meeting, but this is against our principles: we reject any
cused him of suing the union. Geraldo refuted this in a
interference of the bosses' 'justice' system in the workers
movement in general and the SFPMVR in particular."
public statement and reaffirmed his principled opposition to any intervention by the courts in the labor moveIn other words, the courts offered to intervene "in favor
ment. When Gernldo asked the lawyers about the cases
of' Geraldo and he refused this offer of "aid" from the
by Artur, they informed him that instead of
mentioned
bourgeois state. This matter of public record dates from
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This union meeting was called for 19 June 1996. as
being directed only against the decisions of the court
the ICL's representatives knew perfectly well. The workitself, the two requests for injunctions were registered
ers attended, Gera]do was reading the resolutions of the
as actions with the union as "defendant," something
seminario, but the Popular Front mayor sent the police
which he, as president of the union, would never have
with a court order to dissolve the meeting and begin the
permitted, since his fight has been to defend the
process ofousting Geraldo from his post as president. It
SFPMVR against the "justice" system's attacks. So
is grotesque that the ICL tries to make a joke out of it in
Geraldo immediately insisted on the complete withdrawal
order to "disappear" this fact.
and nullification of these actions. On February 17, the
In the face ofthe judicial/police coup against the union,
lawyers turned in the formal withdrawal-in other words,
we organized meetings in the work sectors. A petition from
more than four months ago, long before the WV article
hundreds of workers and an official notice called the 25
and its real source, the article by the LBJ advisers to the
pro-cop clique of Artur Fernandes.
July [1996] union meeting, which voted the disaffiliation
oftheguardas. Artur did not want to recognize this official
Artur's lawyer asked that Geraldo declare that the
decision of the ranks, but the guardas began the fonnation
actions would not be revived over the following years,
of their own "association." What is scandalous is that the
and th is was accepted by Geraldo, who also made an
ICL too does not accept that this was the democratic deciofficial declaration to the court refusing to have anysion
of the workers. You use the fact that the court-installed
thing to do with any lawsuit against the union and excoup-maker Artur has support from the cops in order to
plaining that we reject any intervention by the ''justice"
, deny the convulsive struggle of the last year and a half in
system in the unions.
Volta Redonda. Basing yourselves on the "facts" created
Our defense of this principle produced an open break
by the bourgeois state, you seek to deny the reality of the
with the lawyers, who did not understand it and only beclass struggle.
cause of our insistence agreed to nullify the actions which
The claim that what we did was "slip in" the disaffiliwere erroneously filed. Despite running the risk of having
ation of the guardas "at the end of a long meeting centered
no lawyers at all at a time when even more new charges
on an economist wage campaign" is a total invention. The
were pressed against us by the gangsters of the pro-police
disaffiliation campaign was the subject of preparatory meetgrouping, we continued to defend the principle of"Courts
ings, many leaflets (at least twelve items had print runs of
out of the unions." You claim that we sued the union. The
1,000 to 3,000 copies each), and even articles in the local
truth is the opposite of what the ICL says: We have been
press. At the 25 July 1996 meeting, this point was moved
the target of repression by the bourgeois state's ''justice"
from number six on the agenda to Point 2 on the agenda (as
system and police. The LQB and Geraldo have not sued
shown by the minutes from that meeting which you had in
the union or even the pro-cop grouping installed by the
your hands because they were sent to you), long before the
courts, and we insisted on the nullification ofthe suits which
wage campaign point, and it was introduced by a minute of
WV accuses us of canying out.
In addition to this smear taken from the mouth of
silence in homage ofEmane as a symbol of the victims of
the king of the union-suers, Artur Fernandes, there is a
racist police terror.
veritable cornucopia of falsehoods and distortions.
- "Deal with the cops." Ten months after making this
slander (at a forum in New York after the break), now for
-Dishonest game regarding dates. Workers Vanguard tries
the first time the ICL tries to justify it publicly. The supposed
to confuse its readers by citing various dates having to do
with the disaffiliation of the guardas and asking
"proof' is that the MEL (Municiparios em Luta-Municipal
sarcastically: "June 13? June 19? July 25?" This is really
Workers in Struggle) slate in the November 1996 union
elections included "the pro-cop agent Artur Fernandes.'·
grotesque. The ICL's newspaper tries to present the situation
as if the Internationalist Group had invented different dates
The idea you seek to put forward is that Femandes was
for the same event. However, as the ICL is fully aware and
already known as such when he was included in the slate.
But this is false, and the truth is that the same ICL
as anyone can see in the dossier, what is involved here is a
representative cited as the supposed "discoverer" of our
series of events in the disaffiliation campaign. In early May
"opportunism" had political discussions (a contact session)
[ 1996], as part of preparing the ranks and increasing their
on Eastern Europe with Fernandes in August 1995. which
consciousness, delegates were elected by work sector to
is something one doesn't do with pro-pol ice agents.
the union seminario (conference), and one of the points
Fernandes turned out to be an opportunist element who,
was "Police out of the union." The seminario was held on
when he saw after the union elections that the MEL program
13 June [ 1996] and the delegates voted in favor of
was going to be put into practice, aligned himself with the
disaffiliating the guardas, as preparation for a union
cops and the Popular Front.
membership meeting with decisive power.
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As you know, Geraldo began negotiations for the
disaffiliation of the guardas in December 1995, immediately after taking office as president of the union. Artur
proposed that [the union] take 10 percent of guarda
association's dues, and Geraldo immediately refused.
Fernandes' attack underlines the fact that Geraldo sought
to disaffiliate the guardas. Fernandes published a leaflet
( 13 March 1996) citing the part of the MEL program
which called the guardas and other police the "armed
fist of the bourgeoisie." Fernandes' leaflet said "Geraldo
clearly wants to exclude the Municipal Guards and
watchmen from the union movement" and sought a
provocation, calling on "everyone to defend the guardas"
at a union meeting.
The ICL's slander about a supposed deal with th~
cops in November 1995 was only invented nine months
later, in order to deny the LQB's struggle against the
presence of cops in the union and justify the International Secretariat's abandonment of this struggle. The
ICL's letters (for example from April 1996) recognized
the "hard and principled fight" for the disaffiliation of
the cops, a fight which "has drawn our organizations
closer together." But after breaking relations, the I.S.
cynically "discovered" this fictitious deal with the cops.
It is absurd to accuse us of a "deal" with the cops on
the basis of an MEL program which denounced any "alliance" with any kind of police (explicitly including the
guardas) "since they bring men armed and trained by
the bourgeois state into the unions." We have critically
analyzed that period, but as we wrote in our 4 July 1996
letter to the ICL: "It is not logical to make (correct) criticisms about the way the MEL slate was put together and
to say (correctly) that, while the MEL program originally talked about the question of the police in general,
it did not explicitly call for the disaffiliation of the
guardas and then run away from the struggle when we
try to improve the MEL program and put the program of
Trotsky and the ICL on this question into practice." Today we would add that you are trying to bury the historical truth of this fight under a pile of falsehoods.

- "Hasty" recruitment as a maneuver. The WV article
claims that we brought Geraldo and other SFPMVR
activists into LQB membership as part of a fraudulent
maneuver to justify "control" of the union. You talk about
these comrades as if they were ignorant people who are
not interested in Marxism. Yet despite.· the attitude of
petty-bourgeois contempt which you express, the truth
is that these comrades had worked with us for a long
time (for example during the demonstration in defense
of Mumia Abu-Jamal in August 1995), and they were
won to the LQB through study and struggle, in particular
the struggle to throw out the cops.
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These comrades joined the LQB in a period when
our organization was the target of a campaign of hatred
and repression directed against us by the bourgeoisie,
its agents and the popular front. It was obvious that they
could not attain any "privileges" by becoming members
of our small Trotskyist organization. But you launch the
dirty statement that we "covet" and protect "posts." Far
from coveting posts, privileges and influence in the union
bureaucracy, we have fought for the Marxist program.
You speak indecently when you know perfectly well that
our comrades live in poverty because they decided to
become revolutionaries. The bourgeoisie has put LQB
comrades on its "blacklist," including in the racist sense
of this term, after firing them for fighting for the workers' interests, and many remained unemployed for years.
And when the popular-frontist members of the "CUT
[labor federation] Opposition" let themselves be corrupted by CSN, forming their "CUT Independent Investment Club," Luta Metalurgica (as we were called at that
time) was known for refusing to buy privatization stocks
and rejecting this corruption.
And in the face of the LQB's fight for Marxist principles, the response of the bourgeoisie, with direct or
indirect support from the various popular-frontist bureaucrats, has been to use the cops, courts, thugs and the
bourgeois press in order to expose our comrades to beatings, arrests, court suits and slanders.
We continue to recruit young comrades and on 17
June 1997, thirty students participated in the demonstration thatthe LQB organized at the university where comrades M. and S. study, against a fascist from the University of Juiz de Fora (in Minas Gerais) who went on the
Internet to call for the extermination of blacks and homosexuals.
- "Nobody" knows about the LQB. You say everything
is a fraud for "international consumption" and the LQB
has no support "in Brazil." This accusation could be taken
straight from the mouths of the anti-communists and the
local bourgeoisie, who always say the same kind of thing.
Supposedly the ICL "knows" this among other things
because it talked with the regional CUT. But the regional
CUT is led by union bureaucrats who are part of the popular front which tries to smash us .because of our proletarian
opposition to this class collaboration and which is the boss
exploiting the municipal workers. Moreover, the regional
CUT which the ICL visited to request information is the
very one which had so much hatred for our struggles that it
closed its doors when our positions won 40 percent at the
seventh regional [CUT] congress in late 1993.
What you do not mention is that during the "Police
Hands Off the SFPMVR" campaign we received the
.;;upport and reproduced solidarity statements from the

oil workers, Belo Horizonte and Rio de Janeiro municiRedonda, the city with the largest steel plant in Latin
pal workers and CUT and others, particularly sectors
America, and not to "set foot" here again (as put forwhich have had conflicts with the popular front.
ward in an ICL document); that we did not accept the
Another absurd "proof'' in the WV article is that on
position of hiding our international links and that we
May Day in Sao Paulo, supposedly nobody knew that
continue to fight, together with the Internationalist
"the LM/LQB even continued to exist after the ICL broke
Group, to reforge Trotsky's Fourth International.
fraternal relations!" In other words, when we had fraterWe add today, given that we were originally drawn to
nal relations with the ICL these people knew we existed,
the ICL in good part because of its opposition to the popubut later they forgot? What incredible arrogance! You
lar front, that we reject the revision ofh istoric conceptions
carried out a kind of "lightning opinion poll" there, but
which the ICL leadership is carrying out now with its "disyour sample was taken from the run-of-the-mill practicovery" that no popular front even exists in Mexico.
tioners of class collaboration: CUT leaders, fake-left
What the ICL leadership did in Brazil was a betrayal,
groups, etc., and you came up with the "discovery" that
as any worker who ever participated in a difficult struggle
we are not popular or "known" among them. At bottom
would understand. First it correctly encouraged us to
this is an anti-communist method.
organize a struggle to separate the guardas from the
You know, because we informed your representaunion. But when the struggle heated up, especially after
tives who carried out their 20-minute interview with us,
Artur Fernandes invented the fake "armed attack" on
that on May Day we were at the rally in the city of Rio
himself, you decided that the struggle posed "unacceptde Janeiro. At that demonstration, our comrade Ildefonso
able risks to the vanguard." You said we had to abandon
(known in the Brazilian workers movement as one of , the struggle, which also meant abandoning the workers
the organizers of metal workers strikes starting with the
involved in this fight, and leave town. We did not agree
illegal mass strike against CSN in 1984) was a speaker
to commit this betrayal. So you cut relations and abanin the name of the LQB, and he spoke about the counterdoned the struggle. To cover this up, you repeat any lie
revolution in the USSR and East Europe and its impact
that comes out of the mouths of Artur and the LBI and
the pages of the bourgeois press.
in the privatizations and mass layoffs in Latin America.
Having committed this dirty act, you have tried to
But the ICL leadership keeps on slandering, saying that
we did not inform the workers of the struggle against the
justify yourselves by covering us with slanders, hoping
that our voice will be suffocated under the weight of so
guardas. At a public meeting in Mexico, you screamed
much dirt. You try to blame us for the repression dithat we had no propaganda on the attacks by the Sao Paulo
police and that nobody knows of our existence. False. At
rected against us. Now you try to declare us pariahs in
order to silence any doubt or question about the path
the same Rio de Janeiro demonstration we distributed our
you are taking. We have always sought the unity of words
declaration against the government's repression of the
and deeds, even at great cost. Now you heedlessly spew
Santos dockers, which also talked about the "attacks and
words in order to sow confusion. We learned from you
murders carried out by the Militaiy Police in the slums of
the question from the American miners' song: "Which
Diadema (state of Sao Paulo) andCidade de'Deus (state of
sjde are you on?" This question applies to your behavior
Rio de Janeiro), which are part of the constant police attowards the bitter struggle in Brazil. And it has profound
tacks against workers, the poor, blacks, homosexuals, the
implications for your future course.
oppressed and exploited in general" and talked about the
example of the struggle to disaffiliate the guardas in Volta
Redonda.
In defense ofcommunist principles, for the revolutionary
of the working class,
independence
*****
The ICL leadership does not forgive the fact that the
LQB did not disappear after the ICL's betrayal of breakLiga Quarta-Intemacionalista do Brasil
ing fraternal relations with us one day before the union
' The Internationalist Group is fraternally related to..,
meeting which was to vote the disaffiliation of the
the Liga Quarta-lnternacionalista do Brasil. To
guardas; that we publish a Trotskyist propaganda newscontact the LQB, write to: Caixa Postal 084027, CEP
paper; that we carry out work among the university youth,
27251-970, Volta Redonda, RJ, Brazil;. or to Caixa
recruiting young people (two of whom were recently
Postal 009026, CEP 20072-970, Rio de Janeiro, RJ,
elected delegates to a national student congress fighting
Brazil. The cost of a subscription to the newspaper
on our program against the popular-frontists); that we
of the LOB, Vanguardia Operaria, is R$4.00 for four
established a local of the LQB in the city of Rio de Janeiro
issues.
but did not accept the position of abandoning Volta
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Internationalist Group Statement
June 1997

lCL Leaders Escalate Smear Campaign
Against Brazilian Militants
For the past year, the press of the International Communist League (ICL) has displayed a remarkable fixation on the
Internationalist Group and our fraternal comrades of the Liga
Quarta-Intemacionalista do Brasil. Workers Vanguard, newspaperofthe Spartacist League/U.S., has published major pieces
on the IG and the LQB in issues No. 648, 651, 652, 653, 657,
663 and 669. The ICL has also brought out four public bulletins totaling hundreds of pages on us. Yet at the same time they
repeatedly refer to the "small" LQB and the "handful" of members of the IG. What explains this striking disproportion? Ifwe
are so insignificant, why all the attention?
From the very first article, the ICL leaders sought to bury
us with invective and discredit us with slander and willful
distortion because they couldn't answer our political arguments-which they have barely addressed-and because they
w~e desperate to blot out the fact that they committed a
genuine betrayal in Brazil. The dramatic expulsion ofleading cadres of the ICL in June 1996 was the immediate prelude to the breaking of fraternal relations with the LQB when
the Brazilian comrades refused to abandon the struggle to
remove police from the municipal workers union of Volta
Redonda, Brazil's "steel city." This was a fight over the key
issue of the capitalist state-a fight, moreover, which was initially encouraged by the ICL. Yet when it reached the boiling point, the ICL abruptly abandoned the LQB in the midst
of this fight as it was under the fire of bourgeois repression.
This desertion from the class struggle was in sharp contradiction to the Trotskyist program defended by the
Spartacist tendency for over three decades.
The ICL's latest diatribe ("IG's Brazil Fraud Exposed,"
WVNo. 669, 30 May 1997) is intended to take the place of
an answer to our recent publications on Brazil. In February,
the Internationalist Group in collaboration with the LQB published a carefully documented dossier titled Class Struggle
and Repression in Volta Redonda-Cops, Courts Out of the
Unions (February 1997). In the last issue of The Internationalist, in addition to a lengthy article refuting the ICL's myriad
a~cusations against the IG, we demonstrated in detail how
the ICL leaders have engaged in repeated fabrications in the
attempt to defend their indefensible actions in Brazil.
We cited the ICL's own documents and speeches to refute the smear that the Brazilian comrades "refused" to publish a newspaper or take other key steps towards building a
Trotskyist party, the revolting slander that they had a "deal"
with the cops, and the ICL's attempt to pretend it did not
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know about the union meeting, scheduled for the very next
day after it cut relations, where the disaffiliation of the
guardas (municipal cops) was to be voted. We proved that
the ICL repeatedly recognized that the LQB had waged a
principled struggle to throw out the cops, but decided that
"the power of the bourgeois state" had made the fight too
hot to handle, calling on the LQB to "disassociate" itself from
its supporters in the union leadership and even "get out of
town" (see "Brazil: Context of a Betrayal," The Internationalist No. 2, April-May 1997).
The ICL leadership does not even attempt to answer thisbecause it cannot. Instead, feeling damaged and exposed, it has
lashed out with yet another lying smear, which is supposed to
put an end to all discussion and place the LQB and IG beyond
the pale. Thus, WV states that ICL representatives were recently
sent to Brazil, where they "discovered firsthand" that everything we have written about the struggle in Brazil is supposedly a "fraud." The centerpiece of the new accusation is that
there was a "class betrayal carried out by the LQB in Volta
Redonda": that the Brazilian comrades and Geraldo Ribeiro,
an LQB member and elected president of the Volta Redonda
municipal workers union (SFPMVR), are allegedly guilty of
"appeal[ing] to the capitalist state to decide who should lead
the municipal union" and of "filing anti-union lawsuits."
It is Workers Vanguard's charges against the Brazilian
comrades that are a fraud. The LQB and union president
Ribeiro have not sued the union. On the contrary, they have
repeatedly stated that they oppose on principle all court intervention in union affairs. Moreover, the slanderous charges
against the LQB are taken from the very forces who have,
repeatedly, called down repression by the capitalist state
against the elected class-struggle leadership ofthe SFPMVR.
The source of WV's charges is one Artur Fernandes, who
openly brags that he is "oriented by the police," and who has
over and over called in armed cops and the courts in an anticommunist witchhunt against comrade Ribeiro and the LQB.
WV picked the smears up from the newspaper of the Brazilian Liga Bolchevique Intemacionalista (LBI), which acts as
advisers for Fernandes. And WV"confinns" them by citing
the paper of the steel bosses who have for many years waged
a vendetta against the LQB and its predecessor, Luta
Metalurgica (LM-Metal Workers Struggle).
For the most unprincipled factional reasons and to cover
its own tracks, the ICL leadership has become a willing accomplice of a very dirty operation. It is giving a "'left" ve-

neer to the campaign by the capitalist rulers of Volta Redonda
against the nucleus of Trotskyist workers, black and white,
who have been fighting tooth and nail for working-class independence from the bourgeoisie. In the 1980s, the LM militants played a leading role in a series of militant steel and
municipal workers strikes. In the 1994 Brazilian elections,
Luta Metalurgica was the only political tendency that opposed on principle voting for any candidates of the Frente
Brasil Popular headed by the PT (Workers Party) of Luis
Inacio Lula da Silva. Over the last year and a half, the LM/
LQB has waged a hard fight to expel the cops from the Municipal Workers Union headed by LQB member Ribeiro. In
doing so, they have faced an unholy alliance extending from
the longtime head of the National Steel Company (CSN) and
the military police chief to the "progressive" Popular Front
mayor, a pro-cop clique in the union and its pseudo-Trotskyist advisers (see the 24 June letter from the LQB to the ICL
responding to the latest WV attack).
This class-collaborationist coalition has gone after the
LQB with provocation, gangster violence, police force and 1
court suits. Having failed in their attempt to destroy this
nucleus of the Trotskyist vanguard as it has steadily developed, they then tried to defame and discredit them. While
the ICL earlier denounced this sinister lash-up, it is now acting as its megaphone, broadcasting internationally some of
the very same anti-communist charges WV exposed only 15
months ago. In doing so, it relies on WV readers' distance
from the scene of the battle. Nobody in Volta Redonda even
pretends today that the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista is suing the union-in the first place because they aren't, and secondly because (contrary to WV) the LQB's fight against intervention by the bourgeois state in the workers movement
is widely known. The pro-police provocateur Fernandes tried
to float this smear earlier this year, in order to cover up his
own thug attacks and court suits, but dropped it in the face of
Ribeiro's clear stand against court intervention. Nevertheless, the failed slander has an extended half-life in the pages
of Workers Vanguard.
Attentive readers should consider the following telling fact:
in the 3,800 words of the WV 669 article, nowhere is the barrage of state repression against Ribeiro and the LQB mentioned.
The only reference to defense efforts is insinuating demands
for "evidence" and claims that they are based on "lying." Readers of the WV article would have no inkling that the Brazilian
Trotskyist militants have faced seven different court actions, as
well as arrest for leading strike pickets, repeated bureaucratic
thug attacks, and attempted intimidation by shotgun-wielding
military police. Why is this not mentioned in Workers Vanguard? Because WVis pushing the cover story ofthe very forces
who unleashed this repression.

Cops, Courts Out of the Unions!
So let's examine the linchpin of the WV article's "case"
against the LQB and the Internationalist Group-the charge
of suing the union. First, the context:
,, Since late 1995, when Geraldo Ribeiro was elected presi-
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dent of the SFPMVR on a program against the popular front,
Ribeiro and the LQB have been hit with: a suit accusing
Ribeiro of defaming the police; a case charging him with
defaming the city because he led a campaign against the blatantly racist firing of a black woman; an injunction to shut
down the 19 June 1996 union meeting with police force, in
an attempt to stop the disaffiliation ofthe municipal guardas;
the court-ordered suspension of Ribeiro as union president
and imposition of "jurisdictional receivership" over the
SFPMVR, using as a pretext the union's publication of an
article by black American death row prisoner Mumia AbuJamal explaining that police are enemies oflabor; the arrest
of union activist and LQB member Marcello Carega on the
charge of "disobedience" when he led 150 workers in shutting down the municipal garage during a nationwide general
strike. Most recently, Geraldo Ribeiro was called into the
police station on 20 May 1997 to be interrogated in yet another legal action against him by the Fernandes clique.
The initiators of these prosecutions have been the commander of the municipal guardas; the Popular Front city government, led by a bourgeois "Socialist" mayor, which correctly sees the LQB as its most intransigent opponent; and
particularly the pro-police grouping led by Artur Fernandes,
who was installed by court order as the city bosses' puppet
in the SFPMVR. Who is it that "appeals to the capitalist state
to decide who should lead the municipal union''? Fernandes
vows that ''the return of Geraldo to the presidency of the
union is impossible," according to an article in the Volta
Redonda weekly Opqao (17-23 January), which quoted
Fernandes as saying: "We will only accept him back with a
judicial action saying he is president of the body." While
Fernandes states that the capitalist courts dictate who will
lead the union, and acts as their agent, Ribeiro emphatically
stated in a January 30 "Declaration": "We reject any interference by the bosses' 'justice' system in the labor movement. The union belongstotheworkers, notthe bosses! They
are the ones who decide!"
In December I 996, when some of the Fernandes group's
suits against Ribeiro collapsed because they could not prove
a single one of their false accusations, the courts told Ribeiro
that this gave him the right to request a court ruling in his
favor on the basis of the union meeting last July that had
voted to reaffirm him as union president and to disaffiliate
the municipal cops. Ribeiro refused this "right." A 31 December I 996 letter by Ribeiro and Carega on their defense
campaign explained:
"When Artur withdrew from the legal case, the courts asked
if Geraldo wanted the courts to rule on the validity of the
July 25 union meeting, but this is against our principles: we
reject any interference of the bosses' 'justice' system in the
workers movement in general and the SFPMVR in particular. The union belongs to the workers, not the bosses!"
WV half-quotes this statement, leaving out the fact that
Ribeiro refused a court invitation to rule in his favor, and
then pretends that "these people lie to the world." The full
quotation demonstrates the opposite of WV's smear that

Ribeiro "appealed to the capitalist state to decide who should
lead the municipal union."
On 20 January 1997, Geraldo Ribeiro went to the
SFPMVR hall and was physically attacked by the Fernandes
clique, who thereupon filed new charges of assault against
him with the police. The next morning, the bosses' press reported Fernandes' cover-up claim that Ribeiro was suing the
union. Ribeiro issued a leaflet with a statement refuting this
charge and stressing:
"The workers must condemn and reject gangsterism and the
use ofthe bourgeois courts in the labor movement. These methods violate workers democracy and only serve the bosses. They
are the continuation of Artur's campaign to enslave the union
to the 'justice' system, military police andguardas."
Ribeiro went to the lawyers, provided him by a local civil
_ rights group, to inquire about the court cases that Fernandes
" alleged Ribeiro had filed against the union. They told Ribeiro
that the cases referred to were requests for injunctions to block
implementation of the court actions launched against him last
July. Without his knowledge, they had been filed with the unipn
listed as the defendant, something Ribeiro never would have
permitted. When he learned of this, Ribeiro immediately gave
instructions that these cases be withdrawn, which they were,
despite the vociferous objections of the lawyers, who do not
share the LQB's views. This was more than four months ago,
and the notice ofthe dropping ofthe cases was published in the
Diario Ojicial of the state of Rio de Janeiro. But that didn't
faze the authors of WV's hatchet job.
Moreover, when Fernandes' attorney then demanded that
Ribeiro also renounce any "right" to future court action, not
only did Ribeiro do so (which led to a break with the lawyers), but he appended the following statement to the record:

thereby attacks the class independence ofthe workers. I emphasize that I do not participate in any case ofthat kind. More than
five months ago, we explained that this is our position: immediately after the pro-police faction of Artur Fernandes and
Sebastiao Passos ('Motorzinho') desisted from court suits they
had waged against me, the court asked ifl wanted the courts to
decide the case in my favor, and I declared that this would be
against our class-struggle principles.
"When I found out the nature of two requests for injunctions
that were erroneously introduced as a defense in my name, in
response to the attempt to remove me by court action from the
post to which I was democratically elected by the union ranks,
I immediately gave instructions to my then lawyers to declare
my desistence from those legal actions, and this was done.
"I reaffinn here once again that the attempts at usurpation
by the pro-police, thug and gangster elements who have
brought the capitalist courts into the union with the objective of subverting the will of the ranks will not be fought by
asking for intervention by the judicial system. To respond to
these attacks requires that the working class impose its class
power, independent of the bourgeoisie. The workers must
clean their own house. The union belongs to the workers,
not to the bosses' 'justice' system. These are the principles
which I defend against those who have no principles. We
fight for the class independence of the workers."
This is the real story oflegal actions 30.831/96 and 30.833/
96, which Workers Vanguard refers to as "a matter of public
record." The public record shows that Ribeiro and the LQB
have insisted on the principle "cops and courts out of the
unions,'' while they have been the targets of cop and court repression backed up by a barrage ofslander. Far from seeking to
have the courts decide who will control the union, they have
insistently rejected this and fought for the class independence
of the workers. Far from committing a "class betrayal," they
have defended class principles, at great cost to themselves.

"I, Geraldo Ribeiro, legitimate president ofthe Volta Redonda
Municipal Workers Union (SFPMVR), have been the target
of continual attack by the Volta Redonda city government
and the repressive forces of the police. This was their response to the campaigns I initiated with the support of the
ranks of the SFPMVR, first and foremost for the disaffiliation of police (municipal guardas) from the union. The propolice faction led by Artur Fernandes requested court intervention to suspend me from the post to which I was elected
by the workers in November 1995 with 62 percent of the
votes and which was reaffirmed in the meeting of the union's
ranks on 25 July 1996. After six court cases against me, in
which they were unable to prove a single one of their accusations, the coup faction had to 'desist.' Since I was guilty
of nothing, I attempted to reassume my post in the union.
However, in January of this year, the coup faction formally
launched a new legal case to stop this in the 93rd District in
Volta Redonda, and that case is continuing.
"Despite all of this, even when obliged to defend myself and
the union on the hostile terrain of the bosses' courts, I have
repeatedly affirmed in public statements that the workers must
place their confidence in their own class power and not in the
capitalist 'justice' system. We categorically reject the intervention ofthe bosses' courts in the workers movement. This is
the opposite of the policy ofthe pro-police coup faction, which

LOB: "What Decides Is the Organized Will of
the Workers"
In tandem with its charge that the LQB engaged in antiunion lawsuits, WV pumps out a series of other accusations
which boil down to the claim that the LQB has no support in
Brazil. Haven't we heard this taunt before? It's the classic
reformist claim that revolutionaries are an "irrelevant,"tiny
minority. More generally, it's the jibe, "If you're so smart,
why aren't you rich?"
WV 669 announces with great fanfare that comrade
Geraldo Ribeiro does not "control" the union, and says that
the cops are still in the SFPMVR under Artur Fernandes.
The fact that Fernandes is in league with the police has been
at the heart of the struggle in Volta Redonda, and he was
placed in control of the union hall through court intervention last July to suspend and then remove Ribeiro. The events
were extensively documented in our dossier, Class Struggle
and Repression in Volta Redonda, Brazil-Cops, Courts Out
ofthe Unions" (February 1997). In a 31 December 1996 letter reprinted in that bulletin, Ribeiro and Marcello Carega
reported exactly what the current situation was:
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"As vengeance against [the] class-struggle campaign, the
police was formed in November, but little has been heard of it
bosses' 'justice' system intervened in the union, as in the
after its leader was wounded by another cop (not killed, as WV
years of the militaiy dictatorship, seeking to obstruct the ormisquotes LQB leader Cerezo as saying). Even so, of the apganized will of the rank and file, who decided that the
proximately 100 guardas originally in the SFPMVR (out of a
guardas are not part of the union, because they are not part
union membership of 1,400), less than two dozen ofFernandes'
-, ofthe working class. The courts maintained their puppet Artur
cop cronies are reportedly left in his court-rigged outfit. For
Fernandes, head of the pro-police faction, in the union hall.
WV, once again talcing the same line as Fernandes, this renders
But even under those conditions, the mobilization ofthe ranks
non-existent
the union ranks' decision to disaffiliate the cops.
and the pressure and international extension of the campaign
On
the
contrary,
for revolutionaries this means that the struggle
made the municipal guards begin to withdraw from the struccontinues
against
state intervention in the union, which is aimed
ture dominated by the puppet Artur Fernandes, and they creprecisely at blocking the will of the ranks.
ated their own association in November."
So much for WV's phony revelation! In this letter of
The ICL leaders' argument has an extremely rightist thrust.
thanks to international supporters of their struggle against
In the WV article, in talks with sympathizers and in exchanges
capitalist repression, LQB members Ribeiro and Carega
with IG supporters, they put forward as the key issue that "Artur
stated that the union hall was occupied by the court-installed
Fernandes controls the union." We have pointed out that
Fernandes. They added that the dropping of some of the prosFernandes' "control" of the union offices is the result of court
ecutions against the class-struggle militants were only ''paraction, police force and gangsterism. But beyond this, what
tial victories" which "do not mean the end of the repression
WV presents is a rather strange criterion for self-proclaimed
against us." They stressed: "As we have declared repeatedly,, revolutionaries. We seek to build a communist pole in the
what decides is the organized will of the workers .... The , unions, in the struggle to root the revolutionary party in the
working class.
mobilization of the ranks will impose the democratic decision that the workers have repeatedly expressed." But for
LQB supporters recently launched the Comite de Luta
the ICL leadership, what counts is who controls the office
Classista (CLC-Class-Struggle Caucus) on the basis of a
and who the bosses' press treats as head of the union. In
revolutionary program which begins with the call for "comWV's account what decides is not the will of the workers but
plete and unconditional independence of the unions from
tpe dictates of the bourgeoisie.
the capitalist state," demanding a "class-struggle fight against
" -Moreover, as they undergo intensive on-the-job training
racist oppression and the oppression of women," a break from
in purveying disinformation, the WV editors assume that in
the popular front and "a revolutionary workers party that
making a "case" against us, they can determine what facts
fights for a workers and peasants government." A meeting
and "facts" will be communicated. Take, for example, the
introducing the CLC held on June 18 was attended by mufront-page headline from Diario do Vale used as a centernicipal workers, metal workers, educational workers and stupiece illustration in the WV 669 article. Relying on readers'
dents from the Volta Re.donda area, and received a message
lack of knowledge of the Portuguese language, WV says it
of solidarity from the Rio de Janeiro oil workers.
states that Ribeiro "was ousted as union president" while
WV Then and Now
omitting the rest of the headline, which says that he was "asThe depths reached in the ICL leaders' vendetta are
saulted." And if you look closely, you will see thatthe Diario
shown by the use of smears that Workers Vanguard itself
subtitle says that the so-called "assembly" that approved
refuted before the break in fraternal relations. An example
Ribeiro's "ouster" consisted merely of"about 25 municipal
is the repeated charge that LQB spokesman Cerezo held
workers." While the pro-cop provocateur Artur Fernandes
an "unelected post" in the union, that he was an "unelected
managed to scrape together a few flunkies to "approve" a
adviser" to the union, that the LQB comrades were only
red purge carried out by the bourgeois courts, four days be"coveting their unelected positions," and that the whole
fore that 150 municipal workers met in a union meeting confight to remove the cops was nothing but a vulgar "power
voked by a petition signed by hundreds of union members,
struggle." As reported by WV(No. 639, 16 February 1996)
and voted to reaffirm Ribeiro as their legitimate president
before the ICL broke fraternal relations, Luta Metalurgica
and to disaffiliate the municipal guardas.
(which shortly thereafter formed the LQB) was invited
But Workers Vanguard haughtily decrees the non-existto advise the November 1995 campaign by the
ence of the 25 July 1996 vote to throw out the cops, declaring
Municiparios em Luta slate headed by Geraldo Ribeiro
th~t the disaffiliation of the cops "never happenetf'! Not only
"precisely because LM was the only group which fought
did it happen, even the Diario do Vale (26 July 1996) reported
for the independence of the working class, refusing to
on the union meeting of the previous day, noting: "Another
vote for any candidates of a popular front tying the workdecision of the assembly was to approve the disaffiliation of
ers to sectors of the bourgeoisie." Following the MEL's
the Municipal Guard. The proposal has been discussed for sevvictory, Cerezo was briefly an unpaid advisor to the union.
eral months." As Ribeiro and Carega note in their 31 DecemThis was ended already by February 1996, as was publiber 1996 letter, under the impact of this vote guardas began
cized by the Fernandes clique in a leaflet.
handing in their resignations at the union hall occupied by the
court-installed Fernandes clique. An association of municipal
The McCarthyite hue and cry against Cerezo as an "out-
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Yet WV cites articles published by that newspaper in July
and August of 1996 alleging that Geraldo Ribeiro sought to
have the courts decide who controlled the SFPMVR, and
then asks in bold italic print: "If this were not so, where
then is the necessary refutation by the LQB or the JG?" It
is telling that WV did not have the Marxist honesty or simple
journalistic integrity to ask the LQB or JG whether such refutations had been made before printing its smear.
The answer to WV's question is very simple: the "necessary refutation" was made at the time, not once but repeatedly!
On 26 July 1996 Geraldo Ribeiro wrote a letter to the Diario
do Vale to set straight its "incorrect reporting," stating:
"Those who resort to court intervention in the union are not
us, the legitimate leaders and activists of the SFPMVR. The
workers must 'clean their own house' and we categorically
reject intervention by the bosses' courts in the workers movement. On the contrary, it is Artur Fernandes' pro-police coup
group which attacks the elementary principles of workers
class independence in this way. By placing the union under
government intervention, as in the days of the dictatorship,
they attack the democratic and trade-union rights of all the
workers. The union belongs to the workers, not to the government or the bosses."
Yet Didrio do Vale refused to print Ribeiro 's letter, nor did
it print any ofhis 30 January 1997 declaration. This is hardly
a unique experience for any left-wing group. as the ICL
knows well.
The steel barons' house organ, which WV elevates to the
exalted status of "local paper of record," not only refused to
allow Ribeiro to set the record straight, its reporters kept asking what legal steps he was taking against the court action to
remove him as union president. When Ribeiro insisted that
he was looking to the union ranks, they garbled his words
and complained that he was "avoiding any comment, however, on what is being done to assure his regaining the presidency" (Diorio do Vale, 2 August 1996). Faced with the
systematic misrepresentation of his remarks, Geraldo gave
an interview to the other Volta Redonda paper, Opt;iio, which
reported his denunciation of court intervention in the unions.
After noting that Ribeiro denounced the mass layoffs carried out by the former president of the National Steel Company (CSN)-Roberto Procopio Lima Neto, the force behind
Diario do Vale-with the complicity of the union bureaucracy,
the article in Opt;iio (9 August 1996) continued:
"The Volta Redonda justice system does not escape Geraldo's rebelliousness either. He says that the Municipal Work~rs Union is under court intervention, but this will not stop
him from fighting for the members. In his own words, the
city's justice system is bourgeois and so he does not believe
in it. 'Today's justice system comes from the era of the military dictatorship and it will not work at all in favor of the
workers,' he claims."
The ICL's sources are the very forces that have brought
court and police repression down on the Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union and its class-struggle leaders. This
continues a pattern going back more than a year now: whenever the bourgeois press or the Brazilian fake left launch a

side" agitator and interloper in the municipal workers union
was first whipped up in late January 1996 by Causa Operaria
(C.0.)-a fake-Trotskyist group that votes for the popular
front-and then picked up by the LBJ braintrusters for the
pro-police camarilla of Artur Fernandes. In February 1996,
an "ICL Statement of Solidarity with Luta Metalurgica" denounced the "unholy alliance stretching from the bosses'
press and company-union officials to opportunist left parties" that was "frantically seeking to drive revolutionaries
out of the union." The statement noted that the popular-front
mayor and pro-government labor leaders sought to stop
Geraldo Ribeiro and the MEL from taking office, and when
that ploy failed, the bosses' press began "trumpeting vile
accusations" from a phantom outfit "appearing out of nowhere to demand that Cerezo be excluded from union meetings." The ICL declaration continued:
"To portray this veteran class-struggle militant-fired by the
steel bosses for defending the workers' interests, and slandered by [the pro-company labor federation] For~a Sindical
and the class-collaborationist left alike-as an 'outsider' in
Steel City is an abomination propagated by those who are at
home in the antechambers of Popular Front mayor Baltazar
and Lula's Frente Brasil Popular, if not in the front offices
of the CSN [National Steel Company] itself....
"The history of the class struggle is replete with examples of
such orchestrated attempts at defamation and repression of
militant workers leaders, often with the connivance of the
reformists, in order to destroy the capacity for resistance of
the workers move.ment. ...
"The opportunists traffic in accusations of corruption and
scandalmongering in imitation of the social mores of their
bourgeois masters .... When their popular-front politics are
unpopular, they resort to smears to divert attention from the
fundamental questions at issue and to discredit those who
do defend the workers' interests."

Workers Vanguard returned to the question of the Volta
Redonda municipal workers when the Artur Fernandes group
called military police and municipal guardas against a 13
March 1996 SFPMVR meeting. WVNo. 642 (29 March 1996)
printed a "Call for International Labor Solidarity" from the
LQB, which noted:
"The timing of the police assault is particularly ominous,
given that in recent weeks Geraldo [Ribeiro] has been working to separate the municipal police from the union, because
the police are not part of the workers movement."
Anyone reading what WV printed then can see for themselves
that it is entirely incompatible with the smears spewed out
now. Just read WV's condemnation of the role of C.O. and
theJ.,BI in February 1996 and compare it with the actions of
the ICL today.

Bosses' Press vs. Class-Struggle Militants
Workers Vanguard's "case" against the LQB and the JG
is supposedly clinched by "supporting evidence" from the
Volta Redonda newspaper Diario do Vale. WV admits that
"Diario do Vale is a bourgeois newspaper in a company town"
which is "hostile to any leftist opposition in the local unions."
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dossier, Diario do Vale led the red-baiting chorus against
Ribeiro and the LQB/LM during and after the municipal
workers union election.
It is hardly surprising that this paper refused to print
Ribeiro's refutations of the accusations against him. It is
damning of WV that it treats Diario do Vale as an authority
for "evidence" against Marxist militants, and assumes that
if this house organ of the steel bosses didn't print these refutations, therefore they don't exist. One can easily imagine
WVsjustified indignation if political opponents quoted the
Wall Street Journal as a "paper of record" for accusations
against the Spartacist League. Yet today WV presents a collection of "evidence" selected from the pages of this steel
company paper in a steel company town, a paper that has
waged a vendetta against Luta Metalurgica for years. For
the ICL leaders, anything goes for the purpose of smearing
the LQB and the IO.

slander against the LQB because of its fight for class independence, the "new 1.S." of the ICL picks it up. This came to
the fore immediately before the expulsions from the ICL,
when Fernandes lyingly accused LQB leader Cerezo of seeking a salary from the union equivalent to ten times the minimum wage. In a 22 May 1996 draft letter to the LQB, ICL
International Secretary Parks repeated this dirty smear. When
Jan Norden, then still a member of the International Secretariat, was asked for his comments on this letter, he wrote
that rather than accepting as good coin a charge coming from
a notorious police mouthpiece, the I.S. should first find out
the facts. For this, comrade Norden was grotesquely accused
of "cop-baiting" the party, removed from all leading positions in the ICL, suspended from the Spartacist League two
days later and then expelled.
In fact, F emandes' charge was a lie, as attested by formal depositions from the union treasurer (who was not part
of the MEL slate) as well as union president Ribeiro, stating
that Cerezo never sought, let alone received, payment from
the union. Yet at a 28 February 1997 New York forum, a·
leading Spartacist spokesman took the slanderous charge one~
step further and called Cerezo a "paid adviser" to the union.
The technique is familiar: just keep escalating the lie and
slinging the mud, calculating that eventually something will
stick.
Today, Workers Vanguard refers to Ditirio do Vale as the
"local paper of record." But as noted by WV No. 639 (16
February 1996), this paper is "notorious as a mouthpiece for
the privatized CSN steel company bosses, [which] gave
prominent coverage to attacks on LM spokesman Alexandre
Honorato (Cerezo) both by the CSN-sponsored 'union' For~a
Sindical and by the pseudo-Trotskyist group Causa Operaria
(C.O.)." Diariodo Vale was setup to support the privatization
of the CSN (National Steel Company) and was formed with
the backing of notorious right-wing politician and former
CSN boss Lima Neto, who imposed I 0,000 layoffs. The steel
company directly finances this paper, to the tune of$250,000
a month ($3 million a year) until recently. Lima Neto is a
federal deputy of the right-wing PFL party, known as the
mouthpiece ofthe most reactionary sections ofthe bourgeoisie, notably big landowners. During the 1995 oil workers
~~ike, he whipped up strikebreaking sentiment.
· -In the struggle against the privatization and layoffs, Luta
Metalurgica repeatedly crossed swords with Lima Neto. During the 1990 steel workers strike, he denounced comrade
Cerezo in the company bulletin for using the strike "for political ends," to which Luta Metalurgica replied: "Yes, our
strike is political.. .. It is against your politics of privatization
and draining CSN to pay off the foreign debt. Our strike is
against your politics and that of the government you represent" (Luta Metalurgica, August 1990). Two years later,
Lima Neto's house organ Diario do Vale (27 June 1992)
devoted its editorial page to denouncing LM as "Luta Medieval" (medieval struggle), a "fragment of the Berlin Wall
fallen into Volta Redonda" that seeks "a repetition of the
1917 Russian Revolution." As documented in our Brazil

Defend the Brazilian Class-Struggle
Militants!
WV 669 derides the statement that the LQB waged a
"principled fight" to remove the police from the municipal
workers union. At the same time it advertises a new bulletin
of correspondence between the ICL and the LQB from January 1996 through the ICL's breaking of fraternal relations in
June 1996 (carefully omitting prior correspondence, as well
as the LQB's reply to the break in relations). In the future
the Internationalist Group will publish materials from the
discussion on Brazil inside the ICL which shed additional
light on the expulsions and the ICL's flight from the class
battle in Volta Redonda.
For example, WV 669 cites a 29 January 1996 letter
to Luta Metalurgica in order to imply that LM upheld a
position in favor of using the courts in the union movement when it was slandered by the candidate of the company uni:0n For~a Sindical. However, at the ICL's January 1996 International Executive Committee meeting, LM
leader Cerezo stated: "After discussing with comrade
Negrete, Luta Metalurgica has reconsidered this. We decided not to go to the bourgeois courts, and instead to
call a commission of workers." As for police in the union,
not only did the LM-backed slate (MEL) declare in its
program that police are "the armed fist of the bourgeoisie" and say that no alliance with them is possible "since
they bring men armed and trained by the bourgeois state
into the unions," LM agreed with the ICL's urgings to
undertake efforts to oust the cops from the union. According to the ICL's own reports on the initial discussion
with comrade Cerezo on this question, he stated that they
were determined to remove the police from the union and
that this was a question of principle. In fact, newly elected
union president Geraldo Ribeiro had already taken steps
to do so before the ICL raised the issue, and Ribeiro with
the backing of the LQB continued that fight through to
the end while the ICL abandoned the struggle as it reached
the critical stage.
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Yet even the ICL's own se]ective bulletin provides anyone
who reads it with plenty of proofthat Workers Vanguard's cover
story is a fabrication. Where WV 669 charges the Brazilian comrades with "persistent refusal to take the necessary steps to constitute themselves as the nucleus of a Trotskyist party in Brazil," the bulletin prints a 3 April 1996 letter from the LQB outlining a series of concrete proposals for these key steps, and a 7
April 1996 letter back from the International Secretariat, saying that the comrades of the International Executive Committee "strongly concur with your proposals." This same letter from
the LS. states that "it has been you comrades who have withstood the pressures and dangers by waging a hard and principled fight" against ''the presence of cops in the labor movement," and stresses: "Pursuing fraternal relations with Luta
Meta1urgica in Brazil is a choice we made at our IEC meeting
and we are generally pleased with the direction things have
been moving in since then" (see pages 105-107 ofthe bulletin).
Subsequent correspondence in the bulletin includes an
I.S. motion (25 April) reiterating "recent forward advancement of fraternal relations as evidenced in the collaboration
between our organizations in the campaign against the incursion of the capitalist state in the union movement, as well
as in the perspectives advanced to us by comrade Cerezo for
party propaganda, cadre education, and ~xtending the·organization to a major metropolitan center" (page 119); and it
features specifics on the work that was underway on producing the Brazilian group's newspaper (pp. 115-116, 122-123),
which WV later claimed the LQB did not want to produce
and now derides as an "adornment." The claim that the LQB
persistently refused to take steps to constitute the nucleus of
a revolutionary party in Brazil is a pure invention to cover
the ICL leaders' betrayal.
And once again, WV tries to obfuscate the issues by
crudely misusing a historical analogy. The fight to remove
the cops, initially encouraged by the ICL and repeatedly
characterized as a principled struggle, is now compared
by WV 669 to Stalin's 1927 "Canton Soviet"-in other
words, an irresponsible adventure. The "Canton Soviet"
was a foolhardy attempt at insurrection without adequate
preparation, carried out following the devastating defeat
of the Second Chinese Revolution in the Shanghai massacre of April 1927. It was intended to cover up Stalin's
line of political subordination to Chiang Kai-shek's bourgeois Kuomintang, a betrayal that was directly derived
from the reactionary dogma of "socialism in one country" and which Jed to that massacre. WV's comparison is
positively ludicrous, not only in terms of scale. The fight
to, remove the cops from the Volta Redonda municipal
workers union was systematically built with sectoral
meetings, the election of delegates to a union seminario
and then a membership assembly (19 June 1996). When
that was shut down by court order and po1ice force, the
class-struggle union leaders came back with a petition,
leaflets, a support statement from the mother of Ernane
da Silva Lucio (the black youth murdered by a municipal
cop), and finally another union assembly (25 July 1996),
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attended by over 150 members, which voted the disaffiliation of the cops. Some "Canton Soviet"!
The real purpose of the !CL leaders' absurdly false
analogy is to attempt to justify their own desertion from
the struggle.
The comrades of the LQB have fought and are fighting
for communist principles in the face of tremendous obstacles.
Where there have been insufficiencies in this fight they have
corrected them. Facing bourgeois state repression, they appealed for and received solidarity both internationa1ly and
within Brazil. WV declares that Geraldo Ribeiro has no support locally, basing themselves on hostile popular-frontist
union bureaucrats. They should have spoken with those sectors who have run afoul of the popular front, such as the oil
workers, whose 1995 strike was broken by army occupation
of the refineries while Lula's PT (Workers Party) refused to
mobilize in their support. The oil workers union, like the
SFPMVR, was placed under judicial intervention following
the strike as the government seeks to sell off the state petroleum company Petrobras. And Brazilian oil workers have
repeatedly declared their support for the struggle against
police and judicial repression in Volta Redonda.
Further escalating its slanders, WV 669 obscenely accuses the Internationalist Group of having "damaged the tradition of internationalist, non-sectarian class-struggle defense." What cynicism! WV's latest diatribe is a flagrant
assault on the tradition of internationalist, non-sectarian
class-struggle defense. Driven by factional frenzy, the ICL
leaders viciously attack the Brazilian comrades' defense
statement, accusing them of "lying to the world" while the
Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil has faced an onslaught from the repressive organs of the capitalist state, in
league with the popular front and pro-police provocateurs.
With all its talk of"unelected union advisors," its positively gleeful proclamation that the union is supposed_Jy "controlled" by the pro-cop faction ofFernandes, its cynical claim
that the fight to remove the cops was an irresponsible adventure (at the same time it pretends that it "never happened"!)
and its dirty attack on the defense of the Brazilian classstruggle union militants targeted by the capitalist state, WV
is trafficking in the vilest anti-communism.
The despicable smear-and-slander job in WV 669 poses
point-blank the question: Where is the /CL going? What is
one to say of an ostensibly revolutionary organization that
will stop at nothing in its vendetta to defame and destroy
this nucleus of the revolutionary party in Brazil which has
fought to actually carry out the Trotskyist program of revolutionary working-class independence that the ICL claims
to stand for?
Far from being simultaneously adventurers and bureaucrats, as WV claims, it is precisely because the Brazilian comrades have fought to cany out this program in practice that they
have been the target of concerted repression. After abandoning
the struggle, the lCL leadership now blames the victims of this
repression, crowing that "every danger we warned of came to
pass." The very real dangers the Brazilian comrades face in

waging the struggle have existed from the beginning, and they
have taken them into account in systematically building support for this fight for working-class independence. The ICL's
"warnings," about "pull[ing] our hands out of the boiling water" because of the power ofthe bourgeois state, came not when
the ICL initially encouraged this struggle but as it prepared its
treacherous desertion. Now WV illustrates the dangers by citing the London Review of Books about the number of street
children killed by police death squads in Brazil. The Brazilian
comrades know those dangers first-hand, and that did not lead
them to betray this crucial class fight.
The party question is indeed the heart of the matter. A
revolutionary -. party ·can only be built through intervention
to bring the communist program into the class struggle, and
by standing by this program in deed as well as word. The
ICL correctly encouraged the difficult and necessarily convulsive struggle to remove the cops from the Volta Redonda
municipal workers union, then withdrew at the last minute,
covering its flight with smears against those it stabbed in
the back. In the classic ploy of those who are unable to de- •
fend their politics, the ICL leaders resort to lies and defama- t
tion. At the same time they try to stifle what the LQB says
in its own defense and smears the International Group as
being "for sale."
At a May 18 public class in Mexico City, a local
Spartacist spokesman blurted out what the ICL leadership
seeks to accomplish with the new escalation of its slander
campaign: "It's over. The discussion is finished." Some "discussion"! Internally, the ICL leadership responded with
motions to limit circulation of documents, summary removal
of leaders, trials, suspensions, expulsions-and always with
the lies, slander and character assassination that lubricate the
machinery of bureaucratic suppression. Following the purge,
having been unable to refute the documented proof of what

really happened in Brazil, their purpose in launching this
new smear is to declare the Internationalist Group and Liga
Quarta-Internacionalistado Brasil beyond the bounds of discussion. But the ICL will not be able to elude the discussion,
and its members have the responsibility as Marxists to come
to grips with the issues, carefully read all the documents and
form their own opinion. For what is at stake is the course of
their party, which is in flagrant contradiction with the historic Spartacist program.
From the beginning, we have systematically answered
the ICL leadership's smears, because these methods are alien
to Marxism and are an obstacle to a-genuine struggle to reforge Trotsky's Fourth International. As the LQB points out,
in seeking to bury the Brazilian comrades under a mountain
of smears retailed by the bourgeois press, the bosses' labor
lieutenants and their pseudo-socialist advisers, the ICL leadership condemns itself. For those who seek to advance the
program of Trotskyism, upheld by the Spartacist tendency
for more than 30 years, the struggle in Brazil has become a
real litmus test. For the ICL leaders, the truth is an obstacle
to be trampled underfoot in their flight from the struggle.
Yet those who fight to reforge the Fourth International must
be guided by the rules upon which it was founded:
"To face reality squarely; not to seek the line of least resistance; to call things by their right names; to speak the
truth to the masses, no matter how bitter it may be; not to
fear obstacles; to be true in little things as in big ones; to
base one's program on the logic of the class struggle; to
be bold when the hour for action arrives-these are the
rules of the Fourth International."
-Leon Trotsky, Transitional Program

Internationalist 'Group
29 June 1997
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New Repression Against
Bra~ilian Trotskyists
do c~ OE LUTA Cl.:...SSISTA •

em face

Q.c, na .pe&aoa de seu

R~te.JeQaf,.~,t Rua Lonvat de FreJtaa, n° 96 saJa
~. Volta Redonda - RJ (em. dma da Ca.a

«>1, ·.~

Gomee) e de GeRALDO Rl8ERO Nl!VES, bra&llefro, casado,

Eighth court action against class-struggle unionists in Volta
Redonda, Brazil in the last two years. This case (~o. 183197)
calls for the "search and seizure" of leaflet issued by the Class
Struggle Caucus.
The fo11owing is a translation of Bulletin No. 3 (September 1997) of
the Comite de Luta Classista (CLC-Class Struggle Caucus, initiated by
the Liga Quarta-Intemacionalista do Brasil), caJJing for solidarity with
the Brazilian comrades in the face of the latest repression against them.
On September 5, a Volta Redonda court ordered the seizure of the CLC's
previous bulletin, exposing the attempt to loot workers' pension funds
and the role of the pro-police group of Artur Fernandes, who was the
instrument ofajudicial coup last year against the elected leadership of the
Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union. The court order against the
CLC was issued at the req~est of a. lawyer employed by the Fernandes
clique, Vanise Alves M Carvalho. This is the eighth legal action against
LQB supporters in the last two years.
,

ALERT!
To the workers
To the unions
To all opponents of repression
The Bourgeois Courts of Volta Redonda Attack
the Workers' Democratic Rights
Down with the witchhunt against the Comite de Luta Classista
for denouncing the theft of public workers' pension funds
by the federal government, the popular front and the
judicial mafia instigated by Artur's pro·police clique

Yet another attack against the class-struggle unionists who fight for
the class independence of th~ unions from the bourgeois government and
the bosses! On Friday, September 5, the Fifth Civil Court (Volta Redonda
district) of the Rio de Janeiro state judiciary issued a court order for the
"seizure" of bulletin No. 2 of the Comite de Luta Classista (CLC), by
means of"police force" ifnecessary. It personally names Geraldo Ribeiro
Neves, the legitimate president of the Volta Redonda Municipal Workers
Union (SFPMVR). It threatens to seize the belongings of the CLC and
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This repression is coming from the popular front
city government of Volta Redonda. The demand for
an injunction was filed on Alves de Carvalho's behalf by one Joao Silverio Neto, a management·level
city official who was chiefofstaffofthe fonner mayor
and Secretary of Public Services at the time of the
previous barrage of repression against Geraldo
Ribeiro, the elected president of the Volta Redonda
Municipal Workers Union. Ribeiro, a supporter of
the LQB, was the only person named in the suit
against the CLC. Evidently deciding that this was
too obvious a connection to the local authorities, now
a new lawyer has been substituted. And in a November 14 filing, the individuaJ targeted has been switched
to Jorge Oliveira, a retired black steel worker.
At the same time, indicating the escalating
threat, the authors of the court action against the
class-struggle unionists ominously describe the
CLC as "one of those clandestine factions which
hiding under the cover of anonymity seek to flee
from confronting the law for the consequences of
their acts." In addition to calling for "search and
seizure" of the CLC leaflet, these flunkeys for the
popular-front regime demand a list of the ~ames of
the members of the Class Struggle Caucus! We demand: Hands offthe CLC!
.

•

comrade Geraldo. The original call for the injunction (which the judge has not yet fully approved)
also demands the names of the CLC's members.
This witchhunt attempts to shut the workers'
mouths using laws from the Gewlio Vargas ''New
State" dictatorship (Civil Code 1940) and the era of
the military dictatorship! They want to suppress militant workers' right of expression, demanding the
"search and apprehension" ofleaflets as ifthese were
"public enemies." Will the pro-police gang also ask
the courts to use police force to go to every city
worker's house to cany out the "search and appre·
hension" of CLC bulletin No. 2, which each city
worker received and which simply tells the truth?
The.clique ofpro-police intriguers around Artur
Fernandes uses the hand ofthe bourgeois state to grab
the workers' money. This is trampling on the principles ofthe working class. Artur, as a union "leader''
for the Liga Bolchevique lnternacionalista, even
signed the ''theses" the LBI presented at the Sixth
Congress of the CUT (labor federation), as a "so-

the courts, government or police, and we oppose the
unions' bureaucratization by sell-out 1 leaders. Last
year the commander of the Municipal Guard sued
comrade Geraldo when, as class-struggle leader of
the SFPMVR, Geraldo carried out a campaign to
separate the guardas (municipal cops) from the union.
,,-u1-st:.tum11o»K1m
• quer tipo de
For the same reason, they repeatedly sent police
.
Contra qu~1s JNDICAL"
"IMPOSTO
S
-i1ocooiitidcl..uta
to
intimidate
the workers who were holding union
. .
opooton•?l"°l""""-meetings
where
the disaffiliation of the guardas was
£m 1<l94.uSFPM"~ino'J~uU11ia::=. cbisSis':diz.osc&:"""''"'~"":;
,::u2 f
discussed.
On
J
9
June 1996, the courts issued an inj,ut-licos·'
uroalmu
rando. Ul
junction, requested by. the pro-police clique, to shut
<;,:rald<><
down the union meeting where the disaffiliation of the
Jiss<:r.11"
guardas from the SFPMVR was going to be voted.
The injunction also called for the judicial ouster of
Alerta!
Geraldo Ribeiro, the union's legitimate president, unAos~
der the pretext of an investigation into misuse of union
Aos sindicatos
A todos que se op0em an:pressao
funds by Geraldo. Without a shred of evidence, this
A justi~a burguesa de Volta Redonda
inquiry has gone nowhere, while under the Fernandes
. a~ca os direitos democritkos dos trabaJhadores
clique 8,032 reals[one real is roughly equivalent to a
,\b3JXO a cassa as bruxas contra O Comite de Lu1.a C1assista por tc:r cJenunciado
U.S. dollar] disappeared from the SFPMVR's savings
o roubo do FGTS dos scrvidorcs publicos pclo govcmo federal. frcntc popular'
. ·c pela mafia JUd1Ciitna anstigada pela camari1ha pr6-policial de Artur
1
and the union's van and telephone were lost.
They use the bosses' courts against the CLC because we fight racism. Another court suit was·
·launched against comrade Geraldo on the charge that
The leaflets they want to suppress by court action. Top: CLC
he "defamed" the city by defending Regina Celia, a
Bulletin No. 2, headlines "No to Any Kind of 'Union Tax!"'
black woman who_was the victim of a racist firing.
opposing looting of pension funds and state control of union
With the union under judicial intervention, they
finances. Bottom: CLC Bulletin No. 3 alerts against the new
imposed the pro-cop front man Artur Fernandes, who
judicial witchhunt.
is going to court once again, this time using the lawcialist alternative" for the workers movement. This is the height
yer Vanise Alves de Carvalho, employed by the SFPMVR, to
of cynicism! TheLBI thus stands behind a figure who constantly
try .to suppress the protest against the theft of the pension funds.
deals.with differe~tes- :~the: workers movement by using gangBut this could backfire, because it wil1 not be enough to
sterism and treating them as "police cases." Defending the rights
try-unsuccessfully-to silence the CLC. They will have to atof the CLC means defending the rights of alJ the workers and
tempt to shut the mouths ofaJI the members of the SFPMVR
oppressed!
who want to defend themselves and are fighting against this
.Tht'.y w~nt tb attack the right of assembly by demanding
attack. And they wilt fail in their attempt, just as they failed
that the CLC name n(lmes and finger people by providing a list
when they tried to stop the ranks of the SFPMVR from voting
qf th~ members of the GLC: We are not traitors! We wiJI not
on 25 July 1996 to reaffirm Geraldo as president and disaffiliprqvide a single nainei The bosses,: their judicial-police apparaate the municipal guardas from the union. Courts and cops
tus and their ag~nts ~mposed on the unions want to silence those
hands offthe union!
Make no mistake: this attack is directed against all those
who have denounced tlie monstrous theft being carried out against
who fight to defend the workers' interests. Th is time they want
Volt.a Redonda city workers' pension funds. For several years
to "search for and apprehend" CLC bulletin No. 2 against the
the ~opulfir Front city government refused to deposit money in
theft of the pension funds. Next time, will they want to "apprethe pension funds'. When ev~n the courts ruled that now the city
has pay, a ridiculous maneuver is arranged so that the lawyers
hend" Geraldo's declarations No. 1 and 2, which talked about
will rake off 15 percent of the total.
the need for a massive struggle against the layoffs of city workers, CSN (National Steel Company) workers and others?
The national CUT told the workers: "you do not need to
Remember: an attack against one is an attack against an. If
pay" for this r,ip-off. Butwhen the CLC warns the workers in
they succeed in outlawing protests by Volta Redonda city workVolta Redqnda t~at the,i~p~nsion funds are being robbed, fierce
ers, tomorrow they will launch new attacks against the oil wo~
repression _is unl~ashed agai11st us. Why is this?
ers, the dockers, the landless peasants, the homeless and others. Ei>This is not the first time the comrades ofthe Comite de Luta
eryone must join the struggle to demand that all charges be dropped
Classista hav.e beeq the targets ofjudicial-pol ice repression. This
is the eighthjudicial ~ction against us since Geraldo Ribeiro took
against Geraldo Ribeiro and the Comite de Luta Classista.
office the legitimately elected president of the SFPMVR.
The Comite de Luta Classista fights for the complete and
unconditional independence of the unions from the capitalist
They attack the CLC because we defend the independence
continued on page 32
of the unions from control by the capitalist state, whether by
("?'
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Brazil
Program of the
Class Struggle Caucus
The following program of.
the Comite de luta
Classista (CLC)-the
Class Struggle Caucus
initiated by our fraternal
comrades of the liga
Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil) was printed
as a leaflet in June 1997
and reprinted in the
LQB s newspaper Vanguarda Operaria No. 2
(August-October 1997).

sion that we face/arise ,
from the capitalist system.
Detennined to fight against
this system, we seek to make
our lUlion an instrument in
this strugg]e, together with
the exploited and oppressed
.PROORAMA:IX>
DE LUTA CLASSISTA
ofthe entire world After the
decline of bourgeois
· No Brasil; ha duas decadas, havfa urria estnitura sindica) onde o Estado intervinha direta"Jaborism" [tabalhismo, a
mente e os i)elegos atuavam no sentldo liter'itl e direto. como agentes deste Estado. Uma Jura
massiva se ·rcz contra isto, sob o nome do "m\vo sindicalismo", que coiocava um progran).a de
reference to the foHowers
...
• ;. "
Htica sindical
·
· ·
· · ) contra o ual lemi •· ' ~-• ..
of veteran capitalist politician Leone) Brizola 's
"Democratic
Labor
Introduction: Two decades ago Brazil had a trade-union
Party"] and the pelego system inherited from the military dictastructure in which the state intervened dfrectl)" and the pelegos
torship, the economist "new unionism," remaining within limits
(government-aligned bureaucrats) acted literally and directly
acceptable to capitalism, demonstrated its bankruptcy. The llllion
as agents of the state. A massive struggle was carried out against
bureaucrats seek to discipline the workers in the ,service of the
this under the name of the "new unionism," which put forward
popular front of class coHaboration, a situation which has been
a program of trade-unionism (union politics which accept the
further accentuated after the capitalist counterrevolution in the
limits of capitalism), which Lenin polemicized against and
ex-USSR and East Europe. This is shown in Volta Redonda and
which can be classified politically .as social-democratic. This
nationwide, for example in the betrayal of the oil workers' strike.
"new unionism" under the umbrella of the Central Unica dos
The CLC is not like other union tendencies which exist only to
Trabalhadores (CUT-United Workers ·Federation) .is domirun in union elections. We seek to constantly raise the workers'
nant today, revealing its own bankruptcy as it seeks to disciconsciousness, organize them and mobilize them in struggl~ to
pline the workers in the service of the popular
·
· front, an alliance which subordinates the workers to a sector of the bosses. Thus, the various
enemies we are facing, from the puppet provocateur Artur Fernandes, chief of the pro-police
faction against the workers of the SFPMVR
. (Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union) and
shareholder in CSN (the National Steel Com.pany), who is advised by the Liga Bolchevique
Intemacionalista, to the fake-leftists of the PSTU
[the Morenoite United Socialist Workers Party],
Causa Operaria and Dodora's For~a Socialista,
which have supported the gangsterism and thuggery used by the pro-police clique against the
SFPMVR, all act as what Trotsky called the "fifth
wheel" of the popular front. The CLC's central
policy is for the defeat of the tendencies which
tie the workers to capitalism.
Who we are: The Comite de Luta
Classista is a group of workers, founded by public
Tasso Marcelo
employees and open to workers from all other sec- Volta Redonda 1988 steel strike: army occupies the plant.
tors, who lUlderstand that al I the forms of oppres-
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Vanguarda Operana
ogans on wa m mam avenue of Volta Redonda protestmg repression against municipal workers union
July 1996.
·
'
Remember Ema~e d~ Silva Lucio, a black youth murdered
by a municipal guarda. Remember the repression against the oil
workers and the massacres of Candelaria, Carandiru, Rondonia,

carry out the class-struggle program. The key. is to forge a revolutionary leadership.
.

What we stand for:

1. Complete and unconditional independence of the trade
Eldorado, Favela Naval in Diadema (state of Sao Paulo) and
unions from the capitalist state. Against any intervention or in- ; Cidade de Deus (state of Rio de Janeiro). This means that the
terference by the bourgeois ''justice" system in the union. We
repudiate any and all control by the government (ministries, ''justice" system, parliament, police, etc.) over the workers movement. It is the workers who decide. Union dues must be freed
from the dues check-offcontrolled by the state and the bosses
and be paid directly to the union, so the workers will control the
union's money. Against the "union tax," "labor federation tax,"
etc. We condemn the traitors who "invite" the bourgeois courts
into the unions.

municipal workers' historic decision must be extended throughout the union movement by expelling police, guardas, prison
guards and watchmen from the unions and the CUT.
3. Union democracy. Election of delegates from each sector to
represent and mobilize their sectors and keep them informed.
All union directors and leaders tnust be subject to recall by the
ranks. The right to form caucuses within the union. Down with
the union bureaucrats' witchhunts against cla5s-struggle militants.
Mobilize the ranks to defeat all the union bureaucrats, who serve

2 The union belongs to the working class, not to the bosses
and their agents. The union meeting of25 July 1996 disaffiliated the municipal guardas (cops) from the SFPMVR, because police (of all kinds) are not part of the working class;
they.are th~ armed fist of the bourgeoisie.

the bosses and the botirgeois state. Maintain a genuine strike
fund. Free union programs to teach literacy, technical training
and.workers education: Seek to establish union radio programs.
The independence of the unions from the bourgeois state,
together with union democracy, can be achieved only with a revolutiomuy leadership. The current union bureaucra..
cies (both the pelegos ofFor~a Sindical [pro-com- .
pany labor federation], etc., and the popularfrontists leading the CUT) act to subordinate the
working class to the bosses and their state. These
anti-working-class politics were highlighted when
Artur Fernandes "invited" the intervention of the
bourgeois co_urts in the SFPMVR against the
struggle to disa·fJiliate the guardas.

4.. CUT should mean struggle. We defend the

Zulrriair Rocila

Volta Redonda 1988 steel strike: workers killed by army.
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SFPMVR's affiliation to the CUT, against company-union federations like For~a Sindical and the
CGT. No to "partnership" and all forms of class
collaboration. Th_e w6rKer5; interests are completely counterposed to those ofthe.capitalists. The
CUT must withdraw from all joint boards and
committees with the bosses and the bourgeois
government. We condemn the "CUT Investment
Clubs" such as those created by the Volta Redonda
metal ·workers union and in other state-owned companies that are being privatized. We fight to defeat thepe/ega and neo-pe/ega (sell-out) bureau-

cracy-which is iricreasingly integrating itselfinto
the state-and for a new,
class-struggle leadership.
The CUT must break with
the popular front and the
International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions. For
trade-union unity: for industrial unions, drawing in contract workers and those manipulated by bourgeois
corporatism. For an organizing campaign to unionize
subcontractors'
and
COHAB (federal housing
construction authority) em- .
ployees, with full rights.

leadership have collaborated in maintaining) has
been the "secret" of racist Brazilian capitalism ~
8. Against uneniployment, layoffs, privatiza·insr6RIAoo"-·;
tions and "laborjlexibi/iMO\'L\iF!\J:O
zation."
OPERARIO
Aga.inst Cardoso's consti:SOBREA
tutional "reform." Defend
MUllIER
job se.curity; at all levels
through class-struggle ·mobi 1ization; no confidence
t/W$1/i:.fau,
in parliament and the laws
::;;:~~~
fol••
the bourgeoisie uses to
control the workers. Jobs
,...h:w ..
back
now for all those laid
...
.•
off
in
the Collor regime's
.....-....
·' ·~~~•: o.~""" ·-~~-~
reform."
"administrative
5. An injury to one is an
Immediate
reinstatement
injury to all. When the Volta Redonda Municipal Wo'rkers union bulletin defending
bourgeois state attacks Regina Celia, black woman wbrker fired for her appearance. of Regina Celia, the black
one group of workers (as On right, excerpt from article by Leon Trotsky on women worker and mother victimized by City Hall's racist
occurred with the oil and the family.
firing. Fight against
workers and dockers), the
privatizations; cancel the privatizations that have already ocpower of the working c1ass must be ,ipobilized.) n solidarity
curred. Down with "productivity" programs, which mean more
action. During strikes, use mass pickets. and factory occupation against the strikebreakers. Hot cargo (refuse to transport · exploitation and less jobs.
The labor movement must organize committees of the unor handle) products of companies where the workers are on
employed linked to the unions. Unemployment compensation
strike. The working class must be mobilized to defend the landequal to wages of employed workers. For a large-scale public
less peasants against the capita1ists' brutal repression, calling
works
program with hiring controlled by the workers organiza'."
for workers self-defense militias; for agrarian revolution and
tions.
Cut
the work week with no loss in pay: jobs for all! This
not the "agrarian reform" proposed by the reformists. Mobislogan can ·also be an important way to win support from the
lized the exploited. and oppressed .agaiJ}st the .C~rdoso/IMF
unemployed for the organized labor movemen~. Union control ·
hunger plan. Unify struggles at the national, continental and
ofhiring and training, with special attention to traditionally excluded ·
international level.
.
·.
.
.
sectors (women, blacks, youth). Workers control of production:
6. Against dangerous and unhealthy working conditions.
Fight to stop the dangerous practices of Volta Redonda's City
9. For a class-sttugg1e fight against racist oppression and
Hall and other cities and companies, such as transporting workthe oppression of women. "Labor cannot emancipate ·itself in ·
the white skin where in the black it is brarided'' (Karl Marx):
ers like cattle in trucks together with dangerous implements.
The workers movement must lead the struggle against black .
Protection against hazardous materials, such as benzene in the
oppression, which is a fundamental part oftlie struggle against .
steel mills and petrochemical plants, a gas which causes leucapitalism in Brazil. Smash discrimination, whether ·open or
kopenia (a work-related 'disease [affecting white blood cells]
which these bosses call a "black disease"~a ciear exa.rnple of ·. disguise4 ("good appearance" requirem~nts, etc.);..Anny, po- .
lice: out ofthefavelas (ghettos). Stop the racist murder of street
capitalist racism). Workers committees (without management)
children. Workers defense committees aga~nst strikebreakers ,
ori health and working conditions, with the power to stop work
and the forces of racist repression.
.' ·. . .
.
when conditions are dangerous. Retirement in line with seFor
a
c1ass-struggle
fight
against
leukopenia.
Open
all
jobs
:
niority c:ind with no loss in pay.
to women. Free 24-hour child care: We fight ag(linst the use of ·
7. Against starvation wages. For a large wage increase, espechildren as cheap labor, which deprives many of them of their ·~
cially for the lowest-paid sectors. Make up all lost wages [due
childhood and schooling. Free abortion on demand; free, high- .
to government austerity plans and inflation]. For a living wage
quality medical care for all. Defend the rights of homosexuals, .·
with automatic cost-of-living increases (sliding scale of wages)~
Equal pay for equal work. Committees of workers and work-:- · Indians and ~II victims of the bourgeoisie's discrimination and .
terror; fight bigotry, anti-Semitism, etc. The struggle against op- ·,
ing-class families against high prices. Organize a large-scale,
pression
can be.victorious only as a struggle against capita1ism.
class-struggle fight by the workers movement, blacks, women
10.
Against
the popular front, for the clas.'i independence of
and youth against the starvation minimum wage. This poverty
the
workers.
The popular front chains the workers organizations
wage (which the PT [Workers Party] and the reformist CUT
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to politicians and parties of the bourgeoisie. This is·class collaboration, which leads to the .destruction of the workers' struggles.
From Brazil to Chile, Central America, Indonesia, France, Spain .
and many other countries, the popular front has meant terrible
defeats for the proletariat. Not one vote for any candidate of popular fronts. Against bourgeois parties of the right and "left."
The working class must break from the PT [the Workers
Party of Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva], a reformist party which
organizes betrayals and repression against the oppressed. All
the dominant tendencies within the CUT (and the PT) support
the politics of popular frontism, from Articula~ao [Lula's tendency] and its camp fo1lowers of 0 Trabalho [Lambertistes]
and Democracia Socialista [Mandelites] to the PSTU and the
centrists of Causa Openiria and the LBI (advisors to Artur·
Fernandes). The politics of the Stalinists and ex-Stalinists (PC
do B [formerly pro-Albania], PCB [formerly pro-Moscow],
PPS [another group of formerly pro-Moscow Stalinists]) seek
to subordinate the workers to the class enemy. Thus these tendencies stab the proletarian struggle in the back, as we have
seen in Volta Redonda, for example during the struggle to dis,
affiliate the municipal guardas.

11. For a revolutionary workers party which fights for a workers and peasants government. Against trade~unionist, syndi-'
calist and "anti-political" il1usions. Th~ proletariat can win its
class independt'.nce only in the struggle for workers power in
the interests of all the exploited and oppressed. Against the
large landed estates: agrarian revolution (seizure of the land
by the peasants). We fight for the end of capitalism and for
socialism. Repudiate the foreign debt. Revolutionary expropriation of the bourgeoisie; for a democratically planned and
centralized economy run by workers councils to satisfy the
needs ofhumanity and not the bosses' profits.
11. Workers ofthe world, unite! Proletarian internationalism.
Free Mumia Abu-Ja111al now. Against the racist death p('.nai~.
Real solidarity actions with workers' struggles in other coun~

tries. Against imperialism and counterrevolution, the working
class must defend Cuba, China, Vietnam and the other deformed
workers states. The workers of those countries must expel the
Stalinist bureaucracies from political power, establishing workers councils under revolutionary leadership. The betrayals of
Stalinism, with its lie of"socialism in one country," prepared
the way for the counterrevolutionary destruction of the Soviet
Union by world imperialism, which was a big defeat for the
world working class. Socialism can only be international. For
the Socialist United States of Latin America, extending workers revolution to the USA and the entire world.

JOIN US!

New Repression ...
continuedfrom page 28
state, against any kind of "union tax" [government-administered financing of unions], for union democracy, against dan-:
gerous and unhealthy work conditions, against starvation
wages, against unerriplOyment, layoffs and privatizations. We
fight against racistoppression and the oppression of women.
We fight against the Popular Front, the bourgeois coalition ·
which is the boss of Volta Redonda city workers. We fight for
the construction ofa revolutionary workers party. Our fight is
internationalist: Workers of the world, unite! Join us!

The bosses' courts want to silence the voice that tells
the truth. Buf the Comite de Lota Classista will not let it- ·
self be intimidated. Neither should you!
In your union, student, neighborhood, black or women's
organization, etc.: make an urgent solidarity statement with
the CLC and Geraldo Ribeiro, .demanding: No to anfi:-union
repression! Throw out the I 5 perce~t charge and return the
money to ihose who were forced to pay it! Unconditionally
drop cill charges against the CLC and Geraldo Ribeiro! Courts
hands off our rights! •
'
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Geronimo Pratt
PANTERAS NEGRAS NAS MASMORRAS CAPITALISTAS DOS EUA:
GERONIMO SAIU DA PRISAO! EXIGIMOS AGORA: LIBERTEM MUMIA!
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Volta Redonda, R.J.
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Internationalist Group Statement
September 1997

WhyThey Lie

WVs Frenzied Slanders Can't Hide
ICL Leaders' Brazil Betrayal
Following the pattern they have set over the last year, the
the SL's own organizational norms of Leninist democratic cenmisleaders of the International Communist League have retralism. The significance of this "cleansing" was underlined
sponded to our exposure of their latest lying smear against the
ten days ·later when the ICL leadership broke relations with
Internationalist Group and the Liga Quarta-lnternacionalisfa
the Brazilian LQB and ostentatiously exited from the struggle
do Brasil (Fourth Internationalist League of Brazil) by shovelto remove the police from the ranks of the Volta Redonda
ling out still more lies. Workers Vanguard substitutes mudMunicipal Workers Union (SFPMVR), headed by a supporter
slinging for Marxist political debate, resorting to slander and · of the LQB. The ICL leaders' treacherous flight from a struggle
wholesale falsification, because they are frantically seeking to ' they had at first encouraged occurred the v~ery day before a
cover up their desertion from a key class battle in Brazil. Hav:
union membership assembly that was scheduled to vote on the
ing been caught in a shameful betrayal, they accuse those who
disaffiliation of the cops. That meeting was banned by court
stood and fought of themselves committing a betrayal. The
order and shut down by armed police, but the Brazilian comWV editors' cynical calculation is transparent: they figure that
rades took the fight forward, leading to a historic vote by the
many readers will throw up their hands and conclude that it's a
union ranks on 25 July 1996 to oust the cops. Today they condirty business all around. But serious Marxists will not be detinue their struggle to become the nucleus of the Trotskyist
terred by such obfuscating tactics. Anyone who honestly studparty in Brazil, joining with the Internationalist Group in the
ies the facts will see who is defending the revolutionary procause ofreforging the Fourth International.
gram in struggle and who is flinching before the pressure of
The ICL has spent the last year spinning out one lie after
the bourgeoisie.
another against the LQB and the IG in attempting to justify its
The lCL leaders' recourse to falsification and
frame-up is nothing new in the history of the degeneration ofrevolutionary organizations. Rather, it is a
recurring historical pattern. As Trotsky wrote in 1929
in introducing the newspaper of the French Left Oppositionists, la Verite (The Truth):
"The reformists deliberately lie to their readers in
(UM A FR'Ufif
order to preserve the bourgeois system. The centrists
,.
employ lies to cloak their vacillations, their uncerPOR uM Pl\RT1»,
tainty, their capitulation, and their adventures."
{)f!(~A RtO I ..
Those who resort to such anti-Marxist methods figure they can crush the voice of authentic commut tJ.:iONf>..lli(l.,
nism under the weight of a mountain of lies. WV cer, ·~tn..Ti RAClA L )
tainly has a much greater circulation to spread its
filth than The Internationalist does for refuting it-as we have done with every single one of their attacks while they just duck and dodge. But the ICL is
no organizational juggernaut. In following this disastrous course, it is gutting the most precious capital of the Spartacist tendency, its fidelity over more
Vanguarda Operaria
than three decades to the Trotskyist program.
Let's recapitulate how this "discussion" came Volta Redonda demonstration calls to stop threatened execu··
about. In June of last year, the Spartacist League/ tion of U.S. death row political prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal, 9
U.S. expelled several long-time leading cadres in a August 1995. Luta Metalurgica sign on left says: "Break with the
bureaucratic political purge that flagrantly violated Popular Front! For a Multiracial Revolutionary Workers Party!"
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Union bulletin (6 May 1996) reports on garage
workers'vote, "The Rank and File Is Deciding: Police.
Out of the Union."The bulletin closes with the slogans
(below): "Forward with our campaign! Police out of
the union! Workers of the world unite!"
ignominious flight. The ICL
leadership's catalogue of smears and
AVANfE
slanders includes:
COM NOSSA
•
The lie that the LQB had "reCAMPANHA!
fused" to undertake party-building
tasks, such as putting out a newspaPOUCIA
per and extending to a major metroFORA
DO
politan center, and instead was wedSINDICATO!
ded to "trade-union opportunism."
This fiction was the ICL's central pretext for breaking fraternal relations,
OPERARIOS
yet within a month the LQB published
DO MUNDO
the first issue of Vanguarda Operaria
UNi-VOS!
(Workers Vanguard), and it now has
a nucleus in Rio de Janeiro.
•
The lie that LQB leader Cerezo was refusing to give up a
post as an "unelected adviser" of the union. Even the LQB 's
enemies in Volta Redonda stated months beforehand that he
was not an advisor to the union.
•
The lie that the LQB supposedly had a "deal" with the
cops in the SFPMVR. Yet the program of the Municiparios
em Luta (MEL--Municipal Workers in Struggle) slate supported
by the LQB stated that the cops, at all levels, like the armed
forces, are part of"the armed fist of the bourgeoisie" and thus
"no alliance with them is possible." As union president Geraldo
Ribeiro moved to disaffiliate the police from the union, the
cops have relentlessly gone after the class-struggle leaders of
the SFPMVR.
•
The lie that the ICL did not know about the 19 June 1996
union meeting. When we quoted internal ICL documents showing that they knew of the meeting, they switched stories to claim

t

that they didn't know that the question of the police was to be ,
voted there. We have reproduced union leaflets and newspaper '
articles in the ICL's possession which state that this issue was to
be decided by the union membership assembly. ICL representatives were also informed of this beforehand by the LQB.
•
The lie that the union ranks' vote to disaffiliate the police
"never happened." We have reproduced union minutes, MEL
leaflets and articles from Workers Vanguard's favorite source,
the steel bosses' mouthpiece Diario do Vale, reporting on the
fact that the 25 July 1996 union assembly voted the cops out.
• The lie that the LQB never publicized this "great victory"
in the Brazilian labor movement, when in fact the LQB has
said that "partial victories" had been won and underscored the
importance of the union ranks' historic vote in numerous leaflets and statements.
•
The lie that the IG supposedly tried to hide that the courtappointed pro-cop clique around Artur Fernandes "controls the
union." The dossier, Class Struggle and Repression in Volta
Redonda, Brazil, published last February by the Internationalist
Group, reproduces a letter from Geraldo Ribeiro and Marcello
Carega stating that the Fernandes clique was occupying the union
hall, and that the "mobilization ofthe ranks will impose the democratic decision that the workers have repeatedly expressed" in
reaffirming Ribeiro as SFPMVR president.
•
The lie that the LQB refused to provide information or
documentation on the struggle against the cops and the repression against its militants. Yet the LQB sent the International
Secretariat of the ICL dozens of pages of leaflets and reports
on this, followed by the extensive documentation in the dossier published by the IG.
The latest from the ICL leaders' in their frenzied vendetta
is the fraudulent claim in Workers Vanguard No. 669 (30 May)
that Liga Quarta-Internacionalista member Geraldo Ribeiro
supposedly sued the very union of which he is the elected president, and that the Internationalist Group is supposed to have
covered this up. In statements by the LQB (24 June) and the
IG (29 June), we refuted this frame-up, taking apart their whole
lying construct and demonstrating its falsity point by point. In
the face of a barrage of repression by the capitalist state, including no less than seven judicial actions against LQB supporters, Ribeiro has steadfastly opposed all court intervention
in the unions, both in repeated public statements, in statements
to the courts and in his actions. We showed that what's actually going on here is that the ICL is repeating the lies spread
by pro-cop elements, the company press and the popular-front
left in opposing the LQB's campaign for police out ofthe unions
and justifying the onslaught of cop and court repression against
the Brazilian Trotskyists.
This is no idle academic debate. Over the last two weeks
Brazil has witnessed several armed confrontations between the
military police and the army. The cops who are infamous for
massacring street children, slum dwellers and peasants are "striking" to demand higher pay to enforce the bourgeoisie's bloody
rule. And now the leaders of the CUT labor federation and the
PT (Workers Party) arejoiningtogetherwith_the cops. This poses
the greatest danger to the workers. CUT leader Vicentinho recently appeared on the same platform with a notorious killer from
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the ROTA police commandos in Sao Paulo.
MST landless peasant leaders have praised the
murderous military police whose troops gunned
down their comrades at Eldorado dos Carajas
last year. The main leader of the military police
in the state of Alagoas is a member of 0
Trabalho, the tendency in the PT that follows
the French pseudo-Trotskyist Pierre Lambert!
With virtually the entire Brazilian left openly
or in a barely veiled manner supporting the
bonapartist police mobilization, this underscores
the vital importance of the struggle waged by
the Liga Quarta-Intemacionalista to remove
cops from the unions. The LQB alone is fighting to drive home the lesson that the police are
not "public servants" or allies of the workers
but the armed fist of the bourgeoisie, the enemies of the exploited and oppressed.

Pela /ndependGncia de classe
dos traball1adores

18 OE JUNHO OE 1996

Resolu~ao

Volta Redonda, sobre a fra~ao de Artur
EXrOsl!;Ao l>l; MOTIVOS
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ICL's Vendetta Escalates
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Attur Bonb.ctc """'"""" '""''"" • orga.
nior uma rr~tlc> <cmtra <> r,..,,_r;,ma M1111icij'i·
rio< rm Luta com o rrcte>tn """ mc<mo fora
el•bor.ido l<mf• d"" m><<a•. Oto, as mllS.a<
r:nquanro i..f dn inc~f"''-C< de dal>or>rumrro·
gmna. 0 prognmR tum• h<ranta ll•s rcivin·
dia~ llisct\rioa cb cflt•<e or<drt. r. l>asela-

gc .... re •rnl>icnlc c bll$Q exemrl<1< em fAli·
m•. """''~"• V•gnc:r D:lrttl•"'- t..uir.inl!o cic ••.

Alior cw> (r~o h11<ocr.\lica ~<: afimon•• d.i<
d<rrCC•• .i. cl••!<' oper~ria c111 u1n ambicn1c de
araqtte.S pum.:u,entc, cofun c~rcv~ nc) cnn•

se nos quac<o primtlros congruso d.l Tcrcein
. J1~ct1i>doMI, o rtogr""'a de Tt•n<I~" do IV

vite~n1os1(ft1ina:ristaS:

lnkt..,ciorul e olllros docvmcnr"" impit!a11tes
dt> movimcnlO (lf>er~rio c:labc>ra~ tlcltlillca·
mcntepebs ~•m.1i.<av~""'1h<dc<le. Um
rr~ra1113 da.~i•~ nllo pndc <u elab.,udo pt·
tu "bases" com •petites cleitoreiro.

Edemagogi:. alirrnilf qne ~5 m"l<m csn-

"OFl?NSTVA CAPITAUSTA
EA CRIST~ D/} JJIREf.AO
•

A aplknflll' tfn "'gh>hnli<~thl • dn «0·

s.1d•s pcl1 f{ll'l!U~o c cKplor:itilo do jugo do
"""';""" llm.dl, [lf'r FllCIFJ.fl c
olit>dM.
Following our exposure of their role as a
ari'•I p00em c!abom urn r•vg>>IM. Oulr• coldq.mtk M ""' c""}lm"' d~ Tc/ttrttttrs
!:':!~;1~:or~
::~J~~;;·,~~~~~:~:
::.!a.::_~~~~5!,~omor. c aro elogio a csres carretrislaseorOfiU:"
trumpet for the campaign oflies emanating from
d• es~biliclodc 11n Cmf'Kg<' cujo ohjetiv<'I tcm
•ido lalflldo sbtcmalie>1mcntc rel<> 1ott111C1 fc·
~~·~::~:.!~~~=:~- nisfl\s. que clcs lcntam imilar. TambCm tcntam
the bourgeoisie, the ICL leaders have responded
denl. es1adual c m11nicir-1I
c1o orcnrio rcvol1oclori.i•i•
dcsfthar o SFPMVR da CUT e esllo manco. munadoi; com o comandanlc da Guarda Muni·
with a new escalation. WV No. 671 claims of
18 June 1996 bulletin prints
dral. que csta r
c insliRibeiro and the LQB that "Court Papers Prove
~and
main resolution from 13 June
They Sued the Union." No, they do not. What
union conference, stating: "the
they show is that the !CL is falsely accusing
affiliation of guardas and poRibeiro-the target ofthe anti-union court suitslice to workers' unions is inof doing what was in fact done by those who
compatible
with a class prowent to the bourgeois ''justice" system to regram."
Resolution
stressed
move him as union president. Like the articles
need
for
"complete
indepenthat have preceded it in the ICL's smear camdence
of
the
workers
movepaign, the whole article is shot through with one
ment, and therefore of the
. fabrication and falsification after another, once
unions,
from the bourgeois
again beginning with the graphic they use to ilstate
and
its state apparatus:'
lustrate the article. In WV 669, they claimed that
a headline from Diario do Vale, the mouthpiece
of the steel bosses in this steel company town, proved that Ribeiro
text of the main resolution of the seminario, which stated that
had been removed as president of the union. Yet the subtitle said
"the affiliation of guardas and police to workers' unions is inthis was done by a meeting of25 people-only four days after a
compatible with a class program."
union assembly of over 150 reaffirmed him as president and exThe class-struggle union leadership waged this struggle popelled the police. This time around WV shows a clipping from
litically. The June 17 union bulletin included an editorial on "The
the Diario do Vale of the SFPMVR announcement of the 19
Capitalist Offensive and the Crisis of Leadership," which states:
"In addition, there is an increase in racism and male chauJune 1996 union assembly which was to vote the exclusion of
vinism in the context of a general offensive against the workthe cops, purporting to show that the agenda had "Nothing about
ing class. But this capitalist offensive, which the fake-leftcops!" This is a cynical lie.
ists call 'neo-liberal policy,' is in reality the ongoing crisis
As the graphic printed in WV itself shows, the first point on
of capitalism, further exacerbated following the capitalist
the agenda of the June 19 meeting is "Report of the resolutions
counterrevolution in the planned and collectivized econoof the lstseminario [conference] of the SFPMVR" held on June
mies of the USSR and East Europe.
13. The resolutions passed at that seminario called for removal
"At the same time, despite the innumerable manifestations
of the police. The agenda for that meeting, including point 7 on
of its struggles, the proletariat is being defeated by the polithe "Municipal Guard," was published in a union brochure distics of popular-front class collaboration and because it does
tributed to the membership beforehand. It was reproduced on
not have a revolutionary leadership which fights for the end
the front page of a June 17 union broadsheet building for the
of capitalism and for socialism, a task which is only posJune 19 meeting. The other side of the tabloid-size sheet is headsible if the working class has its revolutionary workers party."
lined, "Campaign is Growing for 'Cops Hands off the SFPMVR."
Remember that this is in a union bulletin produced by miliAnd the next day, June 18, a four-page union tabloid printed the
tants that the ICL labels "trade-union opportunists"!
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All of this materiaJ is available to the
A-:\~.L . . 7-"'il. .il.A ..q,...,._;e,_,.o~ ,-..,,/..:· O/N .!!~-:C'~-..Jt''-1'4•~·
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public. Reproductions of those union bulle.Sf'1C' ( Cv••.R.111.- JI<' ~.:..:u-1c) Ns ..·!..;:-.L'_J,.~.L ..C~.~~!_..!..':4!'--EL!.;,:-,_"'tins are to be found on pages 11 and 12 of our
~ ~~;.....t.o/c;Jrc>
"Ft..!d_t·~~~~ .l:i...f:~.i..-~~~.!.!..f:.!__~N;C~-p~~·
dossier Class Struggle and Repression in
\/c"\1 l
'k• uv11.JpA.
C~r=e&"'t! l?i!Cr&J(?'f!'t~~~L-~!..
-/1~J-...,,,.y.4P<:.
Volta Redonda, Brazil, and the ICL has the
~.[.JS.c··,
r'11>0 Nq
~-~TArvro .Q(' ..:i£_P,~YR.
A_.;rj'h_r""'.lt.C~
·.-o~· I .!. .'• 'f, ~) r. <. ~1Ti'i<' I'' .H.J<.i.::;,.-;,__;I_Y_;. __ .-;-v1-.:.<0."-~--~:~:....L>/Jl......15j_
full text. Now consider the statement in WV
dc.=-ji1t1lr~· tic.- l')<I(, -,, lljR,~'TpR.\,. +P_ __.:i~!S,- k2_.,,:,Y_l\.~.f'-".'.ll.:...'\!
671 that "here is the public advertisement for
a11i1x.· c
~~·MA
Hnr1>:>_T:....'L.i::'a"\'1C'_,,,.
that union meeting: there is 110 me11tio11 of
removing the cops from the union. Workers
u:.:; UrvrL]~-~~-....:,?t::;.;;.J:,/,;..,;~-"Y r;;::~,,,.1-<«r &·~,_.:,·-~c;b~( ,...I::'-_~
were not publicly mobilized for that purpose,
A._:!«-kNcfA _JC __,.:U~r._. -4:J/~.'.r.cd'.1AY-&t·e- e~.'.C./-f.-:<.:·L!J..:-:i(F"r.-t·J
and in fact it didn't happen." You don't have
LE™ .J:..d.s~~1:m .c1,.,.,,,,.,. er:. /< .....,,.,.,_~ .{:::r1.~~',!'·!....).;.,-.;__-'L.,,,__0__:::_
to travel to Brazil to find out the truth about
~c·.taJA, hr• t:.Jr.,- /.'fC &Kk;r> £ c.......c.£,,,.....z ... ~ ..r~v;,. rz..1£
this-all a reader has to do is look at the mate=•::<.giru'.) lt.M:11.ta:y.$ L ...khiVJ~..W tY 4.l:::-E,...~,..d;1_,..\1 r::~- <;i~(,;;r~ /.·~:i.:
Ml v '.i·m·oJalc"1 £' ,LlitiL u.~.r"' a't i '1C:c/ f1 ,:z--a , /.!.~/0· '"' er· ~2.
rial published by the ICL and at the material
1
0..!.. JC', I lot'! '-C•'.\U..F-\ · !2 ?}W<'• 1 (;,...,.~ff.·•n.· _::.,/1'/j_i'/;i<' ,{~,· i'L.£-,,,.,.-;-_
published by the IG to see for yourself that
WV's claim is a flat lie.
And what about WV's statement, that Minutes of 25 July 1996 union meeting state: "We proceeded to the
"in fact it didn't happen." The ICL leader- motion to disaffiliate the municipal guards from the union. The proposal
ship knows full well, as we underlined in was accepted by a majority vote of those present."
our recent statements, that the 19 June 1996
meeting was banned by court order. Armed police moved in to • widely distributed to workers in Volta Redonda.
shut it down just as Ribeiro was reading the resolution that ~
This issue was also addressed in a recent (26 June 1997)
called for removal of the guardas from the SFPMVR. The
leaflet by Ribeiro calling for united workers action against layvote was not held on June l 9 but a month later, because ofthe
offs by the local Popular Front government. The leaflet points
action ofthe capitalist state. Yet in its sneering account, Workout that the elected SFPMVR leadership had called for "no vote
ers Vanguard never mentions this fundamental fact. The ICL
for any candidate of the Popular Front," and that he had warned
deliberately hides the bourgeois repression against the classthat the new mayor planned mass layoffs. It also stressed the
struggle unionists from its readers.
importance of the disaffiliation ofthe guardas voted by the union
Incredibly,·the ICL continues to play three-card monte
ranks last July, noting that the layoffs have been facilitated by the
with the date of the vote by the union ranks to disaffiliate the
attacks of the pro-cop Fernandes clique, "which maintains itself
cops. "June 13? June 19? July 25?" they sarcastically asked
by force in the union under the protection of the 'justice' system
last time, claiming, as they do again, that "it didn't happen."
and the police." He adds: "My lawyers wanted to resolve the
But it did happen. In addition to the responses from the JG and
question in the bourgeois courts, but even though this could have
the LQB, we have circulated a Jetter from LQB member and
benefited me, I opposed this, since it is against our principles.
SFPMVR union activist Marcello Carega describing the 25
We fight for class independence and it is the workers who must
July 1996 meeting that voted the removal of the police and
resolve their own problems." Meanwhile, the response to the
how it was prepared.
slanders of the ICL takes up four pages of the second issue of the
In its previous smear, WV sought to hoodwink readers into
LQB's paper, Vanguarda Operaria. This is how the LQB supbelieving that Geraldo and the LQB had never answered the
posedly hasn't issued "any propaganda directed at the working
claims in the bourgeois press that he was taking the union to
class in Volta Redonda" on these questions. Not only does WV
court. We pointed out that Ribeiro had immediately written to
simply lie about and suppress facts we have reported, it simply
Diario do Vale, on 26 July 1996, stating unequivocally that he
invents "facts" out of thin air.
opposed appealing to the courts and that in fact it was the
WVs "Irrefutable Evidence" Refuted
usurper Fernandes who had brought the bosses' ''justice" system into union affairs. Now WV gives it another try with the
This brings us to the latest of WV's supposed "proofs"
that Geraldo Ribeiro supposedly brought in the bourgeois
same technique, alleging that Ribeiro's letter is a fraud ("Neicourts against the union of which he was the elected president.
ther the IG nor the LQB has ever published [the] letter to Diario
In justifying a thug attack against Ribeiro in January, the courtdo Vale," it pretends) and that "neither had the LQB issued
installed puppet Fernandes accused Ribeiro of suing the union.
any propaganda directed at the working class in Volta Redonda"
As we explained in the IG answer to WV's lying smear, when
on these claims. Not so. The IG response to WVNo. 669 noted
that faced with the systematic distortion of his views in Diario
Geraldo inquired of his lawyers what the cases cited by
Fernandes were about:
do Vale, Ribeiro gave an interview to the other local paper,
Opr;iio (9 August 1996), which reports that he says "the city's
"They told Ribeiro that the cases referred to were requests
justice system is bourgeois and he does not believe in it." And
for injunctions to block implementation of the court actions
we noted that on 30 January 1997, Geraldo issued a declaralaunched against him last July. Without his knowledge, they
had been filed with the union listed as the defendant, sometion quoting his letter from last July that the Diario do Vale
thing Ribeiro never would have permitted. When he learned
refused to print. This declaration was issued as a leaflet and
.hf.
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of this, Ribeiro immediately gave instructions that these cases
these cases. Secondly, the article charges Ribeiro with "concealbe withdrawn, which they were, despite the vociferous obing" a third case. How is he supposed to have concealed this?
jections of the lawyers, who do not share the LQB 's views.
Artur Fernandes referred to two cases, WV referred to the same
This was more than four months ago, and the notice of the
two cases. The "third case" was a continuation of the second,
dropping of the cases was published in the Diorio Oficial of
and when Ribeiro instructed his lawyers to withdraw all such
the state of Rio de Janeiro. But that didn't faze the authors
cases, it was withdrawn.
of IV/ "s hatchet job."
Then comes WV:S supposed KO punch, claiming: "In orNow WV is forced to admit the fact that Ribeiro indeed
der to back up Ribeiro's claim that the capitalist state should
ordered these suits to be withdrawn, yet in the next breath it
recognize him as the legitimate leader of the municipal workclaims that the appeals by the LQB and the Internationalist
ers union, he submitted u11io11 bank statements, account
Group for solidarity to demand that the cops and courts keep
books, statutes and minutes of union meetings to the bourtheir hands off the SFPMVR and its president were "an intergeois court as 'evidence'!" This, too, is a lie, and a very tellnational diversion." Our campaign was supposedly nothing but
ing one, because here WV is accusing Ribeiro of actions that
"camouflage" to hide the fact that "they fwd sued the muniwere in fact the result ofthe court suits by Artur Fernandes &
cipal workers u11io11 in Volta Redo11da in the capitalist courts."
Co. to oust Ribeiro as president of the union.
This is a lie, and a very dirty lie in the service of the popular
The WV article purports to provide "irrefutable evidence
front, intended to undercut solidarity in the face of the barrage
that the LQB dragged the SFPMVR union through the bourof state repression against the SFPMVR and Ribeiro.
geois courts," when in fact it was the pro-cop element FernanWhile admitting that Ribeiro had the suits withdrawn Jong
des (the original source of many of WV's lies) and his camarilla
before their article claiming that he was suing the union, the
who appealed to the bourgeois courts to remove Ribeiro from
fVV editors do not even mention his statement to the court ' his elected position and to shut down the union meeting that
explaining that these legal actions "were erroneously intro- \ was to disaffiliate the police. In the entire WV article, there is
duced as a defense in my name," and emphasizing that "I have
no mention of these fundamental facts. The article asks rherepeatedly affirmed in public statements that the workers must
torically: "how could his lawyers get their hands on the union's
place their confidence in their own class power and not in the
financial records and other sensitive internal material and apcapitalist 'justice' system. We categorically reject the interpend them to Ribeiro's lawsuits unless he himself turned them
vention of the bosses' courts in the workers movement."
over to the lawyers?" The answer is simple: these materials
Ribeiro stated there that "I do not participate in any case of
were demanded in the court suits by Fernandes' flunkey
that kind" and pointed out as well that five months previously
Sebastiiio de Fatima Batista Passos which carried out the juhe opposed the courts ruling even to confirm him as president
dicial coup against Ribeiro.
of the SFPMVR. That was at the beginning of last December,
The first of those suits (detailed in our Brazil dossier),
and there is no mention of that important fact in the WV arcase no. 30.421, accused Ribeiro of violating the union statticle either, even though Geraldo explained his principled stand
utes by calling the 19 June 1996 union assembly, and initiated
in a letter to international supporters and in a leaflet to Volta
ceurt proceedings to remove him as union president. The secRedonda workers.
ond suit, case no. 30.545, introduced on 18 July 1996, estabSince Workers Vanguard claims to
base themselves on court papers and the
public record, why is it silent about these
facts? And if the "real" purpose of the IG
and LQB was to sue the union, and appeals for solidarity against repression
were only a "diversion" and "camouClass Struggle_ aun Re11ressio11
flage," then why did Ribeiro repeatedly,
both in public statements and in responses
~~~~~ ~!flo1111a, Brazil
to the courts, insist on his opposition to
A graphically
all court intervention in the unions, not
documented record
only in word but also in his deeds?
of the struggle.
To bolster its fraud, WV now claims
that "files in the courthouse prove the IG
and LQB are lying," that Ribeiro had to
Order from/make checks
know what his lawyers were doing. First,
payable
to: Mundial
the article claims, there are "power of atPublications, Box 3321,
Cops, Courts 001ofthe ;~;;·
torney" documents signed by Geraldo.
Church Street Station,
~n International' t .
These documents only state that the law,,,b,,,,,. :;·m
ts G1oup pamphlet
New York, NY 10008,
$2
yers "can represent him in any trial, jurisU.S.A.
diction or government office, in the entire
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lished a "jurisdictional receivership" by the
courts over the union, with Fernandes actDBOLARAClO
ing as the administrator, and ordered the
removal of Ribeiro as president of the
SFPMVR. The suits press charges against
03/12/1996, que d1z1a o aegi.Unte1
Geraldo related to the payment for union
" .:llc;a o 11.utor e r~u face a deoiot$neia hol:".olo.2·(4dei. 1 oe
au.toe 3054.,/96, a1nda proteflc18 po~tt11ar e dur -pr(jebulletins, including the 11 April 1996 bulee~ento ao J':l"e•ente feito. Pl•."zo1 O'.:i r.1lau, o
: 1letin reprinting the statement by Mumia
.l0noio
1111plio11rct
e111 concord&neiL\ ::om e cl• ~i '<tih1cit "•
Abu-Jamal, "Police: Pa11 oC or Enemies of,
na oc1.1.cai&.o dwanto o per{odo de 05 (cinco) iliae, eendo wr. <ice: fu<'.voLabor?" As part of his defense against this
eadoe de C~il;\L!JO Rill:U!tO, ina1eti com. o tne9l.!IO q~e J'ace ~ ;:e~i~ ten frame-up, Ribeiro provided his lawyers with
cia ue Sebaatiao de 18ti.111& Pia.sos ( proceoso no )0~45} :1u..:: µw~r:\ a
copies of bills showing that the suit against
oae~~i\o de Ger:Udv da Preeidenoi<!I. Jo ::>P!'l.'.T"l, dapoia ,Je ori.1 un1~-lot
him used crudely falsified bills as "eviser14\ a '1rand.e chance de Oera1do _pr·ocosaJ-10 por cnl uniu e •.i1"IF11~&1l
dence." The suits against Ribeiro called on
a reavcr & Pr~111c.On.a1a do SJl'llKVTl pcl'.' meio <:le Utll"' $elltcn9~, ju:li~ial.
the court to rule on the union statutes, which
:·co Geraldo iUbeiro f_oi in+.rw1~.i~;o:-.t,_, e diese 11.ue
were quoted extensively. As for the
contt·a 1u.usquer 111te:t'Ven~;\o d.a Ju11t1~" :.>uru rt1.,0Jv_.,,. ·l1•1$:':i;11Fi11u
SF PM YR financial records, bank accounts,
entr~ trabalha.dorca.
etc., Ribeiro never had these. In fact they
Sendo Ullli..clt de•i11Jt1 de tJcr eou aclv~do.
were demanded in the first Fernandes/
Passos suit which sought (and got) a court
order to seize the union's books, calling for
··granting a preliminary order for a financial investigation of the books of the Union
Body which are in the possession of the
accountant Vera Lucia Nunes FetTeira."
Letter from former lawyer of Geraldo Ribeiro, Roberto Henrique dos
Here WV is falsely accusing Ribeiro of Reis, stating that Ribeiro refused offer of court to rule on validity of
turning over union records that in fact came union assembly that confirmed him as president of Volta Redonda
from Fernandes & Co. or which were de- Municipal Workers Union (SFPMVR). Ribeiro insisted "that he was
manded in the court suits these pro-cop el- against any intervention by the justice system to resolve differences
ements introduced to suspend and then re- among workers." Because of Ribeiro's principled opposition to court
move Ribeiro as president of the SFPMVR, intervention, the lawyer resigned as his representative.
the suits that WV never talks about! It was
Fernandes & Co. were forced to drop their case no. 30.545 for
Fernandes, not Ribeiro, who "invited the class enemy to scrulack of any evidence for their trumped-up charges. Ribeiro
tinize the SFPMVR's internal documents" and "appealed to
refused the court's offer to rule on the validity of the July 25
the capitalist state to determine who should be the legitimate
union assembly that reaffirmed him as president of the
representative of the municipal workers." And like Fernandes,
SFPMVR and voted the disaffiliation of the police from the
the /Cl accepts the verdict of the capitalist state, declaring
union. Again, if Ribeiro was "appeal[ing] to the capitalist state
with great bombast and even glee that this pro-cop usurper
to dete1mine who should be the legitimate representative of
"controls the union." Perhaps they would like to tell this to
the municipal workers," as WV claims, why didn "t he accept
union militants angry over how Fernandes abandoned workthis offer? The ICL leaders can't explain that, which is why
ers who participated in a recent work action. This court-inthey must vigilantly disappear this fact. In order to do so, they
stalled puppet is still in the union hall because of the diktats of
doctor quotes from Ribeiro by chopping a sentence in half,
the bourgeoisie, not the will of the union membership. In evcutting out the reference to this action, not just "fine words,"
ery respect, the ICL's "irrefutable evidence" shows precisely
in a 31 December 1996 letter by him and SFPMVR activist
the opposite of what it pretends.
Marcello Carega to unionists and others who have defended
In sneering at "the IG's lame claim that Ribeiro didn't
them internationally (the letter is reproduced in our dossier on
know what his lawyers were doing," WV acts as if lawyers
Class Struggle and Repression in Volta Redonda, Brazil).
always and only do what their clients want. This is hardly the
Ribeiro's action in December demolishes the ICL leadexperience of communists historically. For those who do not
ers' elaborate lying construct. But you don't have to take our
have access to party lawyers, and even for those who do, Lenin's
word for it-here is what Ribeiro's then lawyer has written:
injunction (in a January 1905 letter to imprisoned Bolsheviks
"I declare that at the time of the publication in the Diario
in Moscow) applies: "it is better to be wary oflawyers and not
Oficial [Official Gazette] of3 December 1996, which stated
to trust them." Lenin emphasized that even when liberal lawthe following:
yers were defending and praising their clients, they did not
'In view of the approved withdrawal of case no. 30.545/96,
understand their revolutionary convictions and thus were lithe plaintiff and defendant must each state whether he conable to misrepresent them.
tiirnes to lay claim and pursue the present lawsuit. Deadline:
Let us return to Ribeiro 's action in December 1996, after
five days, silence indicating agreement with the withdrawal.'
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"On that occasion, during the period of05 (five) days, being
one of the lawyers of Geraldo Ribeiro, I insisted to him that
in view of the withdrawal by Sebastiao de Fatima Passos
(case no. 30.545) which called for the removal of Geraldo
from the presidency of the SFPMVR after slandering him,
that this was the big chance for Geraldo to sue him for slander and defamation and to retake the presidency of the
SFPMVR by means of a judicial sentence.
"But Geraldo Ribeiro was intransigent and said that he was
against any intervention of the judicial system to resolve differences among workers.
"This being the case, I withdrew as his lawyer."
[signed] Roberto Henrique dos Reis, 19 July 1997

( 17 April and 5 May 1996). For that matter, the supposed discoverer of the LM/LQB 's alleged "trade-union opportunism"
in 1996 had made an extensive visit to Brazil in 1995, together
with Negrete, a trip from which there were dozens of pages of
reports, all duly circulated to the IEC.
As for supposedly knowing about the presence of cops in
the SFPMVR and keeping this a secret from the pariy, not
only is this a paranoid fantasy, it was Negrete who first learned
about the cops at the Januaty 1996 IEC meeting, and immediately initiated a discussion about this question with Luta
Metalurgica representative Cerezo (who said that LM was committed to removing the guardas from the union). This is attested to in 25 January 1995 reports on the conversation by
both Negrete and John B. What's next? Will the ICL leadership now "discover" that the party leadership had been harboring "nests of spies and traitors" who for years were allegedly secretly plotting against the party in alliance with imperialism (or in this case the cops)? Their whole scenario has a
distinct quality of "deja vu all over again," in the immo1ial
words of Yogi Berra.
This brings us to the charge of running a "wrecking operation," and an inside-outside job at that. WV writes: "Norden &
Co. ran a wrecking operation inside the party, engineered their

ICL Leaders'Tissue of Lies and Smears
The ICL leaders stick together their patchwork of distortions and fabrications with a whole lot of smears, slanders and
mud. Thus they have several times now referred to Ribeiro as
an "ex-cop." Once again, this comes from Artur Fernandes,
who accused Geraldo of "demagogy" for leading a campaign
to disaffiliate the police from the union when he was a former
cop. The fact is that Geraldo was for a short period in the early
1980s a municipal guarda. For the last dozen years he has
been a printer and a leader of the Municipal Workers Union
since its inception. He has led the union in six strikes. In a
1988 general strike Ribeiro was subjected to a vicious beating
with riot sticks by the military police while he was defending a
strike barricade on the picket line. And he has led a campaign
to remove the cops from the union in order to defend the class
independence of the workers movement, the fight that the ICL
leaders fled from.
If Ribeiro's background would disqualify him, perhaps
ICL leaders would care to comment on the fact that Marshal
Tukhachevsky, who rose to become commander of the Red
Army and deputy Soviet minister of defense before being
murdered in Stalin's purges, was a lieutenant in the tsarist army
in World War I. In the past WV rightly published articles hailing Marshal Tukhachevsky, but now... ?
Then there is the following gem, a classic in the genre of
dirty innuendo and mudslinging. WV writes that since Norden
and Negrete were "quite exclusively in control of our contact
with the LQB prior to January I 996, the question must be asked,
did they know about the cops [in the municipal workers union]
and keep that secretfrom the party." Previously they had similarly "asked" if Norden and Negrete perhaps secretly wrote
the MEL program; they also voiced "hefty suspicions" (in the
charges against Norden and Stam berg in their frame-up expulsion "trial") of"political collaboration with non-members" and
even an "outside source of political funding." The idea that
Brazil was an exclusive preserve is pure fiction; it is belied by
the fact that Brazil together with South Africa was repeatedly
singled out as one of the ICL's top priorities in the period of
1994 to 1996. There were numerous extensive reports by
Norden and Negrete to the rest of the ICL leadership on discussions with LM. These are cited in the "Brazil Report for the
IEC" by Negrete (2 I December 1995), as well as in "On Relations with Luta Metalurgica (Brazil)" and "Once Again on
Fraternal Relations with Luta Metalurgica," by Jan Norden
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own expulsions and now run a wreckthat claims to be acting as a vanguard
ing operation against us from outside
of the proletariat.
the party." 'Trotskyite splitters and
Meanwhile, there are some powreckers," anyone? How exactly did
litically significant and ominous new
we carry out such a "wrecking operaelements in the ICL's latest slanders
tion inside the party" and engineer our
against the JG and the LQB. Groown expulsions? By "declining the optesquely, WV declares that "the
portunity to fonn a faction" to "change
Ribeiro faction in the union was evthe party's program and perspectives,"
e1y bit as squalid as the pro-cop facWV says. No, what we did was calmly
tion led by Artur Fernandes"--an
answer the frenzied smears and bu"even-handed" characterization
reaucratic sanctions against us, refuswhose purpose is to justify the ICL
ing to be cowed by them. We have conleaders' own treacherous actions.
sistently defended the historic
Here we have a fight over ousting
Spartacist program and fought to
cops from the union--as far as we
implement those perspectives, while
know, the first time this has occurred
the new ICL leadership abandoned that
in Latin America--a struggle led by
program in practice at a key moment.
the LQB that the ICL previously deAs for running a wrecking opscribed as principled and which it eneration against the ICL from the outcouraged, against a provocateur who
side, and rushing to form "an antibrags of his support for and advice
Spartacist bloc" with the LQB (as
from the police, and who has repeatclaimed in WV 669), nothing of the
edly brought armed police in to shut
sort is true. We have repeatedly dedown union meetings. We have a
Fernando Maia/O Globo
fended the ICL against anti-Spattacist
struggle of union leaders who have
Landless peasants demonstrating in
slanderers such as the picket-line
insistently cal led for cou1ts out of the
Brasilia display list of their comrades
crossers of the Bolshevik Tendency
union, and acted in accordance with
murdered by the Military Police at
and others of their ilk. What we did
that principle, against the same proEldorado dos Carajas, February 1996.
was continue the fraternal relations
cop clique that has repeatedly brought
with the LQB and continue to support the struggle for cops out
in the courts as a club against the class-struggle militants. And
of the unions, a key element of the Trotskyist program for workin this battle, the ICL leaders declare all sides equally "squalid."
ing-class independence from the capitalist state. It is the ICL
This is their response to the question in the LQB 's 24 June
leaders who are wrecking the party with their escalating venletter to the ICL: "Which side are you on?"
detta, miseducating the membership in the anti-Marxist methNeutrality in such a fight is itself a betrayal, but the ICL's
ods of cynicism and lies. It is they who are beginning to revise
"neutrality" is phony, for in practice they dish out the lies
the program on key issues such as the Russian question, abanfrom the pro-police elements, the popular-front government
doning in practice the Trotskyist understanding of the contraand the bourgeois press. Who benefits from such actions? Only
dictory character of the Stalinist bureaucracy, and on the poputhe class enemy.
lar front.
In addition, the ICL leaders have reached a new low in
We pointed out in a May 5 Internationalist Group leaflet
blaming the victims for repression. The latest WV aiticle claims
that the LQB and the Internationalist Group "helped make"
in Mexico that the Grupo Espa11aquista de Mexico is now deFernandes' operation a court-rigged outfit, when in fact Geraldo
nying there is a popular front around Cuauhtemoc Cardenas'
Ribeiro and the LQB have been the target of a concerted camparty of the Democratic Revolution (PRO). Not only has this
has been a position of the ICL since 1988, before the GEM
paign of police and judicial repression, as well as thug attacks.
At the same time, WV describes the LQB and IG as "unscruwas fanned, this question has come to the fore in the recent
pulous and dangerous hustlers." Readers of WV and The
Mexican elections in which the PRO emerged as the main opInternationalist will recall the ICL leaders' earlier claim that
position party and Cardenas himself was elected mayor of
the IG is "for sale" and its comparison of the fight for cops out
Mexico City. In the 1994 Mexican elections, the GEM put out
of the Volta Redonda union with the Stalinist adventure of the
a supplement warning working people and opponents of im1927 Canton Commune. As the ICL now repeats the lies
perialism not to be hoodwinked by the Cardenista popular front.
spewed out by the popular front, the steel bosses and their
However, for this vote, in which there has been a popularagents in Volta Redonda, who have long sought to destroy the
frontist upsurge as never before in Mexico, neither the GEM
communists of the LM/LQB, they are t1ying to isolate these
nor Workers Vanguard put out any propaganda on the issue.
Trotskyist comrades and stop people from defending them
Instead, they issued an Espartaco supplement denouncing ... the
against continuing repression and assault.
Internationalist Group and the LQB. As the ICL's perspecThe precedents for this kind of dirty operation are welltives become increasingly narrowed to pursuing its dirty venfrom the Healyites acting in concert with the bourknown,
detta, it is progressively abandoning the tasks of any tendency
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geois media against British miners leader Scargill to the BT's
smear campaign against the Spartacist League calling the SL
violent gangsters at a time when we were suing the FBI over
its description of the SL as terrorist. Since the ICL leaders
have traveled so far down this well-travelled road, one has to
ask: what is their next step?
The claim of the ICL leaders that they are defending Marxist principle is manifestly false. Their vicious vendetta is driven
by factional frenzy, and a desperate search for an after-thefact alibi to salvage their badly damaged reputations. They
believe that they are accountable to no one, that they can lie
and spread smears without being exposed. They think they
can urge a difficult and dangerous struggle on comrades and
then abandon it and them when the stakes are rising, and it will
have no political consequences. But they are wrong. A communist party true to the program of the Lenin and Trotsky is
answerable to the revolutionary interests of the working class.
It wins its role as leader of the exploited and oppressed through
its intervention in the class struggle, where Bolshevik cadres
are tested and steeled. In fleeing from a key class battle, alleging that the danger to the vanguard was too great, and the~
justifying that betrayal with a welter of lies, the ICL leadership is undermining the struggle to forge that leadership, the
vanguard party of the proletariat that is the key to world socialist revolution.
What we are seeing is the political degeneration of the
tendency which for more than three decades upheld the banner of revolutionary Trotskyism. It reflects the pressure of the
capitalist offensive, buying into the lies of bourgeois
triumphalism and seeking to find a protected niche in the "new
world order." The ICL leadership's recent actions would gut
the historic Spartacist program, turning it into empty paper.
They increasingly treat the principles and rules of the Fourth
International with cynical disregard. This political degeneration is what is behind WVs substitution of mudslinging, character assassination and lies for Marxist political debate. This
is behind the ICL's growing revisions on the key issues of the
Russian question and the popular front, and its shameful actions as purveyors of the lies of the popular front and its agents
against the Trotskyists. The smears and slanders are the
handmaidens of a deeply unprincipled course, which can only
be fought by building an authentically Leninist-Trotskyist vanguard in struggle against all those who drag the principles and
program of the Fourth International into the swamp of class
collaboration.
Internationalist Group
25 July 1997

Postscript. ..
continuedfrom page 44
cause ofRibeiro's refusal on principle to sue the union that he
resigned as Geraldo's lawyer.
Geraldo Ribeiro has stated repeatedly, from the beginning, that he is opposed to all court intervention in the unions.
He has done so in leaflets, on the radio, in statements to the
courts, as well as to international supporters. If Geraldo Ribeiro
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ICL claims that 13June1996 seminario(conference)
of the Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union
(SFPMVR) did not vote for removing guardas(police)
from the union. The ICL lies. Above, excerpt from
minutes of that union seminario: "A letter will be sent
to all the unionized municipal guards informing them
that they no longer belong to the membership of the
SFPMVR." Passed with one vote against.
wanted to sue the union, as the ICL dishonestly c]aims, then
why would he have made the lawyers withdraw the requests
for injunctions? Why did he refuse the court's offer last December to rule in his favor?
WV says that if Geraldo signed power of attorney papers,
he must have known what his lawyers were doing. WV claims
that the fact that Ribeiro didn't know about these legal actions
for seven months is "Not possible." But it is true, so why isn't
it possible? Underlying WV's claim is the idea that lawyers
usually do what their clients want them to do, which is very far
from the case when the clients are working-class and poor
people, let alone revolutionaries. Lawyers are agents of the
courts, and behind WV's haughty remarks is a form of confidence in the bourgeois state.

* * *

What is going on here is that the ICL leadership committed a betrayal in Brazil, which they are now brazenly trying to
cover up. The ICL correctly encouraged the LQB to undertake a fight to remove the police from the Volta Redonda municipal workers union, and then when the struggle reached the
boiling point, the ICL leaders told the LQB to "pull our hands
out of the boiling water," pull out of the union leadership and
even pull out of town. When the LQB refused this shameful
request and continued the fight to remove cops from the union,
the ICL broke off fraternal relations and pulled out. While
waxing ironic about our "passion" for defending the Brazilian
comrades, the ICL leaders are out of control in a real frenzy to
defame the Brazilian militants in order to alibi the documented
fact that the ICL stabbed them in the back and deserted this
key class battle.
Much as they have tried, the ICL leaders have not been
able to blot out the fact that they abandoned the struggle in
Volta Redonda in the midst of the fight to remove the cops
from the SFPMVR, so now they try to pretend that it never
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happened. In answer to WV 671 's claim that the call for the 19
June 1996 meeting--the day after they broke relations with the
LQB--had "nothing about cops," we pointed out that the first
agenda point was "Report of the resolutions of the I st seminario
[conference] of the SFPMVR" and that "the resolutions passed
at that seminario cal1ed for removal of the police." Now WV
672 shrieks "No they didn't!" and repeats that "workers were
not mobilized for that purpose, and in fact it didn't happen."
In fact, the workers were publicly mobilized for that purpose,
and in fact it did happen.
The ICL leaders have become so blinded in their frenzied
vendetta that they believe they can simply decree an alternate
rea1ity. Unfortunately for them, the public record shows what
really happened. In the first place, there was a whole campaign by the union leadership to mobilize the ranks for the
disaffiliation of the police. One of the reasons the ICL leaders
hate our February 1997 Brazil dossier (Class Struggle and
Repression in Volta Redonda, Brazil) is that it reproduces
materials they sought to suppress. Thus, on page I 0 of the
dossier we show a union bulletin of 6 May 1996, which the
ICL leadership translated but did not distribute to the me111-

bership. This bulletin is headlined "The Rank and File Is Deciding: Police Out of the Union" and reports: "A meeting of
the [municipal] garage workers voted unanimously: The police should not be part of, and should not interfere with, the
SFPMVR or the workers movement in general. Because they
are the instrument and armed fist of the bourgeoisie."
That bulletin published a schedule for elections of workplace delegates to the union seminario. Even WV's favorite soutce,
the steel bosses' paper Diario do Vale (17 May 1996), reported
that in early June, "the union will hold a conference where it will
discuss the removal of the guardas from its membership, Geraldo
Ribeiro said yesterday." And it did. The main resolution from
the seminario declared that "the affiliation of guardas and police to workers' unions is incompatible with a class program."
WV rants that this was from the "preamble" and came in the midst
of "more than a dozen paragraphs of economist verbiage." It is
bizarre and grossly dishonest that they call "economist" a highly
political text that, among other things, refers to "the Transitional
Program of the Fourth International" and the "counterrevolution
in the planned and collectivized economies of the USSR and
East Europe," and calls for "a revolutionary workers party which
fights for the end of capitalism and for socialism" while
stressing that "this party must be internationalist with a
Sindlcato dos Funclonarios Publicos do Munltiplo de Volta Redonda
multiracial composition of men, women and youth."
doS"p<>dem exec:utfvo, leglslalivo, admlnlstraclo dlreta, lndireta,
autarqulas, funda~oes e empresa de economla mlsta. (S.F.P.M.V.R.)
The main resolution, quoted above, provided the
COC; 31.147.734/0001~4. Ttf. 10243) 43.USO · Fundado em 2C <M dnemhro tf• ttll!
overall political motivation for the motions passed during the ten agenda points. The question of the municipal guardas was point 7 on the seminario agenda. And
as we reported in our dossier, "a motion was
overwhelmingly passed calling for the ouster of the
guardas." That motion, as recorded in the seminario
(u Mercelo L~zaro Bendle,dlr•~or do 5fPMVA alElto rura a y~~tio de Nominutes, voted that "a letter will be sent to all the unionvembro d• l9~S • ~ovembr~ ae 1998,partlcipal do lR Semin~rio 1u ~rPMVA,ra
ized municipal guardas explaining that they will no
•lizado em Quat.1,.,(RJ)no dh 1'/04/96.
Ho ~•""lo&.-ta rol cJi•..:vt.ld• w-• p .. utn ,,,,.,. rnt aprosont.,'1e ruff'I t-olut.l"' longer be part of the membership of the SFPMVR."
convoca~i~ de oel•g•doa.Mu l~u• Gue1da Munlclpal,rul ~ ~nico do~ dul~g~do~
The motion was passed with one vote against. Will
prasantas no Semlnor!o qu• votet contra a e11clusio ''"" <;u<J•d"" Mu,.,h:lpoi" co~o .;cl!>• do srPrV~,embora hoJa astou raflw~lndo sobre fs~r..
WV claim this didn't happen as well? We are reproJnclu~ive rut de11ltldo llagal•ente n!> die ll/07/97,nar. =el !I'' foi como
ducing
this point from the minutes of the June 13
punli;ii'o ou nio.
SFPMVR seminario so that readers can see for them5ern Mala
selves.
And what of the 19 June 1996 union membership assembly? We have already cited the 28 June
union bulletin which reported that, in defiance of a
court order, as the cops moved in to shut down that
·ixlj~1·,~.~gi,?
meeting, "Geraldo read the resolutions of the I st
'Qf,,•b.~·····~~u ·t,fH,.M~J
seminario, and among the main points is: To disaf:f~W~r.IfrQ:
P.O~,,q
filiate the municipal guardas from the SFPMVR, because they are not part of the working class .... " The
front page of this bul1etin is reproduced in our Brazil
: •:in:the1sUs.eminar:
dossier.
But WV still pretends that this didn't happen
·;::.(~i~~~;~~~.~.i(q);'.:<
either. So we will cite a source their reporter had in
his hands (because it is part of the court papers he
"personally examined" in Volta Redonda). The court
suit by Femandes's flunkey Sebastiao Passos includes
.. ,\fl~ ~,1~9~!@~:~,~~~5·' ' :. ~~,!~
the minutes of the meeting ofFemandes' court-rigged
•. c~ll~~.1111m!:MHQ~;R 1P~~+>: ·~;.~~; ·;
"executive board" held on 27 June 1996. In a bill of
· ,· • ~y~r(t8~CJy:·~.,~··.f:~~~.9-~1. ·.• . . •rl,~~····~·····•·.•·.• ~~pr
.· ···~• 11 · ~~~m9~~·~~~,;1t~~~11v·~.r~~ 90·11
particulars against union president Ribeiro, the mintlli!l \;'~•: ~·~·~·. punl~ttmen1.or·n9t;-r,:;,,
utes state:
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"It was also public knowledge that the general assembly
called by the union president on 19 June 1996, at the Municipal Hall, despite being canceled judicially, decided to disobey judicial orders and at the beginning of the assembly
presented the following proposals: To disaffiliate the municipal guarda, disobeying 'Article 6' of the statute .... "
This supposed violation of the union rule that membership is open to all city workers (the Fernandes clique calls
cops "workers") was then cited as one of the reasons for the
"suspension" of union president Geraldo Ribeiro, originally
decreed by the court on 19 June 1996. Will the ICL leaders
continue the lie that "it never happened" to cover their shameful desertion the day before the June 19 meeting?
We have shown that WV's claim that at the 13 June 1996
union seminario "the Ribeiro/LQB faction did not call to remove the cops" is false. We have shown that WV's claims that
the agenda for the 19June1996 meeting did not deal with the
question ofremoving the cops from the union and that "workers were not publicly mobilized for that purpose, and in fact it
didn't happen" are also false. Now WV672 pretends that there ,
was no vote at the 25 July 1996 union assembly to remove the t
cops. This, too, is demonstrably false.
After the 19 June 1996 meeting was dissolved by armed
police, the LQB comrades used leaflets, workplace gatherings
and a petition signed by hundreds of workers to mobilize for
the union meeting of 25 July 1996, held despite police intimidation, as the Brazilian comrades have powerfully described
in letters published in The Internationalist No. 3. At that meeting a motion was passed to disaffiliate the police from the
SFPMVR. An excerpt of the minutes of that meeting is printed
on page 14 of our Brazil dossier, stating: "We proceeded to
the motion to disaffiliate the municipal guards from the union.
The proposal was accepted by a majority vote of those present."
We want to call attention to a particular aspect of this slander published by Workers Vanguard. We are not dealing here
. with a reckless disregard for the truth, but a conscious, deliberate
lie. When WV's editors wrote their latest fabrication they had in
their possession the minutes of the 25 July 1996 meeting showing in black and white that this vote was held. How do we know?

Because an ICL spokesman requested them, and we sent them to
him, even before our Brazil dossier was published.

* * *
A side point, but a telling one as to the cynicism of the
ICL leadership: The leaflet that the ICL distributed to the CUT
labor congress says "labor donated" at the bottom. Those who
have closely followed WV's campaign of defamation will re~
call the vicious smear a year ago when they implied that our
bulletin on the ICL's purge of leading cadres and its desertion
from the struggle in Brazil was printed by scab labor, when in
fact our bulletin said it was labor donated! But consistency is
no concern of the ICL leaders.

* * *
In an article on Mexico in issue No. 672 (devoted to a
polemic against the IG), WV repeats the smear that the Brazilian comrades are trade-union opportunists and that "the LQB
went on to drag this union [the SFPMVR] through the capitalist courts." Wait a minute. Who was dragged through the courts?
Who was repeatedly beaten, including in one instance while
Artur Fernandes' right-hand man held a gun on him? It was
Geraldo Ribeiro. Who was dragged in handcuffs to the police
station after military police fired a shotgun in the air? Marcello
Carega. Who was "booted out" of the union hall by court order after the popular front mayor sent cops to shut down a
union meeting? The LQB comrades.
The ICL leaders not only try to obscure this but are running a smear operation denouncing as a "fraud" and a '.'div:rsion" the international effort to defend the LQB and anti-racist
unionists in Volta Redonda against this repression. Words have
meaning--the ICL leadership is actively opposing defense of
the Brazilian militants. Make no mistake: the ICL leaders' drive
to isolate and destroy the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do
Brasil and the Internationalist Group weighs in the balance of
the class struggle--0n the bosses' side. Those who seek to advance the proletarian struggle for socialist revolution must reject and expose this dirty smear campaign.
Internationalist Group
1 September 1997
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A Postscript to the July 25 Internationalist Group Statement

ICL Takes Slander Campaign to
Brazilian Labor Congress
The national congress of the Brazilian Central Unica dos
workers of the LQB and the class-struggle·unionists, led by
Trabalhadores (CUT--United Workers Federation) labor fedthe legitimately elected union leader Ribeiro, who fought to
eration was held in Sao Paulo this August in the aftermath of
remove cops from the union. Because of that fight they have
"strikes" by the murderous Military Police across Brazil. The
been the object of repeated acts of cop repression, gangster
MPs were demanding more money for carrying out the
violence and no less than seven court actions against them,
bourgeoisie's dirty work of repressing workers, blacks and landincluding by the police commander and the Popular Front city
less peasants. From CUT leader Vicentinho, linked to the regovernment. In the face of all this, they defied the courts and
formist Workers Party (PT), through virtually aJI of the "far
cops in voting to oust the guardas (police) from the SFPMVR.
left," the tendencies at the labor congress had supported the
Yet WV says both sides are the same. This is a betrayal
and a cover-up for the class enemy. And as we have pointed
bonapartist cop revolt. One particularly cynical outfit, the "Liga
out, the neutrality is phony: the ICL leaders have retailed one
Bolchevique Internacionalista" (LBI), called for "red unions"
smear after another against the LQB from the mouth of
of the Military Police! At the same time, it presented theses
co-signed by one of its leaders and Artur Fernandes, the pro- i Fernandes and the bourgeois press.
At the CUT congress, as if to display their tacit bloc with
police stooge who has been point man for repression by the
the LBI against the Brazilian Trotskyists, the ICL representacapitalist cops and courts against class-struggle unionists in
tives hung around the LBI's literature table for many hours of
Volta Redonda.
In sharp opposition to the betrayal of the reformist and
amicable discussion. This table was quite openly the command
post for the LB I's dirty operation inside the congress based on
centrist left, a team of militants from the Liga Quartathe "theses" co-signed by Artur Fernandes.
Internacionalista do Brasil was outside the CUT congress sell* * *
ing the new issue of the LQB's newspaper Vanguarda Operaria.
Its lead article calls for revolutionary opposition to the cop
So, once again, let's take a look at the latest smears from
WV's slander mill of supposed spectacular "revelations" against
"strikes," labels the police "the armed fist of the bourgeoisie,"
the JG and LQB.
and demands the expulsion of cops of all kinds from the unions.
The LQB is the only tendency in the Brazilian left to uphold
First of all, readers should note that while Workers Vanguard obscenely gloats that Geraldo Ribeiro was "booted out"
this crucial position, which is key to the fight for workers'
of the union hall, it has sought to disappear the fact that this
class independence and against racist, anti-labor police terror.
was carried out by the jackboot of police repression. One arTheir tenacious and principled fight for this fundamental printicle after another failed to mention that armed police shut
ciple has earned them the enmity of the popular front and a
barrage of judicial actions against them.
down the I 9 June I 996 union meeting, imposing a court order that initiated ajudicial coup to oust Ribeirofrom his elected
Two representatives of the International Communist
League showed up at the CUT congress on August 17. They
position. This means that anyone reading Workers Vanguard
came to distribute a leaflet in Portuguese that says not a word
would have no idea of the real course of the struggle in Volta
on the burning issue of opposing the CUT's support for cop
Redonda.
"strikes," nor against the popular-frontist left which ties the
WV first claimed that the LQ~ was suing the union, on the
basis of claims by Fernandes and the LBI. Not only did Ribeiro
workers and oppressed to the bourgeoisie, nor against the LBI
not sue the union, when he learned of the requests for injuncadvisors for the pro-cop provocateur Artur Fernandes. Instead,
tions his then lawyers had filed, he immediately instructed the
the leaflet smeared the LQB and comrade Geraldo Ribeiro as
lawyers to withdraw them, which was done, as WV is now
engaging in a "squalid struggle for control" of the Volta
forced to admit. WV doesn't mention: I) that this occurred
Redonda Municipal Workers Union (SFPMVR), charging the
months before their phony expose; nor do they mention 2) his
LQB and the Internationalist Group with "class betrayals" and
statement
to the court explaining that those legal actions had
sneering about a phony "union 'struggle"' in Volta Redonda.
been erroneously introduced in his name and that he was catThe leaflet was a translation of the latest smear attack on the
egorically opposed to bringing the courts into the unions; nor
Internationalist Group and the LQB in Workers VanguardNo.
do they mention, 3) that last December, when the court of672 (8 August 1997).
fered to rule on the validity of the union membership assemThe previous issue of WV (No. 671, 11 July 1997) claimed
bly that reaffirmed Geraldo Ribeiro as union president, he rethat "the Ribeiro faction in the union was every bit as squalid
fused the court's offer; nor that 4) his ex-lawyer confirms in a
as the pro-cop faction led by Artur Fernandes." On one side is
signed statement that this is what happ~ned, and it was beFernandes, his armed cop cohorts and the bourgeois courts
continued on page 41
who installed him. On the other side are the revolutionary
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International Outcry Against
Brazil Witchhunt
Unionists and defenders of workers'
rights from five continents have reacted
with outrage to a Brazilian court's order
for "search and seizure," including the use
of "police force,'' of a leaflet by the Class
Struggle Caucus (CLC - Comite de Luta
Classista. The CLC was initiated by our
comrades of the Liga Quarta-Intemacionalista do Brasil and includes members
of several trade unions in the city of Volta
Redonda, site of Latin America's largest
steel mill. The program of the Caucus is
printed on page 29 of this pamphlet
The injunction against the CLC also
specifically named Geraldo Ribeiro, who
since being elected president of the Volta
Redonda Municipal Workers Union
(SFPMVR) in late 1995 has been the object of a vendetta by the capitalist courts
and cops. The reason: Ribeiro and, other
class-struggle activists led a fight to remove police from the unions, resulting in
the union meeting of25 July 1996 voting
to disaffiliate "municipal guards" from the
SFPMVR. Ribeiro was also prosecuted by
the Popular front city government for
leading a campaign against the racist firinP: of a black woman worker.
The latest repression is an attempt
to stop the CLC from denouncing the
looting of workers' pension funds by a
"legal mafia" in a country where wages
and retirement benefits are atftarvation
level for huge parts of the working
class, including municipal workers.
When the court injunction issued in
early September lapsed, the lawyers
who launched the attack on the classstruggle unionists obtained another
"search and seizure" court order against
the CLC, and are now threatening
criminal action as well as a civil suit.

VJAFAX:

November 14. 1997

To:

Geraldo Ribeiro and the CLC

SEil} Local 399, representing 16,000 workers, sends iU solidarity against the new state
repression directed against you. A year ago we declared our tqlidarity with your fight for a union
bt~ of the state, Ind pointed out that we have had our members attacked by the police at
union protests and know rhe police are not 11eutra1 in these issues. We also joined in yow- struggle
~ racism, which our union. largely ~sed of immigrant workers, has also eKperienced first
hand.

Now you an: under attack once a.gain in lhe eighth !e3al action ass.inst you. This is an attempt
the military ~orship to ccnJOr and .silence the voice of union aaivisb, including
the lesititnale elected president of the Yoda Rcdonda municipal workers union who has been the
victim of C(l!Jrt in1etvention, armed po&e shi.itting down union meetings and. ~peated acts of
repression because of the sk\Jggles fie has lead.
10 use Jaws from

This juridical assaulton class-struggle
unionists has been met with an outcry of
protest from Brazil to South Afri~ El Salvador and the U.S. In Volta Redonda itself,
the hotel and restaurant workers union noted
"the deliberate intention of infringing on
workers' organization as occurred for several years under the MiJitary Dictatorship."

We protest 1he eourt order lo seize your Jeatle1s, which is a c:lear attack. on the rishts of all
workers. We fi.nther protesc tht trut 10 seize your belongings and the OUftaSeous thfcat to demand

the rtamCJ of .n the a~ivist who t111ercised their rights by publishing leaflets to inform the workers
and defend rJ1cif intcresfs. All workers mwt srand logethcr against auch attempts to intimidate and
siltnce those who fight for the rights of labor.
We join in denwiding; No to anli-union rcprcssiun! Unconditionally drop all thaTgcs against
the CLC and Geraldo Ribeirof Courts haruls otr tbe workers' riQhts!
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.
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011-6336330
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. CEP 27260740
Volta Redonda,. RJ, Sraztl
Attention : Comrade Get'aldo Ribeiro
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October 30, 1997

C9

New York

_....
-....,.
.................
___
_,_
--

Geraldo Ribeiro and the CLO

c/o lnlWnationalist Group
P.O. Box 3321
Clw!Ch Street Station
New York, NY 10008

_.___.....

--

The President

Vorta Redon<fa MuniGipal Workers Union

..:___..._

Workers

-OFDUIKl'OllS

P.0. Sox 260483
£"00lh 2023
Tel: 01 t-832203~9
Fax: 011-8336408

·. E-mail:numsaOOt@piide.oo.za

'l'r~ores

Deer Comrades: . '
Although we at11 angsnd to'- of O,. lltlacks -oainst '1e CLC. - ltV '-1ened IO
know o1 0ne more orouP.1hal wenUy ¥ts ag.inst raciam, c:tassl5m, ponce bMality,
in short, against aipllalism. lrmtigranl -iiers in tffw York Cit)' a llCl'OSS lhe
nation .... also \l\Cfer au.ck. ~. - undarsland only too w.11 lhe blUCal
methods utllzod by tile police and lhe Stale when
lntettslS - healened. This
iS why our community In New York Cil)r ~ yoo.< 811 Iha ~ ~ lenaCily
needed to tueeeed in the Ruggle egaiNt lhe tyranny al~
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power Df Hemalfcl1ll SOiidarity, so please keep us
posted on 81'1y n- •Yenlli es well •ny ways we can be of ful1her illlslslatlce.

· We V9f'f much b4lieY9 in lhll

We, the Latino
•

15110'97

Condemn

wortcers of New Yod\ City:
the bt'utlllly ,.,._.Ive Htiona of the Popular Front fOW'1'111M1nl

against the CLC •nd the workinO clnsll

•

Dermmd IM eOll!pleW and uneondlllonal Independence of Ullions from the
c:.pitallst govemmentll
·

•

Demand that ALL ch11111H ageinet 1t1e CLC and COlllRde Ribeiro be df'oppecl
right away!ll

O.ar Comrade
The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa wish to add Its voice In condemnin the

tion of the International Monetary Fund and Wall Street bankers in response to the crisis sweeping world financial markets
at the end of 1997. Cardoso's plan to fire tens of thousands of
government workers has provoked plans for nationwide strike
action in December. The capitalists can rely on Cardoso to
step up anti-labor repression to impose this starvation plan;
after all, it was the former "anti-imperialist" Cardoso who sent
tanks and troops to crush a national oil strike two years ago.
The one refinery the army did not occupy in 1995 was the
plant at Duque de Caxias (in Rio de Janeiro state), because of
Caxias workers' reputation for organized and militant resistance.
However, the labor court "intervened" the local and seized con-

Their statement says "the day will come when nobody can succeed in silencing the roaring voice of the streets" and ends with
the demand "Down with intervention!,' A solidarity statement
from the Volta Redonda Domestic Workers Union denounced
"repression, interventiOn and-any ot~er·violent means preventing the workers from freely expressing their political thought in
their union organizations," while the construction workers union
added its voice denouncing "dictatorial methods" against the
working class and demanding the ''withdrawal of the court action" against Ribeiro and the CLC.
Brazilian workers are facing a brutal austerity plan ordered by President Fernando Henrique Cardoso at the instiga46
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Mo9ao de repudio intervengao do estado no
direito de organizagao dos trabafhadores
A direrlo do Sindicato dos P~troleiros de Duque de Cuias
(Siodifletro-Ca.xfas) repudia veemcntetUente a fntervenflo do estado
Jiberdade de orgaaiza~ao dos trabalhadotes. ReferflllO-DOI
declsio
judicial de recoJber o bole•im do Comite de Luta Classista, que extcrnava
opi11i0es criticas a atual dire{:io do sindicato c.Jos setvidores municipais de
Volta Redonda.

a

oa

0 direito i livre organf.7.a~ao e a Hberdade de upressio nio deve
em hipotese alguwa acr violado. Entendemos aluda ser uma postura anti·
dcmocratica a deposl~lo ea CMSa~io dos dlreltos do presidente eleito do
slndicato. Tais fatos despertam uma grande preocupafio, ja que a
persegui~iio a llderau~as e a intervenrio, de varias formas, em sindlcatos

combattvos tcm sido urna coostante nos ultimos anos, especiabuentc no
governo J4'croaudo Henrique Card0$0,
. . Tais fatos represeutam, a nossia ver, a inaceitavel e deliberada
inten~Ao de atiogir a organi.zafio dos trabalhadores. Ababo a
intcrven~ao!

~·.-vf

~

Nilson Viana Cesario

PldireflJO do Sindlpelro-Caxias
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trol ofits bank account Pro~ting the new
repression against Geraldo Ribeiro and the
CLC, the Caxias oil workers union issued a
statement ''vehemently repudiating state
intervention against the workers' freedom
of organization," denouncing the "suspension ofthe rights ofthe union's elected
president'' and stressing that "persecution
of leaders and various fonns of intervention in combative unions has been a constant in recent years, particularly under the government of Fernando
Henrique Cardoso."
As was the case during a
previous round ofrepression (see
"Solidarity with Anti-Racist
Unionists in Brazi~" The Internationalist No. I, January-February
1997), some of the most powerful
protest statements came from
South Africa. An 8 October 1997
statement from the 120,000-strong
South Africa Municipal Workers
Union (SAMWU) notes that "For
many years, as municipal workers we
fought, with others, a brutal racist regime here in South Africa," where
"the labour movement... suffered
many losses at the hands of the brutal
police and state machinery." SAMWU
saluted the CLC's "courageous war on
racism" and its fight for the "right to
publish infonnation vital to workers of
Brazil particularly, and the world in general," demanding: "Down with the charges
against Cd~ Geraldo Ribeiro and the CLC."
The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) and
National Union of Miners (NUM) also
sent vigorous protests against the new
repression in Brazil. The South African
Commercial Catering and Allied Workers Union (SACCAWU) denounced
''the latest attack. .. by the combined dark
forces of capital and state machinery"
and called on those responsible to stop
anti-union repression, "lest they burn
themselves in the fire they shall encounter in return."
Stressing that "International Solidar. ity knows no borders," the Salvadoran
telephone workers union (ASTTEL)
wrote to "condemn this whole new escalation of repression against the unionists
ofVolta Redonda, Brazil, and specifically
against brother Geraldo Ribeiro and the

Comite de Luta Classista." Also
from El Salvador, the FEASIES labor federation issued a statement ·
defending Ribeiro and the CLC
against the repression. When
spokesmen for ASTTEL and
FEASIES were denounced on TV
by the president of El Salvador as
"traitors"and "inhuman" for denouncing the notorious abuse of
workers in sweatshops there,
Ribeiro and the Brazilian militants
came to their defense ~ well.
From across the Pacific, the
Confederation for Unity, Recognition and Advancement of Government Employees in the Philippines
wrote that "we join against racist
employers who are in cahoots with Bosses' courts of Brazil's "Steel City" are now targeting LQB and Class Struggle
the repressive government in sow- Caucus militant Jorge de Oliveira, retired after 25 years working at Latin
ing terror among municipal work- America's largest steel ~lant (in background).
ers," pointing out: "Your struggle is not far from ours. We also
strike in Santos, Brazil.
[face] racial discrimination against the Cordillera peoples and
On the East Coast, a solidarity statement in Spanish and
the Muslim Moros of the South." The Filipino workers group
Portuguese from the Independent Farmworkers Center noted:
called for facing ''this disorderly new world order'' through "col"Farm workers here are predominantly Latino immigrants, and
lective action and international solidarity." In New Zealand, both
we have suffered repression and intimidation in our countries
national labor federations protested the repression against the
oforigin. This kind ofrepression continues when we arrive in
Comite de Luta Classista. The acting secretary ofthe New Zealand
the United States. We believe the struggle you are carrying out
Trade Union Federation sent a statement to the Brazilian minisis a great example for other countries and popular movements
ter of internal affairs, while the secretary of the New Zealand
internationally." An eloquent statement from the Latino WorkCouncil of Trade Unions also signed a statement protesting the
ers Center of New York said "we understand only too well the
attacks in Volta Redonda.
brutal methods utilized by the police and the state when their
In the United States, a solidarity statement to Ribeiro and
interests are threatened" and ended: "Demand that ALL charges
the CLC from Service Employees International Union Local
against the CLC and comrade Ribeiro be dropped right away!!!"
399 (representing militantjanitors and hospital workers in Los
In addition, statements have been received from the InterAngeles) noted that this is ''the eighth legal action against you.
national Bolshevik Tendency, from the Freedom Socialist Party
This is an attempt to use laws from the military dictatorship to
and radical historian Howard Zinn in the U.~., the Communist
censor and silence the voice of union activists, including the
Workers Party (PCT) in Brazil and LabourNet in Britain. On
legitimate elected president of the Volta Redonda municipal
behalf of the Comite de Luta Classista and the Internationalist
workers union who has been the victim of court intervention,
Group, we wish to express our thanks for all those who have
armed police shutting down union meetings and repeated acts
come to the defense of the CLC against the unrelenting state
of repression because of the struggles he has led." The staterepression.
ment also denounced the threat "to seize your belongings and
* * *
the outrageous threatto demand the names ofall the activist[ s]
The judicial repression from the Volta Redonda court conwho exercised their rights by publishing leaflets to inform the
tinues fo hang over the CLC, and may escalate. Solidarity stateworkers and defend their interests."
ments may be sent to Geraldo Ribeiro and the CLC care of:
In the San Francisco Bay area, ILWU longshoremen's
Internationalist Group
Local l 0 denounced ••the vicious witchhunt" following earlier
Box 3321, Church Street Station
repression aimed at Ribeiro "because you played a central role
New York, NY 10008, U.S.A.
in carrying out the will of your membership to disaffiliate the
Fax: (212) 614-8711
guardas (police) from your union." Citing an earlier protest by
E-mail: internationalistgrotip@msn.com
Local l 0, it underlined: "As we stated then and reiterate now,
Letters can be sent to the CLC and LQB in Brazil by addresswe support your principled struggle. Police have been banned
ing them to:
from membership in our union since they killed workers in the
Caixa Postal 084027
1934 Maritime Strike. And today, the brutal killings of street
CEP 27251-970
children in Brazil by police don't go unnoticed here." The proVolta Redonda, RJ, Brazil
test also referred to state repression of last spring's dockers'
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Internationalist Grou Statement
30 January 1998

After Courts Order "Search and Seizure" of Militants' Leaflets

ICL Seeks to Sabotage Defense
of Brazilian Trotskyist Workers
.s. De •• m.ncer. outronlm. na 901idaried• ptiHl\ta. o oulro 1a1, •P•iori11icftmen1e indicacfo. ''COMJ n1 DE LUTA
CLASSIST A''· Como •~ auto denomln•. em que pete se de•sumir tratnr-sa dnquelu fac~cie-1 d•ndcJtinns que.
1cobfttada.t sob o manro do •11011im110. bta•cam IUgir ao enfrentanMnh> da lei por consequencia de seus atos, cumo no
prc1eote easo ~oncreto;
Suit refiled last November ominously slanders CLC ~s "one of those clandestine factions which hiding under
the cover of anonymity seek to flee from confronting the law for the consequences of their acts."
Last September a court in Volta Redonda, Brazil ordered
the seizure of a bulletin produced by the Comite de Luta Classista
(CLC-Class Struggle Caucus, initiated by our comrades of the
Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil). The CLC leaflet exposed the role of the pro-police group of Artur Fernandes in attempting to loot workers' pension funds, an explosive issue locally and nationally in Brazil. Fernandes was the instrument of a
judicial coup in 1996 against the elected president of the Volta
Redonda Municipal Workers Union (SFPMVR), Geraldo
Ribeiro, aimed at stopping the campaign to oust municipal
guardas (cops) from the union. The latest court order against the
CLC (case no. 183/97 in the fifth civil division)-the eighth legal
action against LQB supporters in the last two years-was issued
at the request of the lawyer of Fernandes' clique, Vanise Alves
de Carvalho. The demand for an injunction was originally filed
on Alves de Carvalho's behalf by a high official of the city's
Popular Front government (see "New Repression Against Brazilian Trotskyists" and "International Outcry Against Brazil
Witchhunt," The Internationalist No. 4, January-February 1998).
The CLC issued an "Alert!" warning that "The Bourgeois
Courts of Volta Redonda Attack the Workers' Democratic Rights"
(CLC Bulletin No. 3, September I 997). It noted that the draconian censorship law dated from the "New State" dictatorship of
Getulio Vargas, a law that was heavily used under the 21-year
military dictatorship (1964-85) to silence leftist and labor militants; that the court ordered the seizure ofall copies of the previous CLC bulletin, as well as threatening to seize the belongings
of the CLC and Geraldo Ribeiro; and that the request for the
injunction demanded a list of members of the CLC. The alert
concluded: ''this attack is directed against all those who fight to
defend the workers' interests .... Remember: an attack against
one is an attack against all." Understanding this clear and elementary fact, labor organizations from around the world-from
Brazil, El Salvador and the U.S. to South Africa and the Philippines-sent protest statements in solidarity with the victims of
this latest repression.
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But the leadership of the International Communist League
(ICL) had a very different response.
For three months the ICL showed absolutely no interest
in this case. No statement, no inquiries, dead silence. Then, on
December 20, Workers Vanguard (newspaper of the Spartacist
League/U.S.) made simultaneous phone calls, evidently synchronized to the minute, to Internationalist Group members
Jan Norden and Abram Negrete. The WV"reporters" had a list
of increasingly sinister insinuations about the CLC defense
case, peppered with speculation about plans for fusion of the
IG and LQB, and ending up with WV's litany of lies against
the Brazilian comrades. A few days later WVNo. 681 (2 January 1998) printed a new smear job against the IG/LQB, rehashing its rantings and complaining of "The Silence of the
IGs." Since we had circulated an international solidarity appeal (receiving considerable support), this was a rather bizarre
charge. Many WV readers wondered what it was all about.
What was going on here was a blatant attempt to denigrate
the defense of proletarian fighters under attack by the bourgeois
state, for the most cynical factional reasons. It was certainly no
accident that the strange calls from WV came exactly one day
after the Permanent Revolution Faction of the ICL handed in a
document in Paris announcing its political solidarity with the IG
and its defense of the LQB against the vicious vendetta by the
ICL leadership. Clearly, a main purpose of the new attack was
internally directed-to harden up any wavering members by dumping a bucket of mud on those who dared to expose the leadership's
lies. The WV 681 article marks a new low in the ICL leaders'
obsessive frenzy against the IG/LQB and the PRF. Going beyond character assassination, the ICL has undertaken a sinister
campaign to undermine international solidarity with the classstruggle Brazilian militants.
WV recycles the lies-which we have already proven to be
false-that come from the same pro-police elements and Popular Front city government of Volta Redonda that launched the
repression. Meanwhile, the WV article says not one word in

defens e ofthe victims. It shows not the slightest indignation or
concern over the blatant use of capitalist state repression to
han leaflets put out by leftist trade unionists in Brazil. Instead,
sneering about our "'urgent' call" for defense against the repression, and that the IG has "appealed for 'international solidarity ' on the basis that their Brazilian allies are 'class war'
heroes," WV dismisses the victims as a "phony" union formation , implies that the repression is only "according to the IG,"
and denounces our defense campaign as a "cynical sham."
What WV quite deliberately chose not to report, from their
"interview" with comrade Norden, is that he informed them that
the r(:pression is continuing, that on November 14, the court suit
against the CLC was re-registered and the individual specifically
targeted is now Jorge Oliveira, a retired black steel worker. Moreover, the suit's authors are now threatening a criminal prosecution. llut this is of no concern to the editors of WV.
Indeed, the WV article vilely attacks the targets of this.
repression as ''dangerous hustlers." This filth is hurled at a
largely black group of working-class militants with decades of
struggle, many of whom were fired and blacklisted and who
have been hit by endless state repression for fighting against
class collaboration and racist oppression.
11-' V's vituperation is intended to cover up the fact that the
ICL leadership deserted from the struggle to remove the cops
from the SFPMVR at the moment of greatest danger. Alleging
"unacceptable risks to the vanguard," ICL representatives
called on the LQB to help " pull our hands out of the boiling
water." When the Brazilian comrades refused this ignominious ultimatum, the ICL broke relations with them on 18 June
1996 , the day before cops and courts shut down a union meeting ca lled to oust the police. At first pretending to defend
Ribeiro against the court suits aimed at removing him as president of the union, while simultaneously denouncing the LQB
as "trade-union opportunists," ICL leaders are now broadcasting loud and clear that they are in fact on the other side of the
continuing class battle in Volta Redonda.
Fleeing from the vanguard to the rearguard, refusing to
defend froin state repression the class-struggle militants who
continued the fight for cops out of the unions, repeating the
lies spewed out by the popular-front government and pro-police elements who launched the repression, and now denouncing the international solidarity campaign with the Brazilian
comrades under fire from the state as a "sham," the ICL leadership is acting as an external adjunct of the popular front.

ICL's Factional Frenzy Out of Control
J+'orkers Vanguard continues to put an equal sign between
the pro-police provocateurs installed by a judicial coup against
the union ranks, and the militants victimized by state repression for their fight to throw cops out of the labor movement.
Previous WV articles said the two sides are "equally sordid."
Now WV 681 calls them "equally unprincipled" while dismissing as a "sordid squabble" the struggle between the anti-racist
unionists and the self-proclaimed defender of the guardas,
Artur Fernandes, whom WV itself correctly characterizes as a
"pro-cop thug." Where in a series of publications the ICL previously found itself obliged to recognize that the LQB's fight
~ 50

Geraldo Ribeiro with Regina Celia, woman worker
fired by Popular Front. City government sued
Ribeiro, threatening four years imprisonment, for
leading campaign against this racist firing.
to expel cops from the union was a "principled" and difficult
struggle, WV now rants that the Brazilian com'rades tried to
use the campaign to expel cops from the union as "a factional
club against their rivals for union leadership." As we have previously noted, when WV says both sides in this struggle are the
same, this is a betrayal and a cover-up for the class enemy.
And the posture of neutrality is fake: the ICL leaders have
retailed one smear after another against the LQB from the
mouth of Artur Fernandes and the bourgeois press.
Once again WV covers for Fernandes with the lie that it was
the LQB which has been "dragging the SFPMVR union through
the bosses' courts"! In fact, it is Fernandes who, in tandem with
the Popular Front government and the courts that imposed this
stooge against the expressed will of the union ranks, has launched
one cou11 action after another against Ribeiro and other comrades of the LQB/CLC. WV 681 again rehashes Fernandes' smear
that comrade Geraldo Ribeiro is supposed to have sued the very
union of which he is the elected president. Yet the WV article
studiously avoids the documented proof we presented in our replies refuting this and their previoLts round of frenzied lies and
distortions (see The Internationalist, Nos. 3 and 4, as well as the
earlier IG dossier on Class Struggle and Repression in Volta
Redonda, Brazil: Cops, Courts Out of the Unions).

Nowhere does WV even mention the letter from Geraldo
Ribeiro's ex-lawyer stating that
Ribeiro refused the court's offer to
rule in his favor in December
1996, that Ribeiro insisted "that he
was against any intervention by the
justice system to resolve differences among workers," and that
because of this principled opposition to court intervention, the lawyer resigned as his representative.
WV seeks to suppress this because
it is a devastating refutation of its
slanders.
Meanwhile, in yet another
back-handed alibi for Artur
Fernandes & Co., WV claims the
pro-cop clique has taken "a page
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from the LQB's book" and "repu- Municipal union lead.er
diated their own lawyer's action."
What are the facts? Geraldo Ribeiro's former lawyers-pr@vided by a local civil rights group to defend him against the
court and cop onslaught-erroneously filed legal papers which,
while seeking to block summary court action in the barrage of
cases against him, listed the union as defendant, something
which Ribeiro, as elected SFPMVR president, never would
have allowed. Contrary to WV 681, Ribeiro did not passively
"only let them 'expire'"-he insisted these actions be withdrawn.
Moreover, this was at a time when the pro-cop clique had
launched yet another suit against Ribeiro after assaulting him
at the union hall in January 1997-another fact that WV seeks
to obscure. In a statement to the court Ribeiro explained his
categorical opposition to court intervention. In fact, a previous WV article (No. 671, 11 July 1997) admitted "the court
records show that Ribeiro did indeed file a withdrawal or'all
three" requests for injunctions his lawyers had submitted. But
WV appears unconcerned about its inability to keep its own
story straight. The ICL leaders' modus operandi is to just keep
slinging more mud, hoping some will stick.
Throughout, Ribeiro has stressed his opposition to intervention in the workers movement by the capitalist courts and
cops, and has acted consistently. Insisting on this fundamental
class principle, Ribeiro ordered the withdrawal of the court
actions, producing a split with the lawyers who filed them.
What of Fernandes? WV 681 refers to a "note of clarification"
by the pro-police stooge on the latest suit against the Brazilian
comrades. This statement was in response to the considerable
outcry against this suit in the labor movement, in Brazil and
internationally, as a result of the defense campaign that the
ICL calls a "sham." Yet far from rejecting appeals to the bourgeois courts on principle or breaking from their lawyer,
Fernandes & Co. declare "we recognize the professional value"
of the lawyer, Vanise Alves de Carvalho, only seeking a bit of
distance from what they call her "unfortunate technical conduct." Meanwhile, it smears the CLC as dangerous gangsters,
seeking to provoke more cop repression against them. And a
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Geraldo Ribeiro addresses 4 July 1996 SFPMVR rally.

couple of weeks later, the lawyer, who continues to be employed by Fernandes, refiled the suit and threatened to escalate it into a criminal prosecution!
The rampant dishonesty of the new WV is stunning. It histrionically presents the pseudo-revelation that comrade Norden said
we "found out about" the court actions filed by Geralda's lawyers long before the ICL's phony exposes; it doesn 't report that
Norden told the WV "reporters" that as soon as Geraldo found
out about the requests for injunctions in January 1997 (not July
1996, as WV dishonestly pretends), he immediately ordered their
withdrawal, months before WV published its first article on this
question in May 1997. Similarly dishonest is WV's attempt to
pretend that the LQB failed to publicize Ribeiro's July 1996 letter to the local Diario do Vale newspaper stating his principled
opposition to court intervention, or is somehow hiding this letter.
Not only did the other local paper publish an interview with
Ribeiro shortly thereafter, in which he denounced the bourgeois
court system, his July 1996 letter was extensively quoted in his
January 1997 leaflet, several thousand copies of which were distributed to Volta Redonda workers.
A key part of their new smear job consists of insinuations
about the CLC bulletin that Volta Redonda courts ordered
seized. After mockingly citing the Brazilian comrades' appeal
that "proclaimed: 'The bosses' courts want to silence the voice
that tells the truth '," WV 681 states:
"What gives? In a telephone interview with IG supremo Jan
Nordei:i on December 20, a Workers Vanguard reporter asked
why, 'if the point was to silence the voice that tells the truth,'
the IG hadn't circulated the issue of the CLC newsletter
.suppressed by the courts. Replied Norden, 'We're not basically pushing for that.' Norden and his IG certainly haven 't
pushed for the truth."
What comrade Norden told them was that we were waging a
defense campaign against state repression. Recall that the courts
in Volta Redonda ordered the search and seizure of every copy
of this newsletter. A court officer was dispatched to the LQB's

office, where he was advised that no copies of the leaflet were
tain these lies. So now WV is silent about all this.
left, nor did he find any. This left the court in a quandary because
Instead, it foJlows the classic pattern: it launches a new lie,
they couldn't produce the corpus delicti (the body of evidence of
this time that "the LQB dropped its party press after only two
issues." This is a total fabrication. First WV claimed the LQB
a crime). Now WV demands that we should have circulated the
had refused to put out a party press, a falsification that is amply
evidence that the state couldn t come up with!
disproved by the correspondence the ICL itself has published.
While the ICL pretends that this is all just a "sham," let us
When the first issue of the Brazilian comrades' Vanguarda
remind readers that the Brazilian comrades are facing serious
Operaria came out shortly after the ICL broke relations, the ICL
repression. The suit against them threatened to seize their betried to pretend it would be the last issue. After the second issue
longings and to hit them with thousands of dollars in fines, as
came out, they now make up the claim that the party press has
well .is demanding a list of the members of the CLC. In fact, the
been dropped. In fact the frequency of Vanguarda Operaria comcopy of the leaflet submitted to the court included a number of
pares not unfavorably to that of the press of several sections and
nam1 of putative CLCers scrawled on it by the authors of the
suit. : >minously describing
groups of the ICL, as well as
the CLC as "one ofthose clanthe journal Spartacist in its
destine factions which hiding
first years. Meanwhile, the
LQB has published the first isunder the cover ofanonymity
De Geraldo Ribeiro, prcsidcnte do SFPM\'R
seek to nee from confronting
sue
of a theoretical jolllTial and
(Sindicato do Funcionalismo Publico Municipal de Volta Redonda)
A CUT, aos servidores e ao movimcnto opcrario
ti 1e law for the consequences
is publishing a pamphlet reprintourunted1aentos ou SfPMVR no dla agora tedo quc Je,·olvcr u Kombi c o tclefone do
of their acts," the suit that was
ing its 1995 Portuguese trans20-01-1997 c oa lll1i111a ••maaa ltnho • d•<lanir o SFl'MVft oomo
da di>ida. Por qu.! nAo us<t><guiot<:
·
··'lie> Ja
lation of James P. Cannon's
1
resubmitted in mid-NovemDcsmentimos a calltnia quc a fr~ de Artur fez a
imprensa de que eu (Geraldo) tcria usado a ''.iustii;a" contra o
ber threatens criminal prosclassic essay "The Russian
sindicato. Como ja escrevi muna cart.a de 26 de julho de l 996
ecution of the class-struggle
Revolution and the American
ao Di.trio do Vale que o jornal nao publicou:
Negro Movement."
unionists. Any serious mili··o.~ q11e rrxorn>.n1 a i111erve111,·aoda 'justi{'.a 'nosindicaJo niio
somos nru, dirigenles lc:gitimo.s e aJivi!itas do SF/'Ml'll Os traba!hudotant _·an understand why reSimilarly with the ICL's
res d;,'w1m limpar sua pri>pria Ci.Isa, rni\· rejeitamm caI;:gorK.·w1e111e a
inten>e11l(iio dos tribunais palronais no mwinwnlo opercirw. Ao nmtrcisprn1:>ible defenders of labor
various
claims about the Inrio, t} o grupo golpista e prO.po/ida/ de Artur Fernandes que atoca a.·;s1/11
os priw:ipios elemen/ares da independencia de c/{lle dos trabal/i(Jdt.11-a
and the left were not pushing
ternationalist
Group. WV's
Aocolocm o sindicato sohre intervent;iio govcmamental, como nm a/l{)s
to citwlate the CLC's bu1leda cliJodnrc~ se aJc11.:u ru direitos democrdticus e sindicais de 101.k•, •)I
pretense that we have avoided
traba/Jiadores. 0 sindicato Cdos trahaJhadon!S, nOO Jo gOYerno e nem
tin at that time. But blinded
do:; patrfus. "
polemics against the Liga
by factional fury, WV doesn't
Bolchevique Intemacionalista
see or care about this.
30 January declaration by Ribeiro quoting from his 26 July (LBI), Artur Fernandes' menInstead, they hurl vile 1996 letter to Diario do Vale: "Those who resort to court tors, is absurd. Not only have
insinuations aimed at damag- intervention in the union are not us, the legitimate leaders we polemicized against the
ing solidarity efforts. To and activists of the SPFMVR. The workers must 'clean their LBJ in every issue of The Incounter this unprincipled at- own house' and we categorically reject intervention by the ternationalist, but the first istad. on the defense campaign, bosses' courts in the workers movement:' Steel bosses' sue of the LQifs Vanguarda
and as the case is stiJI continu- paper (WVs favorite source) refused to publish letter.
Operaria had a lengthy article
ing more than four months
devoted entirely to unmasklater, \Ve have decided to print here a translation ofCLC buJietin
ing this cynical outfit, while the second featured an extensive
No.!. We also append a translation of the CLC's most recent
article denouncing the line of the LBJ as well as the test of the
bulletin (No. 4), on the defense campaign.
opportunist left on the bonapartist police "strikes" that swept
Brazil last July (in addition to an article on the Congo polemicizing
The Guilty Silence of the ICL
against
the LBJ's initial support to Kabila). As for WV's ravings
In what has now become its standard operating procedure,
about
the
IG and LQB as "Brides of Christ" who are "Never to
WV quietly abandons other accusations that it once insisted on,
Wed"
(WV
No. 678, 14 November 1997), this piece would be
without referring to our detailed refutation of these claims. Prepathetic
if
it
weren't so deranged. The ICL will find out about
vious WV articles attempted to deny that the 19 June 1996 union
our
upcoming
fusion with the LQB in the same way as the rest of
meeting---0ne day after the ICL cut relations with the LQB after
the
world,
when
it is announced in our press.
failini~ to convince them to "leave town" and abandon the struggleBut while WV's pitiful excuses for polemics against the
was : :'.heduled to vote the disaffiliation of the municipal guardas.
JG and LQB go from the patently dishonest to the downright
While seeking to disappear the fact that this meeting was shut down
lt!dicrous, the ICL's actions are anything but laughable. It is
by anned police, WV nauseatingly claimed that the vote to disaffiliobvious that the JCL leaders don't give a damn about the truth
ate the cops "never happened," despite the fact that this vote was
or the real stakes in the class battle in Brazil. This can easily
held at the 25 July 1996 union meeting organized in the face of
be verified by anyone who takes the trouble to keep track of
the repression. In response, we reproduced declarations and minthe welter of contradictions, lies and fabrications published
utes frt)m both organizers and opponents of the campaign to exin Workers Vanguard over the past period. But we're not only
pel police from the union, as well as material from WV's favorite
referring to WV's increasingly reckless disregard for the
source, the steel bosses' newspaper Diltrio do Vale, that systemtruth. In seeking to scrape together smears against the Braati~ '.11ly demolished each of WV's successive attempts to main-
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tions? The lawyer said she told her callers to speak with
zilian comrades in order to cover its own betrayal of the
Geraldo himself. But the ICL never talked to Ribeiro.
struggle to throw the cops out of the unions, the ICL leaderAt the CUT conference, the two ICL representatives enship has been hobnobbing with some very dubious characters
gaged in a discussion with comrades of the LQB. During this
in Volta Redonda.
exchange, one of the lCLers said that maybe the guardas had left
Over the past period they have had a de facto division of
the union, but they were returning (to Fernandes' outfit, that is).
labor with Fernandes' mentors in the Liga Bolchevique
Challenged as to how he would know such a "fact," which is
Internacionalista to seek to isolate and defame the LQB/IG.
untrue in any case, the ICLer responded that he had received this
When representatives of the ICL showed up at last August's
information directly from the Department of Personnel of the
congress of the Brazilian CUT labor federation in Sao Paulo
with a leaflet smearing the LQB, they spent hours upon hours
City of Volta Redonda. When comrade Marcello demanded to
know how that could be, when even the elected president and
in discussion with the LBI. The ICL spokesmen demonstratively hung around the LBJ's literature table for much of
directors of the Municipal Workers Union had been refused such
infonnation, the ICL
this time, including
Af1
representative said
for lengthy periods
~aimo Sm/rQr Doutor J"4 d6 Dirfthl 4a r Var• CrimJn.il "'6 CfJm111T11 tk V(>h11
that anyone could get
when
Artur
~RI. ( Antur to Procw1to n" 30.831/96)
PICL.UUcA.O
it. So after the CUT
Fernandes, the man
conference, Geraldo
IVV rightly calls a
Ribeiro and SFPMVR
"pro-cop thug," was
director Maria do
sitting at it-a fact
Canno Paes went to
confinned twice by
the Department of
one
of
the
Personnel asking for
"interviewers" for
the same informaWV's latest hack job.
tion. They were told
This literature table
that any infonnation
was quite openly the
about union affiliacommand post for
Aqui 1Mfumo, uma ~mm., que u tentativiu de us~lo pcl<m "le1ncotos pr6-p<>liciai.s,
tion
would only be
the operation carried
C8JlUl8U e glngataa que t&n lovado °' tribum.is capita.li5W para dcntro du 11uiili~'3tQ ooiu .:- fun de
aubvtner 4 vontado das basft, Bio aerto combatidas pcdin<lo & intenren~lo di..• mcsmo 3i11t~m~ jurldico.
given out with the
out inside the conRtl9JX>lldet • e&leti alaquea requer qi» a cluae operaria impouha a tua fOf\la de clu!>St.' indepen.k.otemcnte
permission of the
gress by the LBJ and
da burguesia. 0e lrlba.lh&dorea ~vem limpar sua propria casa. 0 SWdicato e do:s Trabnlhadore-r, 11Av da
"j~ pllroO&i". Estes elo as prioalptos que eu defendo contra aquelca que llAv lt.'111 prindpios. Luwuos
Secretary for Adminthe pro-police provopell.~ da clan. 00. tra~.
istration ofthe City of
cateur Fernandes,
Volta Redonda. So
who is part of the
LBI 's trade-union Statement to court by Geraldo Ribeiro, elected president of Volta Redonda what was the ICLers'
Municipal Workers Union, after he ordered his former lawyers to withdraw source for th is
grouping.
their
requests for injunctions, as pro-police faction launched yet another pseudo-in fonnation?
It's not just a
case
against him. Statement stresses: "We categorically reject the
matter of strange poWas this all just
intervention
of the bosses' courts in the workers movement. I emphasize harmless "fact-find1itical bedfellows. In
addition to having that I do not participate in any case of that kind. More than five months ago, ing"? Did it ever ocextended chummy we explained that this is our position .... I reaffirm here once again that the cur to the ICL that
chats with this pro- attempts at usurpation by the pro-police, thug and gangster elements who such indiscriminate
cop clot, in the pres- have brought the capitalist courts into the union with the objective of and reckless interence of the very per- subverting the will of the ranks will not be fought by asking for intervention vention with hostile
intent, approaching
son who called in by the judicial system .... The workers must clean their own house."
judges and lawyers who have launched endless suits against
military and municipal police against union meetings in Volta
the class-struggle militants in the midst of a situation of reRedonda and who has launched endless court actions against
pression against them, as well as hobnobbing with the a "prothe Trotskyists of the LQB, in its frenzy to dig up dirt against
cop thug," could negatively affect the defense of our comrades?
our comrades the ICL has engaged in grossly irresponsible
The least that one can say is that the ICL leaders didn't care
behavior. Thus there were at least two calls last May-June
seeking to speak with authoritative spokesmen in the civil court
what the consequences of their actions might be for those facing a heavy attack by the state and its agents in Volta Redonda.
in Volta Redonda, and on at least one occasion someone spoke
The guiding principle of the new leadership of the ICL apwith a judge. What did they talk about? In addition, Fernandes'
pears to be that anything goes in the interests of attacking those
lawyer says she received "several" calls from "journalists"
who are fighting for the principles of Trotskyism, which the
for a U.S. paper during the same period asking for informaICL is abandoning. This political degeneration must be fought
tion about cases involving Geraldo Ribeiro. This is the same
through the struggle to reforge the Fourth International.
lawyer who has now launched the ominous court suit against
the CLC. which the ICL refuses to defend and whose defense
Internationalist Group
it denounces as a "sham." What was said in those conversa30 January 1998
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Class Struggle Caucus Bulletin No. 2

Against Any Kind of "Union Tax"
The following is a translation of Bulletin No. 2 (September 1997) ofthe Comite de Luta Classista (CLC-Class Struggle
Caucus, initiated by our comrades of the liga QuartaInternacionalista do Brasil). This bulletin, revealing the attempt to loot workers' pension funds and the role of the propolice group ofArtur Fernandes, was the object ofthe "search
and seizure" order issued by a Volta Redonda court at the
behest of the Fernandes clique's lawyer, Vanise Alves de
Carvalho, in a suit filed by the former Municipal Secretary of
the city government. The judicial mafia reacted fi1riously due
to the commotion set offamong Volta Redonda workers by the
CLC leaflets exposure of the lucrative rake-off
In 1994, the Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union
(SFI'MVR) sued the city government demanding that it free
up workers' pension funds. The Popular Front administration had been refusing to pay into the funds, pleading lack of
mone1~ The issue has become even hotter as laid-off workers
hav.,~ insistently demanded access to the funds as their main
source of severance pay. But when the courts finally ordered
the lity to pay up last June, lawyers in connivance with
Fernandes smelled a rich source of loot. In the context of
president Fernando Henrique Cardoso 's all-out assault
against public workers, the defense ofpensionfimds has become a hot issue in Brazil, which has one ofthe lowest minimum wages in the world and virtually no functioning unemployment insurance. The CUT labor federation opposed
Fernandes & Co. s scheme as breaking the unions' stand
against this anti-worker assault.
The "union tax" referred to in the leaflet is a system of
government control over union finances originally established
by the 1930-45 corporatist regime of Getzilio Vargas.

efforts of the majority of the workers, and even charges those
who are members of the union. This faction broke the contract
with the lawyers who were receiving a retainer, and they have
now sued the union, causing a loss of about 3,000 reals.
The pro-police faction ties city workers' hands so they can
be robbed by the judicial mafia, and provides a cover for conuption in the union. Ask: I) Why is it that up to the present no kind
ofbalance sheet has been shown of the union's accounts? 2) What
happened to the 8,032 reals in the union's savings account? 3)
Why is it that none of the payments were made on the union's
van, which was therefore repossessed? 4) Why did they never
prove their accusations against Geraldo Ribeiro, the president
legitimately elected by the city workers?
All this, city worker, is part of the faction's obscure maneuvers in the union. Don't keep quiet! Get this faction's hands
; out of your pockets. Don't pay the 15 percent. Don't let City
Hall manipulate your union dues! Fight for a union independent of the government and bosses, and for class independence.
Point 1 of the program of the Comite de Luta Classista
says the following:
"Complete and 1111co11ditiom1/ independence ofthe trade
unions from tile capitalist state. Against any intervention or
interference by the bourgeois 'justice' system in the union. We
repudiate any and all control by the government (ministries,
'justice' system, parliament, police, etc.) over the workers
movement. It is the workers who decide. Union dues must be
freed from the dues check-off controlled by the state and the
bosses and be paid directly to the union, so the workers wil1
control the union's money. Against the 'union tax,' 'labor federation tax,' etc. We condemn the traitors who 'invite' the bourgeois courts into the unions."

In I 994 the SFPMVR (Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union) launched a legal action in the 7th federal district
court to free up public workers' pension funds (FGTS). Judge
Maria Salete Maccaloz issued an injunction (No. 93.0011061 I
6) fredng up the fund but not agreeing with the I 0 percent fee
for th.: lawyers at that time. Geraldo [Ribeiro] and Marcello
Lazaro said that from then on the suit should be carried out by
the union's legal department.
After the hearing Geraldo Ribeiro, in a discussion with
the SFPMVR's lawyer, Dr. Vanise Alves de Carvalho, asked
her to correct the error committed in the past and undertake
the i lefense of the municipal workers herself. Vanise said she
was not in a position to undertake that wide-ranging a suit.
Knowing the judge's position and the incompetence of the
SFPMVR's lawyer, the union hired two lawyers who would be
paid 500 reals [approximately $500] apiece per month to deal
Vi:ith this issue. We are opposed to the lawyers charging workers I 5 percent [of recovered pension money], and maintain
that d1e union should cover the fees.
Today, the pro-police faction of A1tur, seeking the city workers' money, is charging 15 percent offunds won by the sweat and

Model letter refusing to pay the lawyers' fees:
To the leadership of the Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union.
I,
, enrollment number _ _, from sector_
of public workers of the municipality of Volta Redonda, employed by the city government, present this document to speak
out against the payment of an amount equal to 15 percent of
the pension funds in the Federal Economic Savings Bank for
lawyers' fees. If this was already done, I request the amount
be immediately returned. I also point out that the workers, including those who are not union members, have a right to free
legal assistance. This authoritarianism does not help raise the
consciousness of the working class.
The fake-Trotskyists of the LBI (Liga Bolchevique Intemacionalista), which the pro-police coup faction of Artur
Fernandes belongs to, is using the hands of the bourgeois state
to rip off the workers' money. This means trampling on the
principles of the working class.
The position of the national CUT [labor federation] for
all affiliated unions is against charging lawyers' fees. •
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Militant oil workers during
1995 strike. Strike was
repressed by Cardoso's
troops, betrayed by
leaders of Lula's Workers
Party (PT) and CUT labor
federation in interests of
popular front of class
collaboration.
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continuedfrom page 59

faction are not only aimed at the CLC but pave the way for
the police and bourgeois courts to intervene in the workers
movement.
Since the launching of the Comite de Luta Classista, which
aims to raise class consciousness and fi ght fo r the workers'
conquests, the enemies of the working class have formed a
broad front in the attempt to silence our voice. This new attack
is part of the endless repression and court suits launched against
our class-struggle positions for throwing all kinds of cops (the
armed fist of the bourgeoisie) out of the SFPMVR, the CUT
and all workers unions, and fighting against racism and every
kind of oppression and exploitation.
The CLC cannot be confused with a trade-union ist tendency- in other words, it is not a tendency which denies political struggle and the fight against oppression. We are a revolutionary tendency within the unions. Organizing the workers
must mean organizing the power of the whole working class in
the fight against the p elegos [sellout bureaucrats] who represent the bosses, the oppressor class. In order to do this, we

by Artur 's apparatus imposed by the bourgeois courts) refiled
her suit, as part of this division of labor. Continuing the
witchhunt against the CLC, this time the target is Jorge Oljyeira,
a black worker retired from the CSN (National Steel Company). The lawyer is also threatening to launch a case in the
Fifth Criminal Court of Volta Redonda. The "partnership" of
Artur 's pro-police faction with the bosses and municipal
authorities has made itself clear yet again.
The pro-cop faction is even setting a pattern for others:
on I December 1997, at the request of the Popular Front that
governs City Hall, the Volta Redonda "justice" system ordered the "search and seizure" of a bulletin denouncing city
councilmen who voted to charge workers for garbage collection . This bulletin was supposedly distributed by a city worker
who is an executive board member of the Volta Redonda Construction Workers Union. We state our complete solidarity
with this brother, whose union has declared its solidarity with
the CLC. This is one more proof: the actions of the pro-police
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The pro-police faction completely ignored the
campaign for winning back the job of Regina
Celia, who was fired because of the racism of City
Hall. This is no accident: the LBI publicly attacks
the activities which our comrades organized in
defense ofMumia Abu-Jamal, the black journalist condemned to death, and against the racist death •
penalty in the U.S. Our comrades brought this
campaign to Brazil, a concrete example of the internationalist and proletarian struggle against racial oppression. Jn August 1995 there was a demon strati on for Mumia Abu-Jamal in Volta
Redonda, organized by our comrades of Luta
Metalurgica (now the LQB, Liga Quartalntemacionalista do Brasil) and the SFPMVR
under Geralda's leadership. In contrast, the LBI
does not campaign against special oppression even
when it affects workers (their newspapers do not
discuss even one such case). It constantly echoes
the bigotry and racism of the bourgeoisie, for exI
ample attacking the Mumia campaign and
Founding meeting of the Comite de Luta Classista (Class Struggle demonstration, writing that "it was organized as a
Cau cus), June 1997, initiated by our comrades of the Liga Quarta- big party with music and dancing." This is like
lnternacionalista do Brasil. Brazilian Trotskyists have faced when the racists say, referring to Brazilian blacks,
unrelenting capitalist state repression
"it's something for the colored people." The LBJ
must counterpose revolutionary class-struggle politics to the
ignores thousands of signatures [for the campaign] collected
pro-cnritalist politics of the bureaucrats.
among the workers.
The types of oppression we have mentioned above diThe CLC's policy is not only to organize, but also to denoun ce and fight against those who stand as enemies of the
rectly affect the proletariat, with its multiethnic composition
of men and women of various ages, who are the victims of all
working class. In order for the unions to be one of the instrukinds of prejudices and who must be defended by organizaments for raising the workers' consciousness, making them
tions which claim to be proletarian. Meanwhile, the only thing
understand the need to free themselves from capitalism's
the LBI and Artur have passionately defended, in their dirty
chains, what is indispensable is revolutionary politics and
way,
is the presence of cops in general and municipal guardas
a revolutionary leadership, and this is possible only through
in
unions
together with the workers. The LBI as_ "theoretician
the fight to build a revolutionary workers party.
The CLC's struggle with respect to the
uni1ms is above the mediocrity of the bureaucrats, who use the "union machine"
simply for their own benefit and to serve
the bosses, dividing and betraying the
worki' rs. An example is the agreement
made by the Sao Paulo Metal Workers
Union, dominated by Medeiros' yellow
"For~a Sindical" federation, which sold out
A graphically
the workers in a sweetheart deal with the
documented record
bosses to cut wages and carry out layoffs.
Any proletarian organization which
of the struggle.
seeks to fight against these types needs to
do so on a revolutionary class-struggle progran 1 which defends women, blacks, Indians, homosexuals, children and youth as
Order from/make checks
part of the class-struggle fight and an impayable to: Mundial
portant part of its program against any form
Publications, Box 3321,
of oppression. Only in this way, rising up
Church Street Station,
as the "'tribune of the people," will it build
New York, NY 10008,
the authority to lead the struggle of the
U.S.A.
oppressed and exploited against capital ism.

Order Now!
U.S. $2
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and advisor" and Artur as the "practitioner" not only "defend"
the guardas, but revive "Zubatovism" in the labor movement.
(At the beginning of this century, Zubatov was the inspirer and
organizer of Zubatovism or "police socialism" in Russia. He
founded phony workers organizations under the tutelage of
the police, with the aim of keeping the workers away from
revolutionary activity. Zubatov acted directly inside the unions,
scheming against the Bolsheviks and the lives of all those who
had revolutionary political objectives in organizing the workers.) During the recent "strikes" of the cops (the armed fist of
the bourgeoisie against the exploited and oppressed), the LBI
wanted the "lower echelons" of the Military Police to "accept
the discipline ofan anti-capitalist orientation" (luta Operaria,
November 1997)! This means spreading a criminal reformist
illusion and once again reveals the LBl's attitude towards the
victims of the bourgeois state's uniformed racist assassins. This
makes it clear for the workers movement what the real intentions of the LBI and Artur are with regard to the intervention
of the bourgeois courts calling for banning the CLC's leaflets.

The CLC calls for the class independence of the workers and fights against all forms of collaboration with thf
ruling class!
The judicial attack against the CLC has caused a
clamor of protest extending from Brazil to South Africa,
El Salvador and the United States.
The workers of Brazil face the brutal austerity plan of
Fernando Henrique Cardoso, instigated by the International
Monetary Fund and Wall Street bankers in response to the crisis of world financial markets. To impose the starvation plan,
the capitalists can rely on Cardoso, who sent tanks and soldiers against the oil workers' strike two years ago.
The one refinery the army did not occupy in 1995 was the
plant at Duque de Caxias (in Rio de Janeiro state), because of
Caxias workers' reputation for organized and militant resistance.
However, the courts intervened against the union and seized control of its bank account. Protesting the new repression against the
CLC, the Duque de Caxias oil workers union issued a statement
"vehemently repudiating state intervention against the workers'
freedom of organization," denouncing the "suspension of the
rights of the union's elected president" and stating that "persecution of leaders and various forms of intervention in combative
unions has been a constant in recent years, particularly under the
government of Fernando Henrique Cardoso."
In a similarly firm and energetic tone, the Rio de Janeiro
Glass, Ceramic and Optical Workers Union and the Homeless
Workers Movement protested against the bourgeois courts'
authoritarianism, stating that the courts' aim is to "infringe on
the workers' organizations" and demanding: "Down with the
intervention!"
Workers in Belo Horizonte (state of Minas Gerais) also
supported the campaign and protested capitalist justice. In her
protest statement, Elizabete Xavier Diniz, a supporter of the
"Critical Analysis of the Minas Gerais Education Workers
Union" (opposition to the current union leadership), writes that
"this kind of posture by the state takes us back to the recent
past of repressive and anti-democratic practices aimed at cut-
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ting off the freedom of speech and legitimacy of the movement for the struggle of the working class."
The Oil Workers Union of the State of Minas Gerais, which
like the rest of this sector has been the target of attacks by Cardoso,
who seeks to suppress their organizations, demands that "the right
of free association and opinion must be maintained and differences among the workers must be resolved by the workers themselves," demanding as well: "Down with the intervention!"
From Rio de Janeiro, the Committee Against Persecution
and for the Freedom of Political Prisoners in Brazil denounces
the fact that Cardoso's "democracy" maintains" 111 political
prisoners and victims of persecution," while calling on the
workers to fight for "dropping the charges against the CLC,
canceling the verdicts against members of the Landless Peasants and Homeless movements, and freeing imprisoned members of the [Chilean] MIR and [Salvadoran] FMLN" in Brazil.
Also from Rio de Janeiro, the Committee for a Proletarian Culture Center declares: "we find it intolerable that members of the labor movement or people who should be at its
service use the instruments and laws of the Bourgeois State to
instigate persecution against class-struggle fighters."
In Volta Redonda, the unions of Hotel and Restaurant Workers, Domestic Workers and Construction Workers protested with
solidarity messages noting "the deliberate intention of infringing
on workers' organization as occurred for several years under the
Military Dictatorship," stating "the day will come when nobody
can succeed in silencing the roaring voice of the streets," and
demanding "Down with intervention!"
As occurred during a previous period in the campaign of
repression against the class-struggle militants, some of the most
powerfu 1protests came from South Africa. An 8 October 1997
statement from the South African Municipal Workers Union
(SAMWU), which has 120,000 members, stated: "For many
years, as municipal workers we fought, with others, a brutal
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racist regime here in South Africa," where "the Jabour moveof all the activist[s] who exercised their rights by publishing
leaflets to inform the workers and defend their interests."
ment...suffered many losses at the hands of the brutal police
In the San Francisco Bay Area, in California, longshore
and state machinery." SAMWU hails the CLC's "courageous
union Local IO (ILWU) denounced "the vicious witchhunt"
<.var°'' racism" and our fight for the "right to publish informawhich follows previous repression aimed at Ribeiro "because
tion vital to workers of Brazil particularly, and the world in
you played a central role in carrying out the will of your memgeneral," demanding: "Down with the charges against Cde
bership to disaffiliate the guardas (police) from your union."
Geraldo Ribeiro and the CLC."
Citing an earlier protest by ILWU Local 10, it underlined:
The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa
"As we stated then and reiterate now, we support your prin(NUMSA) and the National Union of Miners (NUM) of the
cipled struggle. Police have been banned from membership
same country also sent vigorous protests against the new
in our union since they killed workers in the 1934 Maritime
repression against the CLC. The South African Commercial
Strike. And today, the brutal killings of street children in BraCatering and Allied Workers Union (SACCAWU) denounced
"the latest attack ... by the combined dark forces of capital and
zil by police don't go unnoticed here." The statement also
referred to government repression against the dockers' strike
state machinery" and called on those responsible to stop antiin Santos [in Sao Paulo state] several months ago.
un ion repression, "lest they burn themselves in the fire they
On the East Coast of the USA, a solidarity statement in
shall ~ncounter in return."
Stating that "International Solidarity knows no borders,"
Spanish and Portuguese from the Independent Farmworkers
Center noted: "Farm workers here are predominantly Latin
the Association of Telecommunications Workers of El Salvaimmigrants, and we have suffered repression and intimidation
dor (ASTTEL) wrote to "condemn this whole new escalation
of repression against the unionists of Volta Redonda, Brazil, , in our countries of origin. This kind of repression continues
and specifically against brother Geraldo Ribeiro and the Comite
when we arrive in the United States. We believe the struggle
de Luta Classista." Also from El Salvador, the FEASIES labor
you are carrying out is a great example for other countries and
federation issued a statement defending Ribeiro and the CLC
popular movements internationally." An eloquent statement
against the repression. When the president of El Salvador atfrom the Latino Workers Center of New York said "we undertacked representatives of ASTTEL and FEASIES on televistand only too well the brutal methods utilized by the police
sion, calling them "traitors" and "inhuman" for denouncing
and the state when their interests are threatened" and ended:
the terrible abuses against workers in the factories there (many
"Demand that ALL charges against the CLC and comrade
of whom are women workers), Geraldo and the class-struggle
Ribeiro be dropped right away!!!"
The broad support from around the world resulted from the
militants defended the Salvadoran brothers and sisters.
international solidarity campaign carried out by our comrades of
From the other side of the Pacific Ocean, the Confederathe Internationalist Group and Liga Quarta-Intemacionalista do
tion for Unity, Recognition and Advancement of Government
Brasil. Solidarity statements were also been received from the
Employees in the Philippines wrote that "we join against racInternational Bolshevik Tendency, the Freedom Socialist Party
ist employers who are in cahoots with the repressive governand radical historian Howard Zinn in the U.S., the Communist
ment in sowing terror among municipal workers," stating:
Workers Party (PCT) [in Brazil] and LabourNet in Britain. We
"Your struggle is not far from ours. We also [face] racial disthank all the organizations and individuals who have defended
crimination against the Cordillera peoples and the Muslim
Moros of the South" of the Philippines. This Filipino workers
the CLC against state repression. •
group calls for facing "this disorderly new world order" through
"collective action and international solidarity." In New Zealand,
th~ two labor federations wrote to protest the repression against
the Comite de Luta Classista. The acting secretary of the New
Zealand Trade Union Federation (NZTUF) sent a protest to
Internationalist Group, Box 3321, Church Street
Brazil's interior minister, and the secretary of the New Zealand
Station, New York, NY 10008, U.S. A.
Council of Trade Unions (NZCTU) also signed a protest stateTel. (212) 460-0983 Fax: (212) 614-8711
ment against the attacks in Volta Redonda.
E-mail: internationalistgroup@msn.com
In the United States, a solidarity statement to Ribeiro and
Boston: write to Internationalist Group, P.O. Box
the CLC from Service Employees International Union (SEIU)
440129, Somerville, MA 02144.
Locd 399 (which represents combative janitors and hospital
Mexico: write to Apdo. Postal 70-379, Adm6n. de
woi kers in Los Angeles) observed that this is "the eighth leCorreos
No. 70, CP 04511, Mexico, D.F., Mexico
gal action against you. This is an attempt to use Jaws from the
military dictatorship to censor and silence the voice of union
activists, including the legitimate elected president of the Volta
Redonda municipal workers union who has been the victim
Brazil: write to Caixa Postal 084027, CEP 27251of court intervention, armed police shutting down union meet970, Volta Redonda, RJ, Brazil.
ings and repeated acts ofrepression because of the struggles
Rio de Janeiro: write to Caixa Postal 009026, CEP
he has led." The statement also denounced the threat "to seize
20072-970, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil.
your belongings and the outrageous threat to demand the names
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Class Struggle Caucus Bulletin No. 4

The Persecution Continues!
Workers Organizations Express
Solidarity with the CLC
The following is a
posed ofthe PSB [the BraQue • Cl:T ,_.., - , -.."'w.e.:
translation ofBulletin No.
zilian Socialist Party of
4 (Janumy 1998) of the
~~~~~~~~
longtime bourgeois politiComite de Luta Classista
cian and regional boss of
(CLC-Class Struggle
the state of Pernambuco
Caucus) on the internaMiguel Arraes], PT
CONTINUA A PERSEGUI<;AO!
tional solidarity effort
[Lula's Workers Party],
PCdoB [the fonnerly proand recent developments
ORGANIZA(XJES OPERARIAS
Albania Communist Party
in the continuing represMANIFESTAM SOLIDARIEDADE AO CLC
sion against the CLC The
of Brazil], PCB [a rump
bolcci:;...~::',::C~~~~~=~~~ ::r:a~:f'~;.::!.~:::.:=:.lt~::.::~:~'::~~~
bulletin also includes
do
uisem•imediaaodc_•~io4os
of the fonnerly pro-Mosfacsimiles ofmany ofthe ~,~~-·!llllCL(~·...ll\!IJ..o..to~·-~.....~-'.'··~·"""""-""~·~j-~!!l!!!.,.,.,~·""~..::~"-·~'l'......li.~~-...il·11""""'·-~·~·"""'i"""'~·;·J"i""',,·""'~··"~'"~ill•...,~~·--~·-il·"'~~~':,"";··~~~·'.'.'~-~- cow Brazilian Communist
solidarity statements reParty], PV (Green Party),
ceivedfi·om around the world (see "International Outcry Against
etc.-that City Hall sent police to disperse and repress union assemBrazil Witchhunt, "The lnten:iationalist No. 4, January-Februblies during our campaign to disaffiliate the municipal guardas
ary 1998). It is important to note that the high city official who
from the SFPMVR.
Artur Fernandes is the pro-police stooge imposed by the
originally filed the latest suit against the comrades, on behalfof
the Fernandes cliques lawyer, had been the direct boss of city
bourgeois courts against the will of the SFPMVR ranks with
workers for the municipal Popular Front government against
the objective of ousting the elected president, Geraldo Ribeiro,
which Geraldo Ribeiro led a series of successfitl strikes. The
and subjugating the union. (Artur is advised by the fake-left
"Estado Novo" (New State) referred to in the leaflet was the
"Liga Bolchevique lnternacionalista." Jn the most brazen and
1930-45 corporatist regime o/Getulio Vargas.
cynical way, the LBl's union tendency put him forward as a
"star" at the Sixth Congress of the CUT labor federation in
At the beginning of September 1997, when the CLC pub1ished a leaflet denouncing the rip-off of pension funds by the
August 1997 as an "alternative" to the CUT's bureaucratizajudicial mafia with the collaboration of the pro-police faction
tion. During that same month the Fernandes faction scabbed
of Artur [Fernandes], the response was a court case against the
on the Volta Redonda city workers' strike that they themselves
CLC demanding the "search and seizure" of all copies of the
called, since they sent their paysheets in to the city offices and
leaflet. The suit's authors demanded a list of names and the
received their normal pay for that day.)
confiscation ofthe belongings of Geraldo Ribeiro and the CLC,
New Attack Against the CLC
together with other repressive measures, basing themselves on
With the solidarity campaign we have carried out against
the laws of the "Estado Novo" and the military dictatorship.
the repression, the CLC has been receiving solidarity and supTo alert the workers movement, to protest and to defend
port from important labor movement organizations in Volta
ourselves, we published a subsequent bulletin (No. 3) pointing
Redonda as well as at the national and international levels. When
out that this new anti-labor attack is a case of political persecuit found out about the campaign, the LBI came to Volta Redonda
tion whose origins lie in the Popular Front municipal governand "advised" Artur on how to wash his hands of the affair. While
ment and the campaign by [Brazilian president] Cardoso and the
"clarifying"
nothing whatsoever about the scandalous rip-off of
International Monetary Fund to Joot the workers' insurance and
pension
funds
which we denounced in CLC Bulletin No. 2, they
social security funds. A clear proof: the case against the CLC
immediately
published
a "note of clarification" supposedly criti~
was filed in the 'justice" system, on behalfof Dr. Vanise, by Dr.
cizing
their
lawyer,
saying
that when she used the courts against
Joao Silveira Neto, who was chief of staff in the municipal govus
this
was
"unfortunate
technical
conduct," while simultaneously
ernment of [former mayor] Baltazar and then Municipal Secre"professional
value." Meanwhile, the CLC
praising
the
lawyer's
tary of~ublic Services (municipal decrees 5955 and 6310). Vanise
and
city
workers
demand
the
immediate
return of the 15 percent
and Silveira Neto have a "lawyers' office" providing "services"
taken
from
the
pension
funds.
with one foot in Artur's office and the other in the chambers of
Then, while Artur/LBJ adopted the guise oflittle saints, a
City Hall. This is yet another proof of the class-collaborationist
few
days
later the same lawyer (who contin11pc; to be employed
"partnership" of the pro-police faction and the Popular Front. It
continued on page 55
was under the municipal government of the Popular Front--com-
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Internationalist Group Statement

wv·s New crop of Fabrications
DECEMBER 1998 - Trotsky once wrote that reading Bukharin was like eating chopped bristles. Today, readers of the
"new Workers Vanguard' are expected not only to take it
with a grain of salt but to swallow whole bucketsful of mud.
Once the voice of authentic Trotskyism, WV is now the
mouthpiece of the centrist degeneration of the International
Communist League (ICL). As such, its falsifications keep
getting cruder, since justifying duplicitous politics requires
treating the truth as a matter of convenience.
Over the past year, publications of the Internationalist
Group/League for the Fourth International (IG/LFI) have
posed fundamental political issues regarding the ICL's revision of the central thesis of the Transitional Program, the
founding document of Trotsky's Fourth International; its
abandonment of the Leninist demand for independence for
all colonies and of the call for workers action against imperialist war mobilization; its "discovery" that the Mexican
state's corporatist labor front is supposedly a "legitimate"
union-to name a few. Yet WV follows its script to the letter:
ignore the real political arguments at all costs, and every
time the IG provides detailed, documented refutations of the
last pack of smears, launch new ones. So now we find WV
hip-deep in muck raising a new crop of fabrications against
the LFI, this time on ... our line on the agrarian question in
Brazil. And once again, it has provided readers with an opportunity to see for themselves how the falsifiers operate.
In an accompanying article on the struggle against
"Zubatovism" (police "unionism") in Brazil, we unmask the
ICL's latest variations on its old smears seeking to disappear the tenacious struggle waged by our comrades of the
Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil (LQB) for "cops and
courts out of the unions." Meanwhile, in its recent article on
Brazil, Workers Vanguard (No. 702, 4 December 1998)
adds a new ingredient, feigning a polemic on "Agrarian
Revolution and Permanent Revolution" as a pretext for new
slanders. This foray into the countryside is more than a little
foolhardy coming from the folks who barely a year ago
made a laughing stock of themselves with one "polemic"
after another furiously insisting that the permanent revolution was inconceivable without a struggle against supposed
"feudal peonage in the countryside" which according to
their fantasy "continue[ d] to plague the countries of Latin
America." Then suddenly they dropped this claim like a hot
potato when the Permanent Revolution Faction in the ICL's
French section unmasked this anti-Marxist thesis borrowed
from the Stalinists.
As a preface to its latest pseudo-polemic, WV 702 notes
the class-collaborationist reformism of the Workers Party
(PT) of Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva and that the Brazilian
Landless Peasants Movement (MST) is "a petty-bourgeois
formation fully in the grip of Lula's program." It goes on to
claim: "The posture of the IG towards the MST peasant
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movement has been a textbook case of centrist amorphousness and tail ism." Pumping itself up with ersatz indignation,
WVaccuses:
"So it seems that the Pabloite IG has found in this volatile petty-bourgeois sector a potential 'new mass vanguard' - a substitute for the conscious proletariat.
Through such centrist ploys big and little, the IG/LQB
takes its place in the 'syphilitic chain' of opportunists
who tail the popular front."
Just one problem with this whole construct: it is literally the
opposite of the truth, and demonstrably so.
To back up its claim, WV writes that "the left portrays
the MST as some sort of revolutionary leadership, and the
LQB/IG in turn refuses to criticize it when it is so popular.
The latest issue of the LQB's Vanguarda Operaria (April
1998) is silent about recent struggles of the landless peasants." Oh really? Anyone who opens that issue of Vanguarda Operaria will see the fo11owing in the lead article
that begins on the front page:
"In reality, all these groups [Stalinists, Morenoites, LBI,
etc.] are mere appendices of the PT and as such, their activities in this electoral period will be fundamentally electoralist, even when they claim to be anti-electoralist.
"The case is similar with the Landless Peasants Movement
(MST), which supports the PT's Lula for president and, at
the same time as it backs occupations of landed estates in a
dozen states, is turning increasingly to the electoral terrain.
While it is hunted at gunpoint by the landlords' goons and
the Military Police, the MST has gone hunting for votes ....
Despite their sometimes combative tactics, in reality they
are a transmission belt for the bourgeoisie through the PT, a
bourgeois workers party."
So from the very outset, any reader can see that WV's
indictment is a crude and shameless fabrication.
WV's next "proof' is that in an article defending arrested MST leaders, the previous issue of Vanguarda Operaria (August-October 1997) quoted a speech by MST
spokesman Joao Pedro Stedile referring to the need to "mobilize the people in rebellion against the government, as the
Bolsheviks did with their slogans of 'peace, land and bread'
which thus implanted communism in Russia." WV foams:
"Thus the LQB introduces the MST to its readers as Bolsheviks!" What the authors grotesquely leave out is that
Stedile's statement was quoted not because the LQB considers him a "Bolshevik" (in fact the article opposes the
MST leaders' reliance on "the bourgeoisie and its agents the
capitalist politicians")-but because the speech was the basis
for the government's "case" against Stedile, accusing him of
"inciting to violence." The VO article's first paragraph states
this in citing Stedile's reported statement, but a reader of
WV's account would have no inkling of this basic fact. What
does WV care that this was the pretext for a McCarthyite

witch hunt? After all, the ICL refused to defend the LQB
and the CLC (Class Struggle Caucus) when a Brazilian
court ordered their leaflets seized and their office searched!
So what WV says about Vanguarda Operaria No. 3 is a
lie and what it says about issue No. 2 is a truly vile distortion. What about Vanguarda Operdria No. I? Perhaps it
"refuses to criticize" the MST? In a back-page article denouncing the massacre of landless peasants at Eldorado de
Carajas, VO's premier issue stated:
"The MST's pro-capitalist structure and its deep-going
adaptation to the bourgeois state have generated large
contradictions; it is not uncommon for the leadership to
turn over 'radicals' for repression. While we call on the
proletariat to mobilize in defense of the struggle for the
land, we Marxists warn that the petty-bourgeois conception of self-enrichment through 'small propertyholding' is reactionary ....
'The lands which under a workers and peasants government could produce food for the workers of the entire world are held by the avid hands of the bourgeoisie
which cares only for profit. In this poor and semi- ,
colonial country, only agrarian revolution, as part of the ~
permanent revolution led by the proletariat and following the path shown by the October Revolution, can liberate the land from this criminal hand. This is the Liga
Quarta- Internacionalista do Brasil's slogan, against the
conception of a supposed 'agrarian reform' put forward
by reformists and Mensheviks, from the socialdemocrats and Stalinists to fake-Trotskyists like the
[Morenoite] PSTU, Causa Operaria and the Liga Bolchevique Internacionalista."
Now WV No. 702 claims that the "unexplained reference to 'agrarian revolution'" in the LQB's October 1998
statement on the Brazilian elections "could mean the program of the MST!" WV's editors must hope its erstwhile
readers will be stricken blind. Headlined "You Can't Combat Capital with the Popular Front-Against the Cardoso/IMF Onslaught: Fight for Workers Revolution!", the
LQB statement (distributed as a leaflet in Brazil, posted on
the Internet in Portuguese and English translation, and published in the current issue of The Internationalist) raises the
call for agrarian revolution in counterposition to "agrarian
reforms [which] are decreed in laws by bourgeois governments," which is the program of the MST and virtually the
entire Brazilian left (PT, PC do B, PSTU, CO). The article
also stresses "our program is for revolutionary expropriation
of the bourgeoisie" and calls for a "revolutionary workers
party which can lead the masses of landless peasants in a
fight for a workers and peasants government and the extension of revolution to the imperialist centers." What WV
dishes out as "facts" would be declared unfit even for hogwash on any self-respecting collective farm.
WV then goes on to froth: "And in place of the Trotskyist perspective of permanent revolution ... the LQB calls
vaguely for a 'worker-peasant alliance under the leadership
of the revolutionary proletariat.' This differs little if at all
from the Maoist-Stalinist formula of 'proletarian hegemony'
in the 'bloc of four classes'!" As a rule of thumb, the more
exclamation points WV uses, the less relation it has with the
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truth. The "bloc of four classes" (i.e., the "national" bourgeoisie, the proletariat, peasantry and urban pettybourgeoisie) was the Stalinists' formula for subordinating
the workers and peasants to bourgeois politicians, from
Chiang Kai-shek in China to the Maoists' popular front with
nationalist strongman Sukarno in Indonesia. The phrase WV
quotes (which occurs not in the LQB's October statement,
as implied, but in the front-page article of Vanguarda Operdria No. 3) is directed against the popular front. The very
next sentence reads: "What the PT does is exactly the opposite: it subordinates the workers and peasants to bourgeois
politicians."
In the previous paragraph, the same Vanguarda Operaria article stresses:
"It is necessary to bring the working class the consciousness of the role it must play as leader of the peasantry's
struggles. rn practice the MST is following the reformist
CUT [labor federation] leadership, which leads it to join in
the internal struggles of politicians of the bourgeois class.
Thus while in hundreds of places around the country landless peasants confront the police and landlord goons who
try to expel them at gunpoint from the occupied lands, the
political response of the MST is to participate in this rotten
broad front [Lula's "Union of the People"] with the landlord Brizola, representative of the large landowners of Rio
Grande do Sul, and Arraes, chief of the landowners of
Pemambuco."
The article raises the slogans "For a socialist revolution;
proletarian opposition to the popular front! Not one vote to
any candidate of the popular front!" while denouncing every
species of class collaboration (specifically including the socalled "anti-imperialist united front") and calling for a revolutionary workers party to "fight for a workers and peasants
government as part of the Socialist United States of Latin
America and the extension of revolution to our class brothers in the 'belly of the beast' in North America, Europe,
Japan and the entire world."
In a report on "Blood on the Second Anniversary of Eldorado de Carajas," another article in Vanguarda Operaria
No. 3 denounces the assassination of two MST activists who
led landless peasants in occupying a large estate in the south
of Para, a state whose governor "is supported by the PT in a
popular front of class collaboration," VO notes. The article
states:
"It is necessary to organize workers and peasants selfdefense and the urgent mobilization of the power of the
workers movement under revolutionary leadership,
which can place the proletariat at the head of the peasants and all the exploited and oppressed in a struggle
for socialist revolution accompanied by a genuine
agrarian revolution."
It ends: "True solidarity is shown in acts, in the struggle for
class independence and to reforge a revolutionary workers
party."
"Silent about recent struggles of the landless peasants"?
Tailing the MST? "Unexplained reference to 'agrarian revolution"'? A "bloc of four classes"? In each case, what the
LQB says and does is the opposite of what WV claims. This
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Rio de Janeiro Education Workers and U.S.
Longshoremen Stop Work to Demand:

Free Mumia Abu-Jamal!
On 23 April 1999, the comrades
of the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista
do Brasil and the Comite de Luta
Classista sparked the first-ever work
stoppage demanding freedom for
Mumia A bu-Jamal. The teachers
union of the state of Rio de Janeiro,
SEPE, called a statewide stop work
action to hold meetings about the
case of the foremost class war prisoner in the United States and about
the struggle against the racist death
penalty. The next day the ILWU dock
workers union in the U.S. shut down
every port on the West Coast also
calling for Mumia to be freed. The
two actions were carried out in conjunction.
Teachers, staff and students at the Paulo de Frontin school in the city
The Brazilian action was the re- of Rio de Janeiro hold up banner and signs calling for freedom for
sult of several years work by the Mumia Abu-Jamal during 23 April 1999 work stoppage for Jamal called
LQB and its predecessor, Luta by the SEPE educational workers union.
Metalurgica, which first brought the
march in San Francisco that afternoon, chanting: "An injury
campaign to free Jamal to Brazil in 1995. The work stopto one is an injury to all, Free Mumia Abu-Jamal! "
page was prepared by winning the support first of the SEPE
These were the first union work stoppages for Jamal, a
in Rio, and then of the national teachers federation CNTE.
key step in mobilizing the power of labor worldwide in poAlthough the SL/ICL long called for labor action for Jalitical strike action to win his freedom from the capitalist
mal's freedom, and although the Brazilian work stoppage
injustice system.
was the first such work stoppage anywhere, the /CL has
In the afternoon, a demonstration was held outside the
never once mentioned it in its press.
U.S. consulate in Rio to demand Mumia's freedom. It was
The LQB and CLC have continued to fight for workers
sponsored by the CUT labor federation, the SEPE, the Proaction to free Mumia, most recently in an April 2009 oneletarian Culture Center, the SINDISPREV union of social
day strike by the SEPE in Rio de Janeiro. We print below a
security workers, SINTRASEF union and other groups.
press release issued by the Internationalist Group.
The CUT provided a powerful sound truck. In addition to
demanding freedom for Mumia, speakers of the Liga
25 APRIL 1999 - Demanding freedom for Mumia AbuQuarta-lntemacionalista do Brazil (LQB) and League for
Jamal and protesting against racism and the death penalty,
the
Fourth International called to defend Yugoslavia and
workers in Brazil and the United States carried out work
defeat
the NATO attack.
stoppages on April 23 and 24 [ 1999].
The
stoppage today in Brazil was announced in an artiIn Brazil, schools in the city and state of Rio de Janeiro
in
the
Jornal do Brasil, Rio's leading daily newspaper,
cle
stopped classes for one hour on day and evening shifts in
and
on
Radio
Globo, a leading national radio network. The
defense of the former Black Panther and renowned black
union put out a four-page special newspaper all about the
journalist on Pennsylvania's death row. The April 23 stopcause of Mumia Abu Jamal, which was sent to every school
pages were called by the assembly of the State Teachers and
in the state. Schools in the towns of Valern;a and Barra
Education Workers Union (SEPE - Sindicato Estadual dos
Mansa also reported stoppages and assemblies. In addition,
Profissionais de Educai;ao do Rio de Janeiro).
some institutions not part of the state school system joined
In the U.S., the International Longshore and Warehouse
the stoppage, including the federal Agrarian School.
Union (ILWU) shut down ports all along the West Coast
The call for work stoppages was introduced in the
from 8 am to 6 pm on April 24 demanding freedom for J ateachers
union by Marcello Carega of the Comite de Luta
mal in an important display of labor's muscle. A sizeable
Classista (Class Struggle Caucus), affiliated with the LQB
contingent of IL WU dock workers also led off a protest
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and LFI. Carega noted that in the 1920s and '30s hundreds
of thousands of workers internationally came out in opposition to the death penalty in the U.S. and demanding freedom
for Sacco and Vanzetti and the nine youth of Scottsboro,
Alabama. The international outcry and mobilization of
working-class power stopped the executions of the Scottsboro youth, and we must bring out this kind of power today
to free Mumia, Carega said.
From early reports: At the Paulo de Frontin school, a
large secondary school in Rio, during the stoppage of the
first shift, students and teachers gathered in the school patio
with signs such as "Teacher and student stoppage to demand
freedom for Mumia Abu-Jamal." One sign read, "SEPE and
IL WU (U.S. Longshoremen) Together Demand Freedom for
Mumia Abu-Jamal." A teachers union activist spoke of the
importance of students gaining social consciousness and
that "consciousness is something which must be won," in
key struggles against racism and other forms of social oppression. A student leader linked Jamal's case to the oppression of blacks and women in Brazil, as well as the increasing difficulty of lower-income students in getting a
college education.
During the stoppage of the first shift at the Ernest Farias
high school, in the same zone of the city of Rio (a zone
which has the largest concentration of schools in Latin
America), a teachers union activist linked the fight against
racism and the death penalty with the neo-Nazi racism put
forward by the students who opened fire on other students in
the state of Colorado and stressed that racism is lethal. Students and teachers protested in front of the school, chanting,
"Free Mumia Abu-Jamal."
In the city of Barra Mansa, near Volta Redonda , 50
teachers and students gathered during the afternoon shift
stoppage to hear a teacher who is a member of the Class
Struggle Caucus explain Mumia's case. In the city of
Valern;a the biggest high school was notable for the enthusiasm of teacher and student participation in the union action.
In the town of Pinheiral the stoppage was extended to the
federal Agricultural School. In this case, it was the students
who Jed the teachers to stop classes and hold a militant
demonstration of 150 people demanding Mumia's freedom
A student leader, Nelson, emphasized "we have to introduce the international struggle against racism among the
youth. " LQB activist Celia spoke of the need to defend
Indians, women, homosexuals and all the oppressed.
The stoppage movement was also extended to students
and professors at the FERP, a private university in Volta
Redonda, during the evening of Friday, April 23. The connection to the fight against racist oppression in Brazil,
where there have been many massacres of black street children in particular was stressed.
At the Educational Institute in central Rio de Janeiro,
standing under a banner of the CUT labor federation, SEPE
and CNTE national teachers union demanding "Freedom for
Mumia Abu-Jamal," teachers union leaders spoke of the crucial role of the international struggle against racism in
strengthening the struggle of the unions. A black teacher
described her own experience with racist discrimination in the
city of Rio de Janeiro, and leading SEPE spokesman Luciene

Campos stressed how racist white students murdered a man
from the Fatoxo Indian people by setting him on fire.
The afternoon rally outside the U.S. consulate was addressed by many activists including from the LQB/CLC, the
UNE student union and others. The street was festooned with
five large banners bearing Mumia's picture and demanding
Mumia's freedom. There were many young high-school students present. A message from the ILWU stoppage was received with great enthusiasm. Marchers chanted "Free
Mumia Abu-Jamal" in English and one of the most popular
chants was "Down with Imperialism-Long Live Socialism".
Marcello Carega of the CLC said, "This action was an
important step in the struggle to mobilize the workers for
Mumia's freedom as part of an internationalist fight by the
working class against all forms of social oppression around
the world. We must use this, together with the dock workers stoppage in the U.S. , to organize more and ever more
extensive and powerful stoppages, strikes and mass street
protests to win Mumia's freedom and against the racist
death penalty."

\ WV's New Crop ...
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continued from page 61
is so utterly clear that it lays bare the cynical method behind
WV's mad fabrications. The ICL is banking on its readers
never seeing our answers to its smears or the LQB articles it
lies about.
To leave no stone unturned, let us suppose that some
ill-informed reader deduces from WV's article that the call
for a worker-peasant alliance under revolutionary proletarian leadership is somehow alien to the Trotskyist program
of permanent revolution. The best answer is to go to the
source, a text which states:
"Not only the agrarian, but also the national question assigns to the peasantry-the overwhelming majority of the
population in backward countries-an exceptional place in
the democratic revolution. Without an alliance of the proletariat with the peasantry the tasks of the democratic revolution cannot be solved, nor even seriously posed. But the
alliance of these two classes can be realized in no other
way than through an irreconcilable struggle against the influence of the national-liberal bourgeoisie."
The author goes on to state that "the revolutionary alliance
between the proletariat and the peasantry is conceivable only
under the political leadership of the proletarian vanguard, organized in the Communist Party." He insists that "the victory of
the democratic revolution is conceivable only through the dictatorship of the proletariat which bases itself upon the alliance
with the peasantry" and solves the bourgeois-democratic tasks
while carrying out the revolutionary expropriation of the bourgeoisie and extending revolution to the imperialist centers.
The author is Leon Trotsky; the source, his theses "What
Is the Permanent Revolution?" (in The Permanent Revolution
[1930]). It is the program of Lenin and Trotsky that the Internationalist Group and the Liga Quarta-Intemacionalista do
Brasil defend, as sections of the League for the Fourth International, against the epigones whose unending fabrications
are the symptom of profound political degeneration. •
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